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Hayes Shelter (40ML143) is a small rockshelter site located on 
the Due� River in Middle Tennessee. Archaeological investigations 
were conducted at the site during the su111T1ers of 1982 and 19 83 by the 
University of Te�nessee Department of Anthropology as part of the 
Columbia Archaeological Project. This thesis presents the results of 
these investigations and compares the lithic assemblages from Hayes 
Shelter with those recovered from seven additional sheltered sites and 
eight open sites in or near the Central Duck River Basin. 
By comparing the lithic assemblages from these 16 sites, 
information was gained on patterns of variability in the distribution 
of raw material types, tools, debitage, and flake debris. The 
resulting data suggest that on a regional basis, raw material 
selection strategies during the Middle Archaic coJT1T1only included 
locally available, but inferior quality cherts, while the strategies 
of the later periods relied on these resources .less frequently. 
Models of prehistoric organizational strategies advanced through 
pr�vious research have attempted to explain this pattern as reflecting 
a fundamental shift in settlement stra_tegy, a shift necessitated by 
population crowding and resource scarcity resulting from the arid 
climatic conditi.ons of the Hypsithermal Interval ( ca. 8000 - 6000 
B. P. ). 
According to previous models, the distribution of lithics in tool 
and debitage classes and among flake debris reduction stages are also 
expected to show a shift at the Late Archaic transition. Middle· 
vi 
Archaic assemblages are expected to be more homogeneous {more evenly 
distributed), while the later assemblages should have less even 
distributions, reflecting a more complex logistical strategy involving 
more long-distance transport of raw materials which were reduced in 
stages at various sites. However, the data in thi·s study do not 
support the expected pattern. The composition of both Middle and Late 
Archaic assemblages in this sample appears to be influenced by 
resource selection, and this, in turn,. is largely a function of site 
location. Change in raw material selection coincides with a climatic 
shift marked by increased precipitation at the close of the 
Hypsithermal Interval. It is suggested that restricted precipitation 
and a concomitant reduction in river and tributary discharge rates may 
have diminished the availability of usable chert gravels otherwise 
transported as bedload and deposited as lag gravel in the Central Duck 
River system. 
As a preliminary investigation of the regional patterns of lithic · 
technology during the Archaic Period ," this study suggests that site 
location {with respect to lithic resources)' and site type ( sheltered 
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CHA PTER I 
GENERAL INTRODUCT ION 
Archaeological investigations of Hayes Shelter were undertaken as 
one of many Phase I I  mitigative efforts initiated as part of the 
Columbia Archaeological Project under contract with the Tennessee 
Valley Authority. This thesis describes the site, the excavation, and 
the analysis of artifacts recovered and examines certain aspects of 
lithic assemblage variability both in the shelter deposits and from 
several sites in the Central Duck River Basin. 
The strategy consonant with Phase I I  archaeological testing 
imposes certain limitations on the scope of the sample recovered. The 
research undertaken in this study is constrained by the parameters of 
the sample·and focuses on a single problem in these contexts, lithic 
assemblage technology. The classification system and analytical 
techniques employed were selected specifically to measure this 
dimension of artifact variability and are outlined in Chapter I I. A 
description of the site, a discussion of the field recovery 
techniques, and the presentation of a tentative paleoenvironmental 
model for the region compose Chapter I I I. A more detailed discussion 
of the fill is undertaken in Chapter IV, and the results of artifact· 
analysis are presented in Chapter V. Comparisons of the lithic data 
from the Hayes Shelter to assemblages from 15 additional sites are 
presented in Chapter V I, and the conclusions of this research are 
described in the final chapter (V I I). 
2 
Research Orientation 
This project was undertaken on a contract basis with the 
Tennessee Valley Authority and was instigated in order to bring the 
agency into partial compliance with Federal regulations concerning the 
management of cultural properties expected to be impacted by the· 
development of the proposed Columbia Reservoir. Numerous·s·ites have 
been identified through the archaeological reconnaissance of the 
project area and many of these have received further testing. The 
results of these investigations appear in a variety of forms, 
including reports to TVA, manuscripts on file, theses, dissertations, 
and published and presented papers (for a partial bibliography see 
Amick and Crothers 1984). 
The selection of the Hayes Shelter site for excavation was 
prompted primarily by two conditions: first, the site's physiographic 
features which suggested the potential for deeply buried cultural 
deposits, and second, it lies in close proximity· to the Hayes 
shell-midden site which is just across Caney Creek. These were 
important criteria in the context of Phase I I  testing. Since artifact 
analyses of the materials recovered from the Hayes midden site are as 
yet incomplete, comparison with these data was not possible. The data 
from Hayes Shelter, however, represent a valuable rockshel�er sample 
which is appropriate for addressing several �esearch questions 
concerning prehistoric behavioral patterns �n both intrasite and 
regional scales. 
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The excavations at Hayes Shelter followed the initial survey and 
identification of the site in 198 1. These excavations were the first 
to be conducted at the site and were implemented as an exploratory 
operation designed to determine the nature of the cultural deposits 
through limited testing. Testing involved a single 1 x 3 m excavation 
under the shelter overhang. 
· Fortunately, the development of a geomorphological model of the 
terrace structure in the Central Duck River Basin was a primary goal 
of the Columbia Archaeological Project and has proven useful in the 
chronological assessment of cultural deposits in the Basin (Amick 
1983, 1984a, 1984b, 1985a; Amick et al . 1986; Brakenridge 1982 , 1984; 
Hofman 1981, 1983; Klippel and Turner 1983; Mahaffy 1983). The 
interpretation of the stratigraphic units at the shelter was enhanced 
by this research . Seven strata above the bedrock substratum (ca. 
150 cm deep) were identified in the shelter deposits on the basis of 
visual and textural characteristics. The geomorphological 
characteristics of these strata and associated diagnostic artifacts 
suggest occupations which extend from the Middle Archaic to the 
Historic Periods. 
The constraints of the Phase I I  sampling strategy placed several 
limitations on the analytical methods employed to interpret the 
cultural materials recovered. The excavated area was not large enough 
to justify studies designed to investigate the intrasite spatial 
patterning of artifacts. Refitti�g experiments which �ight identify 
4 
the patterns of horizontal and vertical spatial association of 
artifacts were unwarranted for similar reasons. Interpretation of 
specific stratigraphic_ units based on the sedimentary profiles exposed 
in this single trench must be considered tentative as evidence for 
vertical mixing due to both solifluxion and cryoturbation is apparent 
in the analyzed deposits. The sample of artifacts recovered is 
relatively small and includes very few culturally diagnostic lithic 
and ceramic speci�ens which-might further substantiate the 
chronological interpretations of the stratigraphic .assemblages . 
Problem Context 
Although the limitations identified above restricted the contexts 
in which archaeological problems might otherwise have been addressed, 
the Hayes Shelter sample provides an excellent opportunity to address 
the problem of lithic technologi�al variability within the shelter. A 
total of 7882 lithic artifacts are recorded from the excavation, most 
of which are unretouched. The variety of raw materials represented in 
the site yields interesting information about apparent differences in 
the use of these resources over time. Another source of information 
about the prehistoric technological process is evident in the 
frequency distribution of artifacts among defined reduction 
stage-classes. 
Thus, the central research problem addressed at the intrasite 
level is the prehistoric use of lithic raw materials and how the 
strategy of resource selection may relate to the reduction process. 
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Results of lithic analyses suggest that patterned variability in these 
two dimens�ons (raw material and reduction stage distributions) is 
evident. These results are presented in Chapter IV • 
In an attempt to integrate the lithics from Hayes Shelter on a 
regional scale, these data ar� compared to lithic assemblages from 15 
other sites in or near the Central Duck River Basin. All sites in the· 
comparison (except Topsy and Fattybread Branch) were excavated as part 
of the Columbia Archaeological Project, though no comprehensive 
research design specified that these sites, and not others in the 
basin, should be excavated. Eight rockshelter sites an9 seven 
open-air sites are used for comparison. Each of the sites was 
·excavated under the constraints of specific. contractual agreements, 
and the lithic assemblages from each represent a systematic rather 
than random sample. 
, , 
These 15 sites were selected for compaiison with the Hayes 
Shelter data for two reasons. The first regards the geographic 
location of the sites and their spatial relationship to the regional 
distribution of lithic resources. Lithic resources in three 
environmental subareas ( Inner and Outer Nashville Basin and Highland 
Rim) are different. Sites were selected to represent each of these 
lithic source areas. Although excavations at the other sites were 
initiated independently of this research, their locations represent a 
spatial gradient of lithic resources which are rich in the Highland 
Rim and poor in the Inner Nashville Basin. 
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The second reason for selection of these particular sites has to 
do with the system of lithic classification employed in the analyses. 
A similar technological classification system was used for each 
assemblage, and this allowed the comparison of the results on a 
regional scale. The results of these comparisons are discussed in 
Chapter V I. 
Interpretation of lithic data from Hayes She�ter through 
comparison to assemblages from several sites in the region provides an 
excellent opportunity to evaluate models of prehistoric organizational 
strategies which have been developed through previous research. The 
data presente� here do not support interpretations which attempt to 
explain assemblage variability in terms of subsistence strategy 
complexity at any particular time and place, but they do suggest that 
site location with respect to lithic resources is primarily 
responsible for assemblage pat terning regardless of sociocultural 
considerations. These conclusions are discussed further in Chapter 
V I I. 
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CHAPTER I I  
METHODS OF ANALYS IS 
In order to approach the problem of assemblage variability at 
Hayes Shelter, a system of artifact classification was implemented 
which is appropriate to the measure of the variables of interest. 
Since integration of the data from the shelter on a regional basis was 
desirable, the classification system employed is similar to those used 
in analyses of comparative assemblages. 
The lithic classification system employs classes which are 
designed to identify technological stages in the reduction process for 
bifacial tools. Technological classification schemes based on lithic 
reduction models have long been of interest to lithic analysts 
(Bradley 1975; Callahan 1979; Collins 1975; Crabtree 1966, 1972 ;  
Johnson 1979, 1981a, 198 1b, 1984 ;  Muto 197 1; Raab et ·a1. 1979; Stahle 
and Dunn 1982 ). The utility of this type of classification system has 
also been demonstrated by its application in the analysis of 
assemblages from sites in the immediate study area ( Amick 1982 ,  1984 a, 
1985c; Amick et al. 1986; Entorf 1985; Hall 1985; Hofman 1983, 1984 a). 
The following sections describe the methods of laboratory 
analysis, including the definition of the classes employed in the 





Assessing the fill volume from each level was the preliminary 
step in artifact analysis. For meaningful comparisons of artifact 
frequency by level, the density or ratio of frequency of artifacts to 
fill volume must ·be determined. This depends on the volume displaced 
by the limestone rubble in each level . The volume of limestone 
detritus was calculated by determining the weight and converting it to 
volume using a ratio derived from the average of six samples of three 
size grades using the following procedure. 
Two samples from the .64 cm, 1. 27 cm, and 10 cm mesh fractions 
were used in the computation of the weight/volume conversion. Dry 
weights (g) were taken·on each sample, and volume was calculated as 
liquid displacement (ml). The weight to volume conversion factor 
(2. 5 g/cm3 ) was then calculated as the average of the six samples. 
Large slabs or blocks of rubble were weighed in the field, and 
the weight was assigned to the level from which the block was removed. 
Obviously, larger blocks displaced fill in more than one level. 
Mapping the blocks at each level floor and recording anterior 
elevations allowed me to calculate the approximate number of cubic 
centimeters dispiaced in each of the levels. These values were 
deducted or added to the level totals as appropriate to accurately 
assess the volume of the portion of the block displacing fill in each 
of the levels. The adjusted values of total rubble volume were 
deducted from 100,000 cm3 , or the total volume of a 10 cm level, and 
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provided an approximate volume of the actual soil in each level. 
Since the percent of limestone detritus volume reached . 45 in the 
lower levels of the unit under the dripline, the importance of this 
factor in biasing artifact frequency comparisons is not to be 
underestimated. Artifact tabulations are calculated as units ( weight 
or number) per cm 3 of actual soil to correct for variations in 
displacement of detritus. 
Sediment Analysis 
The investigation of the culture-bearing sed�ments at Hayes 
Shelter was designed to define as nearly as practically possible the 
characteristics and processes of the biophysical environment which 
provided the medium for, and dynamic interaction with, such 
socioeconomic systems as subsistence activities. The utility of 
sedimentological analyses for this purpose has been widely recognized 
(Butzer 197 1, 1978, 1982; Gladfelter 198 1; Hassan 1978; Shackley 
1975), and numerous investigations have demonstrated the potential of 
this approach for interpreting the sediments of rockshelters ( Ahler 
1976; Burgess and Jacobson 1984; Butzer 198 1; Farrand 1975a, · 
1975b:27-68; Laville 1976; Laville et al. 1980; Schmid 1970). 
Soils Analysis. The physical properties of the sediments from 
Hayes Shelter were examined in some detail. Soil analysis focused on 
six samples, one selected from each of the major stratigraphic units. 
The sample from Stratum V I I  was taken from the unit closest to the 
back wall of the shelter since the stratum was thicker and more 
clearly defined in this unit. The other five samples were recovered 
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from the central unit ( 10 19Nl00 1E }. The sample column was thus 
centrally located approximately 1. 5 m inside the dripline and 1.75 m 
from the rear wall. Vertical sample locations were selected to best 
represent the strata, defined by macroscopic analyses of color, 
texture and pedogenic structure, so that transitional zones and·areas 
. . 
of possible mixing were avoided. 
The soil analysis concentrated on·particle size data. Since the 
shelter is located against the bluff, just 18 m east of the Duck and 
only 10 m above its current water level ( Figure 3.2), alluviation has 
been the primary sediment source. For this reason, the use of 
particle angularity as a measure of frost activity was not practical 
(Butzer 1964: 160- 164; Cornwall 1958:30-34; Shackley 1972).· Size 
distribution for clay (<.002 mm) and silt (.0625-.002 rrrn} particles 
was determined by hydrometer, while grain size fractions ranging from 
.0625 mm (4 phi) to 4 mm (-2.0 phi) were detennined by wet sieving 
(Ahler 1973:7; Folk 1974:25-30; Klippel 197lb: 178-180). Data on the 
distribution of the textural classes are graphically presented as 
relative percentages of pebble (<2.00 rrm}, sand (2.00-.0625 rrrn}, silt, 
and clay ratios ( Folk 1974:41-43). 
Limestone Detritus. The analysis of the detritus also included 
sorting materials into four size fractions employing 10, 1.27, .64, 
and . 1 5  cm mesh screens. Relative percentages of detritus in these 
categories provide evidence for variation in the character of the 
paleoclimate, though the nature of the variation may reflect 
postdepositional climatic conditions and human occupational influences 
1 1  
as well as factors influencing the original deposition of the 
sediments ( Farrand 19 75a:25). 
Another source of information concerning erosional dynamics in ·a 
generalized way is.the fluvial elastic materials · ( Basanta 19 64; Butzer 
1981:150; Folk and Ward 1957; Mason and Folk 1958; Royse 19 68). 
Quartzite and chert pebbles with waterworn cortical exteriors, 
probably redeposit�d bedload from terrace erosion, were size sorted as 
described above. The relative percentages of the frequency of these 
elastics in each fraction are described in the following section. 
Ferricrete detritus is another source of data refl�cting the 
paleoenvironment and the dynamics of the sedimentary process and has 
particular bearing on the interpretation of the alluvi�l sedimerits in 
this area (Brakenridge 1984; Kli�pel and Turner 1983). These.pebbles 
are ferruginous nodules formed within soils overlaying limestone 
bedrock as pedogenic iron ore is transformed into hematitic or 
limonitic concretions within a horizon of fluctuating grouridwater 
{Butzer 1981:140). Their frequency in the shelter sediments is 
cautiously employed as an indicator of the relative age of_ the 
deposit, though the apparent waterworn cortex present on many suggests 
secondary deposition • .  As all of these concretions were less than 
. 64 cm in diameter, and as concretion size yields little infonnation 
on the sedimentary process, a simple frequency is employed. 
Lithic Analysis 
All materials were washed and passed through a nested series of 
size-graded screens including 2.45 cm 2, 1. 27 cm2 and .64 cm2 mesh. 
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Once sorted into size fractions, artifacts were subdivided by raw 
material type, and a variety of attributes were recorded for each 
specimen. The attribute analysis employed in this study follows the 
forniat developed for the Columbia Archaeological Project (Hofman and 
Turner 1979) and �lso incorporates modifications initiated with the 
analysis of materials from the Topsy Site (40 WY20 4) {Amick 1982:9-21). 
A description of the coding format for variables and values used in 
this study is presented in Appendix A. Artifact categories and 
attributes are discussed below. 
Matrix-Fractured Residua. This category was established to 
incorporate thermoclasts of residual Ridley chert which were fractured 
within the limestone m.atrix. comp��ing the shelter overhang. 
Inspection of the 1 imesto·ne outc·rops of Caney Creek indicates that the 
nodules of Ridley chert currently exposed are .highly fractured in the 
matrix before becoming dislodged through weathering ( Figure 2.4). As 
these sharply angula! pieces could conceivably be produced by 
shattering a nodule with percussion, resulting in failures along 
incipient fracture planes, some potential for overlap exists between 
this category and blocky debris. In this study,· fragments which 
showed no negative flake scars originating at an identifiable platform 
were classified as matrix-fractured residua. As such, these pieces 
are considered a component of the detritus. 
Fire Cracked Rock. This category of artifacts is composed 
primarily of local chert pieces which were thermally altered, but show 
no evidence of percussive reduction (House and Smith 19 75:76). 
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Evidence of thermal alteration, including color changes as well as 
failures due to thermal expansion, are presumed to have been caused by 
human factors. Inability to distinguish between rocks employed for 
some purpose and those marked by incidental firing.of residua on the 
surface of the shelter floor prohibits any further speculation on 
their function. The relative frequency of fire cracked rocks in the 
-shelter sediments may be an indicator of human activities, but 
certainly the absence of this evidence does not indicate that these 
activities wer� not ongoing. Consequently, the interpretive value of 
these artifacts is tenuous. 
Non-flake or Core Debris. This category comprises the non-flake 
by-products of tool manufacture. The class includes incipient cores 
or tested cobbles, cores and core fragments, and blocky deb�is, all of 
which have negative flake scars but no ventral scar surface which has 
not been subsequently utilized as a platform for further flake 
removals. 
Incipient cores or tested cobbles are blocks from which no more 
than three flakes have been removed. If more than three scars are 
observed, the block is classified as a core. Blocky debris or shatter 
is defined following Binford and Quimby ( 19 63:2 78) as cubical or 
angular chunks which lack the well-defined negative bulbs of 
percussiory, platforms, and regularity or symmetry of flake removal 
scars demonstrated by cores. Each of these subclasses is interpreted 
as representing the initial stages of biface or flake tool 
manufacture. 
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Flake Debris. Debitage or waste flakes exhibit a ventral 
(interior) face which shows no flake removal scars other than 
eraillure and pot-lid scars. Unbroken flakes also retain a striking 
platform and bulb of force. The debitage from Hayes Shelter was 
classified following the system presented by Amick (1982:16), which is 
reproduced in Appendix A. T�is system identifies characteristics of 
platform lipping, cortex, and breakage. Combinations of these 
categories allow the creation of new classes which represent primary, 
secondary, and tertiary stages of decortication on the basis of full, 
partial, or absent cortex and the identification of biface thinning 
flakes on the basis of platform lipping. 
This cla�sification system is designed to identify waste produced 
at each stage in the manufacture of bifacial implements. Application 
of lithic production trajectory models as a means of interpreting 
variation in waste flakes has several advantages. By allowing 
debitage patterns to be interpreted as arising from specific 
behavioral processes, variation is interpreted through models of 
culture chronology (Flenniken 1985; Johnson 1981b; Pitts and Jacobi 
1979), social stratification (Young and Sheets 1975), and subsistence 
and settlement (Brose 1978; Goodyear 1974; Raab et al. 1979). Studies 
employing subsistence and settlement models in the interpretation of 
debitage data have been employed in attempts to explain variation in 
assemblages from the Midsouth in terms of resource availability (Amick 
1982, 1984b; Johnson 1981b, 1982), environmental and demographic 
factors (Amick 1984b), and specificity of site function (Hall 1985). 
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Flake Tools. · This category includes both utilized unretouched 
flakes and flakes with retouched margins, whether bifacial or 
unifacial. Distinction between marginal attrition resulting from use 
and that produced by purposive retouch is commonly based on the size, 
depth, and especially the spatial regularity of scars. Although the 
pattern of flake jemoval stars arising from the use of an �nmodified 
flake has a potentially wide range of variability, edge wear formed in 
this way is expected to be characterized by smaller, shallower scars, 
often superimposed in multiple steps, irregularly spaced and occurring 
on a restricted area of the flake. The margins of a retouched flake 
are expected to show scars of greater depth and breadth more regularly 
spaced and extending over a greater length. 
Accurate distinctions between flake margin attrition arising from 
purposive retouch and from incidental use may be impossible to make. 
It is possible, for example, that a flake with an acute margin would 
be b�cked or dul_led by scraping that edge steeply against another 
stone, a piece of bone, or wood. The resulting purposive 11retouch 11 
would be morphologically classifiable as use-related attrition. 
Consequently, these categories are not mutually exclusive and thus, 
are combined for comparative purposes. 
The class of flake tools is employed as a technological group 
rather than inferring functional· implementation. Interpretations of 
tool function based on macroscopic morphological attributes have been 
demonstrated through independent microwear analyses to be hazardous, 
if not completely unreliable (Ahler 19 71:10 8; Grieser 19 77: 114; Nance 
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1 97 1 : 27 1 ; Odell 1 98 1 :338 ; Wylie 1975 : 27; Yerkes 1984). This class of 
flakes (both retouched and unretouched, but showing evidence of use) 
in Mesolithic assemb lages sometimes includes members which demonstrate 
evidence of use as hafted projectiles (Odell 198 1:332-333, Figure 2a). 
Attempts to isolate functionally specific types such as butchering, 
woodworking, boneworking, or plant-processing tools without the 
benefit of microwear analyses are highly speculative without further 
testing  . .  
Bifaces . Members of this class exhibit two flaked faces 
originating at a single margin wh ich serves as the platform for flake 
remova l. This broad morphological type is further subdivided by the 
amount and location of cortex , by the presence of an identifiable haft 
e lement, and by temporally isolable stylistic types. 
Bifaces are interpreted in this study as technological classes 
representing production stages in the manufacture of tools. Use of 
the system of classification which identifies biface attribute 
clusters as technological production stages has a rich tradition in 
archaeological lithic analysis (Binford and Papworth 1963; Collins 
1974; Holmes 1919 ; Jelinek 1965; Montet-White 1968; Muto 197 1; Sheets 
1975). Replication experiments involving flint knapping have been 
crucia l in identifying empirically relevant production stages (Bradley 
1975; Collins 1975; Flenniken 1985; Newcomer 197 1;  Sheets 1975) and 
still remain the most valuable means for refining classification. 
Studies implementing the technological classification of bifaces have 
been employed in the Midsouth with considerable success (Amick 1982, 
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19 84b; Amic k et al. 19 86 ; Futato 19 80; Johnson 19 8 1b, 19 84, 19 85; 
Raspet 19 79 ), and this study draws heavily from their research. 
There were remarkably few bifaces (finished types or otherwise} 
from the shelter excavations. With such a small sample, metric data 
describing the morphological attributes were not gathered . Late-stage 
bifaces are desc �ibed using traditional morphological attrfbutes 
(Cambron and Hulse 19 64; Futato 19 77} and are illustrated in Appendix 
B. 
Biface Failures. The recognition of biface failures is another 
means of understanding tool production and use trajectories. Failures 
due to therma l stress (Crabtree and Butler 19 64; Purdy 19 7 1, 19 75), 
percussive shock initiated during production (Collins 19 74; Crabtree 
19 72; Johnson 19 79 ,  19 8 1a, 19 81b), and failures result �ng from impact 
{ Ahler 19 71) and bending stress sustained while in use ( Fleniken 19 85; 
Johnson 19 79 ,  19 8 1a, 19 8 1b) have been recognized in Archaic 
assemblages from the Midsouth (Amick 19 82; Amick et al. 19 86; Johnson 
19 79 ,  19 8la J 19 8 1b). Correlation of thennal and percussive failures 
with specific stages in the production trajectory has also been 
observed (Amick 19 82; Amick et al. 19 86; Futato 19 80; Johnson 19 8 1b }  
and provides information about specific production techniques and the 
response of various raw materials. The effects of use-failure on 
reworking and the implications for typological classification have 
also been considered ( Fleniken 19 85; Hofman 19 84a }. 
As the number of bifaces was quite low at Hayes Shelter, biface 
failure data are described for the diagnostic late-stage tools 
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in Append ix B. In general, late-stage bifaces . from Hayes Shelter show 
failures resulting from stress sustained during use, while early-stage 
fragments indicate a frequent occurrence of production-related 
fa i1 ure. 
Raw Materials. The raw material typ·es employed in this study 
follow description·s advanced by previous researchers ( Amick 198 1, 
1984b; Denny and Mccollough 19 74; Faulkner and Mccollough 19 73; Kline 
1978). Research conducted in conjunction with the Columbia· 
· Archaeological Project has employed Amick's ( 198 1, 1984b) descriptive 
study of the available resources in the area and the la�ge comparative 
collection which was assembled primarily as a result of his field 
. reconnaissance and gravel-bar survey. Identification of types for 
this analysis and all the studies employed in the comparative tables 
is based on the macroscopically observable attributes described in 
these sources and the comparative samples. 
Cortex. Seven classes of cortex type were recognized following 
Amick ( 1982 : 10-i l; Amick et al. 1986:98, see Appendix A). Types 
include incipient fracture planes (or joint plan�s) typical iy f�rming 
as mineral precipitates are deposited on the surfaces of inter�al .. 
joint planes from solution entering joint fissures, characteristic of 
residual Middle Ordovician cherts. A chalky, buff or yellowish � soft 
cortex is characteristically present on the exterior surfaces of the 
replacement cherts which form in the matrices of Ridley and Carters · 
limestones. As these cherts commonly occur as residua in the deflated 
upland soils and along the valley walls where they are eroded from t he 
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parent matrix, they are simultaneously referred to as matrix/residual 
cherts (Amick 1982 : 1 1 ;  Amick et al . 1986 : 98 ) .  Waterworn cortex is 
r�cognized as a thin, smooth, red-brown covering, often with a softer, 
yellowish subcortical layer . This type is formed on blocks or nodules 
which have been extensively tumbled as fluvial bedload and is 
characteristic of the Mississippian Fort Payne and, to some degree, 
the Upper Ordovician Bigby-Cannon cherts which occur in the lag and 
strata gravel deposits presently exposed in the Central Duck River 
Basin . 
A final distinction is made to isolate the smooth, thin, white 
cortex which is characteristic of cherts from the Mississippian St . 
Loui s/Warsaw formation and sometimes of Silurian Brassfield residual 
chert (Amick et al . 1986 : 98 ) .  These types are further combined as 
they occur simultaneously (see Appendix A ) . 
I n  addition to distinguishing types of corte� as a means of 
interpreting resource procurement location, cortex type has been 
successfully used �o distinguish stages of reduction along the 
trajectory continuum . For comparative purposes, decortication or 
early-stage flakes are denoted by full or partial dorsal cortex ; 
tertiary (interior ) or intermediate-stage dePitage is denoted by 
flakes lacking cortex and also lacking platfonn lipping ; and 
late-stage or biface thinning flakes are recognized by platfonns which 
are lipped . 
Thermal Alteration . The importance of thermal alteration in 
lithic production technologies is widely acknowledged . Studies 
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dea ling specifically with the effects of heat treatment o n  Fort Pay ne 
chert specimens indicate that this material responds well to thermal 
alteration, with slight changes in  color occurring at 250 °C and with 
cha nges in  textural luster occurring at 400 ° C (Hood and McCollough 
19 76:19 7-206). Morrow ' s  (1981) results seem to agree with these 
earlier experiments. Similar experiments o n  Bigby-Cannon · chert 
indicate little or no perceptible change ·occurs other than cortex 
discoloration (Hood and McCollough 197 6:207). Johnson and Morrow 
(1981) have successfully .identified color and textural changes 
resulting from the heat treatment of Fort Payne biface and debitage 
samples from the Yellow Creek watershed which are correlated with 
stages of biface reduction. Gloss and color cha nges are more common 
on  stage 3 (late-stage) tha n on  earlier stage bifaces (Johnson and 
Morrow 1981:143). This pattern is also noted for debitage where 
evidence for thermal alteratio n is more frequently observed on  smaller 
(later stage) flakes (Johnson and Morrow 1981:144). Similar trends 
for evidence of thermal alteration among bifaces from surface 
collections in  the Central Duck River Basin have been noted (Amick et 
al. 1986). 
The classificatory system used in  this analysis follows Amick 
(1982:14) and is composed of five classes: not heated, possibly 
heated, definitely heated, heated after final modification, and heated 
before final modification (for discussion of this system and a 
classificatory key, see Amick et al. 1986:9 6-98, Figure 4.2 7). 
Possibly heated specimens show only partial color changes, usually 
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a round the margins or frequently involving only a projection. Flakes . 
removed after heat treatment of the parent stock will generally show 
gloss or luster on the ventral surface. Bifaces will show · lustrous 
flake scars, occasionally with adjacent nonflaked areas showing less 
luster. These specimens are subsumed under the heated-before-flaking 
class. 
Evidence of such thermal shock as pot -lidding and crazing on the 
ventral surfaces of flakes indicates heating after final modification. 
Thermal failures including pot-lidding, expansion, and crenation 
fractures were also considered hea�ed after final modification. 
Pieces which simply showed color change and .none of the attributes of 
luster or thermal shock, which would allow them to be placed in either 
the before or after flaking categories, were classified as definitely 
heated. 
Faunal Analysis 
The vertebrate remains from the shelter were size-sorted using 
standard mesh hardware -cloth screens (2.57, 1. 27, and . 64 cm 2 ) .  
E lements were then sorted by class , including a category for 
uni�entifiable specimens. Burned elements were then identified and 
the groups were weighed. Identifications were m ade to the most 
discrete taxonomic level possible, and the portion and side of each 
identifiable element were recorded when possible . These data  appear 
in Appendix C. 
Numerous (24,586) freshwater gastropods were recovered from the 
Late Archaic levels of the shelter. · These were classified to the 
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genus level . Variations in the frequencies of these are presented in 
Chapter V.  Freshwater mussel shells were also recovered. As most of 
these were highly fragmented and because the identification of 
archaeologically recovered specimens is extremely difficult due to the 
number and similarity of species and the poor state of preservation, 
the mussel shell s were simply weighed for each level. These data are 
also . described in Chapter V .  
Botanical Analysi s  
The sheer volume of materials recovered in the grade 3 
( . 64 >  x > . 16 cm) fraction necessitated that only· a sample of plant 
remains be manually sorted . This  was accomplished by riffle sorting 
material of this size from each 10 cm level (less a 2 liter float 
sample ) into equal portions . This was done in three stages . The 
first was to divide the sample into equal halves �50% samples) . This 
was again sorted into halves to produce a 25% sample, and this sample 
was further divided to form 12. 5% samples . At each stage the two 
halves were weighed to control for equal amounts in each . If 
differences were noted between lots, amounts were simply shifted from 
one lot to the other. The resulting 12 . 5% sample lots were not all 
the same weight or volume but varied depending on the character of the 
fraction from each level . They should, as a result, be more 
representative of the variation in composition of the grade 3 fraction 
between levels . 
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· Flotation P rocedure 
The samples reserved for flotation from the shelter were removed 
as 20 x 20 cm blocks (approximately 4 liters) from each arbitrary 
10 cm level ex�avated. These blocks were generally taken from the 
same corner of each unit and hence formed a column sample; however, in 
some cases, the p·resence of numerous large roots or 1 imestone boulders· 
necessitated shifting the sample location. All soil and pebble sized 
rubble was included in these samples with only cobbles and large roots 
being removed before flotation . 
Flotation was accomplished using a machine-assisted technique 
simil,ar to the SMAP system described by Watson (19 76). Light fraction 
materials were sieved through 500 and 250 µm mesh . Both light and 
heavy fraction remains were analyzed and identifications were made to 
the most discrete taxonomic level possible for all nut and seed 
remains, while wood charcoal was simply weighed. The results of these 
analyses are described in Chapter V. 
Aboriginal Ceramic Analysis 
Prehistoric ceramic materials are rare in the Hayes Shelter 
sample. With those few specimens for which identification could be 
made, the appropriate references are discussed. The interpretive 
potential of ·this very small sample is obviously limited. 
Ana lytical Techniques 
The foregoing discussions have indicated that, for specific 
reasons, variability in the lithic assemblages from Hayes Shelter and 
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several sites in  the region are the focus of this study. Variability 
in both the distribution of raw material types and technological 
classes among the assemblages provides infonnation about the patterns 
of prehistoric - titilization of chert res6urces at  the various sites at 
certain times. As the classification system identifies categories 
treated on a nominal scale, frequency distributions among these 
categories are a primary source of interest. The general pattern of 
the distribution among the classes of raw material, reduction stages, 
and other ·variables of interest are first assessed through bivariate . 
frequency tables. 
Assemblage Diversity 
The notion of the diversity of an assemblage or sample population 
is an intuitively attractive means for comparison. In its most simple 
form, diversity can be thought of "richness, " or the number of 
different classes of items in a collection. However, a more precise 
definition combines richness with the distribution of observations 
among categories ( "evenness "). As developed in the biological 
sciences, the information-theoretic notion of diversity attempts to 
identify the "degree of uncertainty attached to the specific identity 
of any randomly selected individual " such that, "the greater the 
number of species and the more nearly equal their proportions, the 
greater the un�ertainty and hence the diversity " ( Pielou 19 66: 1 3 1). 
In other words, observations distributed evenly among many categories 
re �ult in high diversity; when most of  the observations occur in a few 
categories and some of these dominate the pattern (an uneven 
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d istribution ) the data exhibit low diversity. Various mathemat ical 
formulae have been advanced in biological literature which attempt to 
summarize the diversity of a sample population with a single value, or 
index, which may then be compared to the ·diversity index of another 
sample (Lloyd et al. 19 68; Pielou 19 66, 19 69 ,  19 7 5). Each of the 
measures attempt 'to suITTnarize the variability in two dimen�ions, the 
number of classes, and the proportion of the distribution among the 
classes. A quantitative expression proposed as a measure of · diversity 
is that of · Shannon ( 19 48) : 
k 
I: P .1 ogP . · 
, , 
i=l 
However, some measures treat each dimension (richness and evenness) 
separately. 
Assemblage Evenness 
In many archaeological situations, including this study, the 
number of classes is quite small. For example, the class of debi�age 
might be condensed into three categories composed of early, middle, or 
late stage debris. When samples are large, the probability of 
recovering a lithic assemblage which does not include at least a few 
members from each of these categories is low. In such circumstances, 
the number of categories represented is not what is of interest , but 
rather, the proportional distribution or evenness of the artifacts 
among categories. For this reason, the measure of evenness is 
considered more appropriate for the data examined here and is 
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p referred over combinatory measures of diversity. The quantitative 
expression of the measure of evenness ( J 1) is: 




H 1 max = log k (Zar 1984:34). 
Interpretation of the degree of evenness exhibited among various 
sets of observations or assemblages through the comparison of the.ir 
calculated indices is difficult, for the number of classes is 
potentially affected by the sample size. For e xample, if, in 
comparing tw6 archaeological assemblages, one is composed of 150 
artifacts of 36 different classes and another of 70 artifacts in 28 
classes, it seems plausible to say that the former assemblage is more 
diverse, for it has the greater number of classes ( Kintigh 1984:44). 
But this interpretation is p remature until we can determine what the 
expected values would be for both sites given their sample sizes. 
Kintigh ( 1984) has developed a method for determining the 
expected values for both richness and evenness through a simulation 
program • .  The program constructs a large number of assemblages for · 
each of a number of different sample sizes, based on the known 
distribution of the actual archaeological sample. For example, to 
determine the expected values for an assemblage with a sample size of 
50, 50 observations are randomly and independently chosen with the 
probabilities of selecting the denotata of a certain class detennined 
by the proportional freuqncies among the classes in the actual 
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archaeological sample. The first simulated selection of 50 might have 
five classes represented, the next simulation having seven, and so on, 
until the number of samples simulated is large enough that the mean 
and standard deviation of the frequency distribution among the classes 
are reliable estimates of these values for a random choice model for 
. ... 
the given sample size ( Kintigh 1984:45). The level of confidence of 
the predictability of these estimates increases with the number of 
simulations, since, by the Central Limit Theorem, the simulated 
pattern is parametric. 
The utility of  this procedure for the comparison of 
archaeological samples is that the expected mean and standard 
deviation are computed for each sample size. Comparison between 
samples, then, becomes the comparison of their deviation from the 
expected range at a given level of confidence. Assessment of the 
relationship among the various samples compared is conveniently 
facilitated by a plot of the calculated values of the actual samples 
against the expected mean and range of de.viation for a number of 
sample sizes. 
The simulation technique of generating th�oretical expectations 
based on archaeologically derived frequency distribut ions is employed 
in this study not only for the raw material and debitage reduction 
stage lithic artifacts from the Hayes Shelter assemblages ( as 
determined by stratigraphic association), but a lso in the comparison 
- cf these aspects of the l ithic assemblages from the other sites in the 
region. As indicated, evenness rather than r ichness indices are 
employed. This circumvents the problem of incorporating the 
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dimension s of class richness and proportional distribution into a 
single index, as the value is scaled to the maximum diversity . The 
plots which illustrate the · expected and calculated values were 
generated using a computer assisted program provided by Kintigh. 
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CHAPTER I I I  
S ITE DESCR I PT ION 
Hayes Rockshelter ( 40ML143 ) is a small erosional feature beneath 
a limestone bluff along the right bank of the Duck River in Marshall 
County , Tennessee . It is located near Venable Spring ( River mile 
177 ) , just upstream of the confluence of Caney . Creek with the Duck 
River ( 35 ° 36 ' N 86°46 ' E ,  Figure 3 . 1 ) .  This location is within the 
proposed Columbia Reservoir area . 
It was du ring the preliminary site survey of this area in the 
Spring of 1981 that cultu ral materials were found an� the shelter was 
recognized as a site . Actually , the first excavations were conducted 
by a resident groundhog whose burrowing brought a variety of lithic 
debris , bone , and shell to the surface . This material was enough to 
satisfy the surveyors and the author that cultu ral materials were 
bu ried in the shelter sediments . Materials reported in this study 
were recovered from the excavation of a 3 x 1 m trench between the 
rear wall and the dripline ( Figure 3 . 2 ) . 
As the waterscreen posts were being set , about three meters down 
the slope , additional cultural deposits were discovered . The 
abundance of material uneart�ed prompted further investigations in 
this area . A single 1 m2 unit excavated on the slope exposed a small 
profile area , but the observable strata could not be readily 
correlated with those under the shelter .  Consequently , the materials 
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Figure 3 . 1 .  Topographic map of Hayes Shelter s i te area . 
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from this test are not included in any comparative analyses in the 
text. 
Site Environment 
As Figure 3.3 illustrates, Hayes Rockshelter is located in the 
central or inner ·Nashville Basin. A sunmary of the geographical 
features of the Nashville Basin and adjacent Highland Rim Province is 
presented by Amick et al. ( 1986:7- 17 ). The environmental 
characteristics of the inner and outer basin areas and the surrounding 
Highland Rim . have prompted the development of environmental models 
which attempt to segregate the biotic or abiotic resources from each 
of these areas (Braun 1950; DeSelm 1959; Edwards et al. 1974; Fenneman 
1938; Harmon et al. 1959; Quartennan 1950a, 195Gb ). The physiographic 
subdivisions have generally been established on the basis of 
geological fo nnations, and this method is employed here. 
It should be noted, however, that although this analytical 
technique may be useful for comparative modeling, it arbitrarily 
reduces the complexity of the biophysical features in the study area 
in order to develop the analytical model of an environmental gradient . 
If the imposition of such analytical units on contemporary biotic 
communities results in narrow, imprecise models (Crites - 198 3: 3 ), its 
application to the development of paleoenvironmental models is even 
more hazardous (Graham 1976:347; 1979:52; King and Graham 198 1 ). 
Recognition of the limited and potentially misleading nature of the 
Western 
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Fi gure 3 . 3 .  Central Duck Ri ver dra i nage and the l ocat i on of 16 s i te s  u sed i n  the comparat i ve 
analys i s .  
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model requires that we exercise considerable discretion when implying 
the effects that these hypothetically distinct environmental areas may 
have had on prehistoric sociocultural systems. 
The shelter is situated approxi�ately 18 m from the present bank 
of the Duck and its floor is about 10 m above the norma l poo l level 
( Figure 3. 2). U. S. Weather Bureau and U. S. G. S. records of flood stage 
river heights were initiated in 19 25 at river mile 132 ( Tennessee 
Valley Authority 19 72: Appendix K). Hall ( 1985 : 28) has surrmarized . 
these data and indicates that the mean flood stage elevation between 
19 25 and 19 70 was approximately 1 1  m over the surrmer river level. 
Over this 45  year period, overbank flooding occurred 62 times for an 
average of 1.4 floods per year. These occurred during the months of 
November through May, with 73% of the floods occurring in the months 
of January, February or March. The shelter is expected to have been 
periodically inundated during prehistoric as well as historic times. 
The contour map of the site also indicates a significant potential for 
colluviation from the shallow soils on the bluff ( Figure 3. 2). 
Inner Nashville Basin 
The inner Nashville Basin area is underlain by Ordovician 
limestones of the Stones River Group, including the Ridley, Carters, 
and Lebanon Formations which extend areally to the base of the 
Hermitage Formation ( Figure 3.3). This substrate is highly calcarious 
and easily eroded and is frequently accompanied by poorly developed 
soils with limited drainage (Edwards et al. 19 74: 2, 4). The 
undulating upland surface of the inner basin area is frequently 
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interrupted by exposures of limestone. These conditions favor the 
development of "cedar glade" vegetational convnunities ( Quarterman 
19 50a, 19 50b) which occupy about 6% of the basin area ( Crites 1983; 
Quarterman 19 50a). The shallow soils of the upland areas, then, 
support heterogeneous, xeric vegetation which includes cedar-oak and 
hickory-cedar-oak · corrmunities frequently interspersed with �·areas of  
herbaceous flora (Baskin and Baskin 19 75; Crites 1983). 
Ridley and Carters cherts derived f rom the Middle Ordovician, 
Stones R iver Group, are generally restricted to the Inner Nashville 
Basin ( Figure 3.3). These chert types �re formed through replacement 
and have several characteristics which are considered inferior for 
too 1 manufacture. Ridley and Carters chert is recoverab 1 e at · 
outcrops, when nodules or blebs are weathered  from the exposed 
bedrock, and in minor proportions in gravel bars ( Amick 1984b: 104). 
The texture of  these types is coarse and the weathered surfaces 
develop a soft, chalky, white to buff or grey cortex. As a nodular 
replacement chert, fossiliferous inclusions, inconsistencies in 
density, and the irregularity of bedding planes characterize this 
type. These attributes apparently re �ult in a chert that is highly 
conducive to frost spalling within the parent matrix and to percussive 
failure along inclusive points of  weakness. 
In the Ridley outcrop at Hayes Shelter, nodules are corrmonly 
exposed in the bluff face ( Figure 3. 4, A). These nodul es are 
invariably frost-fractured into splinters and angular fragments long 
before they are completely freed from the matrix. The re �u lting 
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A 
F i gure 3 . 4 .  R i dley chert thermoclasts from the Hayes 
Shelter limes tone bluff. 
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detri tus is general l y  sharpl y angu l ar and l ess than 5 cm in maxi mum  
di ameter ( Figure 3 . 4 , B ) . The restri cti ons that these attri butes 
pl ace on the Mi ddl e Ordovician resources for tool manufacture are 
perhaps refl ected i n  the data from Hayes Shel ter as h igh frequencies 
of bl ocky debri s  and l ow frequencies of tool s .  The spatial l y  
restricted d istributi on of these Stones Ri ver Group resources to the 
Inner Nashvi l l e  Basi n is  al so an i mportant consi derati on i n  attempting 
to expl ai n patterns evident i n  the archaeol ogi cal record . 
Outer Nashvi l l e Basi n 
The Upper Ordovi cian and Si l uri an l i mestones underl ayi ng the 
outer bas in  area are rich i n  si l i ca and phosphate and somewhat more 
erosi on resistant than those of the i nner basi n (W i l son 1949 : 76 ,  179 ) . 
The soi l s  i n  thi s  area are general l y  deeper and more ferti l e  due to 
the phosphati c  substrate . Al though the upl ands of the outer area are 
more di ssected with narrow ri dges and val l ey fl oors , the l ess frequent 
exposures of l i mestone and deeper so i l s  al l ow a more homogeneous 
forestati on of deciduous hardwoods in this  area . The cedar-oak taxa 
characteristic  of the i nner area are augmented i n  the outer area by a 
greater variety of deci duous types . 
Prehistorical l y  expl oi ted chert resources deri ved from the Upper 
Ordovician ,  Bi gby-Cannon and Si l uri an ,  Brassfi el d formati ons are 
pri mari l y  restricted to Outer Nashvi l l e Basi n sources ( Fi gure 3 . 3 ) . 
Al though often more homogeneous and vi treous than the Mi ddl e 
Ordovi cian cherts , the avai l abi l i ty of the Upper Ordovi ci an cherts i s  
very l i mi ted (Amick 1984b : 52-57 ) .  They occur most often as waterworn 
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nodules in exposed strath gravel deposits and tend toward the smaller 
size ranges. As a result, these resources occur only in minor 
proportions in the archaeological record. 
Highland Rim 
The Highland Rim Province surrounds the Nashville Basin with 
gently rolling plains that are steeply dissected by dendritic streams. 
The erosion resistant Mississippian Limestone substrate is less 
karstic than in the basin area and supports deep, cherty soils 
( Smalley 1980). The forested regions of the . rim are characterized by 
broadleaf deciduous taxa of the Western Mesophytic forest ( Braun 19 50) 
and exhibit greater homogeneity than the mosaic pattern typical of the 
Nashville Basin. Arboreal species include hickory, oak, walnut, 
maple, beech, and ash ( Braun 19 50: 1 54). 
The Mississippian Fort Payne Fonnation in the Highland Rim 
Province is the most significant chert-bearing fonnation in the study 
area. Nodules or blocks derived from massive beds are generally 
available throughout the Highland Rim and also occur as residua in the 
Nashvil l e  Basin, especia l ly as lag grave ls  in the outer region {Amick 
1984b:64). 
A lthough no attempt was made in this study to identify the 
subtypes of Fort Payne recovered from archaeological context, most 
specimens appear to be the "blue-grey and tan " or 11laminated 11 variety. 
This type is usually fine-grained or nearly vitreous and is highly 
tractable as a material for tool manufacture. As blocks tend to be  
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l arge and homogeneous on the headwaters of tri butari es i n  the H i gh l and 
Rim ,  th i s  i s  an i dea l resource for bi face technol og i es . 
Ami ck ' s ( 1984b : 83-84 , Tabl e 4 . 2 )  survey i ndi cates that there i s  
l i ttl e systemati c downstream gravel -s i ze decrease i n  the i nner bas i n 
area , wi th gravel s i ze vari abi l i ty bei ng affected primari ly by 
tri butary confl uences . Mean s i ze and we i ght data of grave l samp l es 
from bars wi th i n  the i nner bas i n  area , however , i ndi cate that both the 
Ordov i ci an source materi a l s ( Ri dl ey and Carters ) have s l i ghtly h i gher 
average va l ues than do Fort Payne gravel s  from thi s area (Ami ck 1984b : 
Appendi x C ,  Tabl e C . 8 ) . Addi ti onal sampl es from sources on the 
headwaters of tri butari es of the Duck i ndi cate that a l though the 
average abundance of grave l i s  greatest i n  the Western Outer Bas i n ,  
the average s i ze i s  l arger i n  the Western H i gh l and Rim (Ami ck 
1984b : 87 ) .  
Pa l eoenvi ronment · 
Broadscal e pa l eocl i mati c changes are i nferred for the Late 
Quaternary i n  Eastern North Ameri ca from palynol og i ca l  records . 
Du ri ng fu l l g l aci a l  condi ti ons , the Pol ar  Fronta l Zone was rel ati ve ly  
stab l e ,  resu l ti ng i n  maj or vegetati onal zones wh i ch occupi ed fi xed 
geographi c pos i ti ons wi th respect to the Laurenti de Ice Sheet { Bryson 
and Wendl and 1967 ) .  An apparent i ncrease i n  sol ar radi ati on between 
17 ,000 and 16 ,000 B . P . i ntens i fi ed the Bermuda H i gh Pressure System 
over the central Atl anti c Ocean and tri ggered a northward penetrati on 
of the Mari time Trop i ca l  Ai rmass ( Del court and Del court 1984 ) .  
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Increased mean sulTITler temperatures and increased rainfal l across the 
midl atitudes in Eastern North American resu l ted in degl aciation of the 
southern fl ank of the Laurentide beginning at about 16,500 B . P .  
During the subsequent l ate g l acial interval ( 16,500-12,000 B. P . ) 
the Pol ar Frontal Zone broadened l atitudinal l y, increasing the 
vegetational ecotone of mixed conifer-hardwoods between the boreal and 
temperate deciduous regions ( P. Del court 1985 : 280 ) .  Knox ( 1983 ) 
suggests that the zonal atmospheric fl ow across the midwestern U. S .  at 
this time wou l d  have reduced the number and intensity of storms, 
inhibiting fl ooding and stabil izing al l uvial aggradation of the river 
systems. As a resul t  of the diminished severity of winter 
temperatures and an extension of the growing season, mixed spruce, 
fir, and deciduous taxa el iminated the jack pine forests ( H .  Del court 
1979 : 270 ) .  
The earl y Hol ocene ( 12,500-8000 B. P. ) incl udes the period of 
maximum seasonal ity of sol ar radiation ( Berger 1978 ). During this 
period, the meridional fl ow of the Arctic Airmass in winter and the 
Maritime Tropical Airmass during the surrmer accentuated seasonal 
fl uctuations of temperatures across eastern North America ( Del court 
and Del court 1984 : 280 ).  As the Pol ar Frontal Zone was pushed 
northward by the Pacific Airmass, a meridional atmospheric regime 
repl aced the former zonal fl ow .  During the period of meridional fl ow, 
the frequency and severity of storms was increased, destabil izing 
river systems and resu l ting in episodes of sediment removal and 
incision ( Knox 1 983 ). Pal ynol ogical data from Anderson Pond, on the 
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eastern H i ghl and R im, i ndi cate a major expansion of  mixed mesophytic 
forest taxa after 12,500 B . P .  ( H .  Del court 1979 : 270 ).  
eastern H i ghl and Ri m, i nd icate a major expansi on of mixed mesophytic 
forest taxa after 12,500 B . P. ( H .  Del court 1979 : 270 ) .  
Duri ng the Middl e Hol ocene (8000-4000 B . P . ),  a l ong-term 
strengtheni ng of the mean westerl y atmospheric ci rcul ati on expanded 
the midconti nental reg i on of warmth and ari di ty ( Bryson et al . 1970 ; 
Del court and Del court 1984 ) . The i ncreased i nfl uence of the Paci f ic  
Ai rmass over the Arcti c and Mari t ime Tropical Ai rmasses reached i ts 
peak duri ng the Hypsi thermal Interval ( Del court and Del court 
1984 : 28 1 ).  Thi s  zonal atmospheri c fl ow resu l ted i n  a reduction i n  the 
magni tude and frequency of storms and i n  an overal l reducti on i n  
annual precipi tation duri ng thi s  peri od .  
Geomorphol og i cal evidence from the Duck Ri ver i ndicates a period 
of agradati on and stabi l i zati on between 7 200 and 6500 B . P .  whi ch 
Brakenridge ( 1984 : 23 )  specul ates resul ted from reduced trunk-stream 
fl oodi ng and river discharge, which may have decreased by as much as 
56% duri ng thi s  peri od .  The drier cl i mate at thi s  t ime enhanced the 
eastward expansi on of the prai rie vegetation i n  the central Uni ted 
States ( Bernabo and Webb 1977 ) ,  and i t  i s  l og i cal to assume that the 
deciduous taxa of the Inner Nashvi l l e  Basi n wou l d  have been repl aced, 
to some extent, by more xeri c nonarboreal vegetati on .  Some evidence 
for such a transi t ion may be offered by the pal eontol og i cal remai ns 
from Cheek Bend Cave i n  the Inner Nashvi l l e Basi n .  Increases i n  the 
occurrence of the l east shrew ( Cryptoti s  parva ) i n  the mid-Hol ocene 
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sediments may indicate the presence of grassland habitat in  this area 
( Klippel and Parmalee 1982). In addition, the absence of meadow vole 
( Mycrotus pennsylvanicus) in the Late Holocene deposits may indicate 
its disappearance during the Hypsithermal In terval ( Klippel 198 6). 
Palynological data from Anderson Pond indicate that during the 
period from 8000 to 5000 B. P. , mixed mesophytic forest taxa were 
restricted, perhaps being limited to northeast-facing gorges in  Middle 
Tennessee ( H. Delcourt 19 79 :27 1). The arboreal pollen spectra, 
however, indicate that the influx of oak, ash, hickory, beech, alder, 
buttonbush, and Virginia willow increases during this period ( H. 
Delcourt 19 79 :267, Figure 8). Apparently, as drought stress 
eliminated some of the upperstory competition, the more xeric taxa 
such as oak and hickory expanded in the Highland Rim. Increases in  
their pollen influx indicates that the flowering and nut - and 
mast-producing capabilities of these species may have actually 
increased during the mid-Holocene ( Delcourt and Delcourt, personal 
corrmunication 198 6). 
Within the last 4000 years, the climate in  this area has been 
characterized by meridional atmospheric flow combining the Arctic, 
Pacific, and Maritime Tropical ainnasses in a variety of ways 
( Delcourt and D�lcourt 1984:28 1). Geomorphological evidence from the 
Duck indicates renewed overbank sedimentation on the previously stable 
floodp lain  surface at  the close of the Prairie Maximum ( Brakenridge 
1984:24). Palynological evidence also suggests that the effective 
moisture increased markedly at 5000 B. P. ( H. Delcourt 19 79 ;  King and 
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Allen 1977; Solomon et al. 1980). Mesic deciduous forest taxa are 
represented at Anderson Pond after 5000 B.P., as the spectra are 
similar to those from 200 B.P. 
Field Recovery Techniques 
The baseline at.Hayes Shelter was established as nearly parallel 
to the face of the bluff as possible (Figure 3.5). This oriented the 
grid at 17° west of magnetic north so that the excavation of 
contiguous units on a single north axis opened a trench roughly 
perpendicular to the back wall of the shelter. Three adjacent units 
(1 m2 ) were excavated, which exposed a three meter profile extending 
from the back wall to just outside the dripline (Figure 3.6). All 
test excavations conformed to the metric grid originating from the 
baseline. 
An elevation datum was established by a spike at the base of a 
large oak tree along the dripline at the northernmost end of the 
shelter (Figure 3.5). Although the absolute elevation (AMSL) of this 
datum was not determined, Kelsh maps and 3.75 minute series 
topographic maps provide elevation references. The elevation of the 
datum used for establishing contour elevations for the topographic map 
of the ilTlllediate area around the shelter (Figure 3.2) was inferred 
from the Kelsh sheets. 
Excavation proceeded in each 1 m2 unit by 10 cm levels. Walls 
were kept plumb while floors were parallel to the surface plane. This 
strategy was employed in an attempt to closely align the levels with 
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Figure 3 . 5 . Hayes Shelter excavations . 
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natural strata. As natural strata were usual l y  difficul t to discern 
during excavation ,  this method provided a more accurate system of 
vertical control for artifact comparison than woul d  l evel ing unit 
fl oors ( Figure 3 . 6 ) .  
Excavation techniques were prescribed primaril y by the size of 
the excavation units and the density of l imestone detritus . Al l 
excavations proceeded by hand trowel l ing . A 20 cm2 bl ock yiel ding 
approximatel y  four l iters of soil was removed from each 10 cm l evel . 
One 100 gram sampl e  was taken from each bl ock and used for sedimentary 
anal ysis ; the remainder was processed by fl otation for the retrieval 
of botanical remains . These techniques are described in the section 
on l aboratory methods . 
The major l ogistical obstacl e  in the excavation of these test 
units was the density of l imestone rubbl e .  As each l evel fl oor 
reached its terminal depth , al l l imestone bl ocks l arger than 10 cm 
were mapped , and the elevation of their superior surfaces was 
recorded. The l ocation of al l diagnostic l ithics and ceramics 
observed during excavation was also recorded in both horizontal and 
vertical pl anes . 
Excavated fil l was processed in the fiel d by waterscreening . 
Nested screens of 1 . 27 cm (½  inch ) , . 64 cm ( i  inch ) , and . 15 cm ( 1/16 
inch ) mesh were used to initial l y  sort artifact and rubbl e by these 
size fractions . Once removed , l arger l imestone bl ocks were weighed on 
the site and discarded .  Detritus l ess than 10  cm in  diameter was kept 
for further analysis . 
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Figure 3 . 6 . Shelter excavation profile ( east ). 
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CHAPTER I V  
SHELTER F I LL 
Analysis of Sediments 
The nature of the sedimentologic�l record at Hayes Shel ter is of . 
primary importance from an archaeological perspective for two reasons , 
first as a basis for the interpretation of the spatial contexts from 
which the cultural materials were recovered, and second, for its 
potential to inform us about the environment in which the prehistoric 
socioeconomi c  systems functioned. These two aspects will be 
considered as the data are described in the following sections . 
As previously explained, the test units were excavated in 10 cm 
levels with the upper limit of the top level parallel to the g round 
surface. Since walls were plumbed, the resulting levels were · 
rhombohedral but contained. the same volume of sediment. The benefits 
of this technique in the excavation and analysis of the sediments were 
realized as the subsu rface macrostratigraphic units were found to be 
roughly parallel to the ground su rface ( Figure 4. 1 ). 
In the analysis of the deposits at Hayes Shelter, data . from 
several sources are assessed. These include the calcareous detri tus, 
fine soil components, illuvial elastics and ferri crete pebbles. The 
following secti ons are primarily descri ptive. How�ver, the potential 
of the data to reflect the na�u re of the processes of sedimentation 
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The illustration of the northern walls of the three 1 m2 units 
excavated under the limestone overhang (Figure 4 . 1) provides a general 
impression of the spatial patterns of the detritus which were mapped 
.i!!. situ in this profile. Invnediately apparent is th� density of 
rubble in the westernmost unit (1019N lOOOE), was excavated ju�t inside 
the dripline, as compared to the relatively rubble free unit at the 
back of the overhang ( 1019N lOOOE ). As this pattern extends bel�w the 
occupational _ l evel s, it is assumed that regardless of postdepositional 
influences, the basic distribution that exists at this scale is a 
consequence of primary thermoclasticism. As a function of freezing, 
larger and more numerous rubbl e fragments were detached from th£ rock 
face receiving the most exposure to surfa�e water. This process is 
further _evidenced by accelerated fracturing (and accentuated 
concavities ) where fissures have deyeloped, allowing groundwater from 
the rock face above · to penetrate . greater distances into the overhang 
(cf .  Farrand 1975a : 18 ). Exposure to water has been demonstrated 
through replication experiment to be the primary source of variation 
in the rate and _ nature of the �racturing of calcareous rock (Laville 
1976:138 ). I n  addition to exposure to surface moisture, variation in 
temperature (the intensity of freezing )  and time (the number of 
freeze-thaw cycles ) conditions the size and quantity of rubble ( Butzer 
1981 : 148; Farrand 1975a : 19 ;  Laville 1976 : 1 38-139). 
Given the nature of the variability in the size and amount of 
rubble between units illustrated in Figure 4. 1, the central unit 
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(1019 N1001E) was selected for a column sample. Situated about halfway 
between the back wall and t he dripline, the s helter face directly over 
this unit has ·less exposure to �urface moisture t han the b luff face, 
but ample.moisture to promote thermoelastic spalling. This un it is 
also situated on the crestslope and, as a result, is subject to less 
solifluction than the unit nearest, the dripline. And since it is 
cenfrally located, the archaeological record in this unit is assumed 
to be representative of t he three units excavated under t he overhang. 
Although patterns at this scale may reflect some overall trends 
in climate, detritus resulting from primary t hermoelast ic roof 
spalling is certainly subject to further postdepositional frost 
shattering, thereby altering the initial pattern ( Farrand 19 75a; 
Laville 19 76) . T he processes of bot.h primary and postdepositiona l  
thermoclasticism, however, operate under the same set of climatic 
variables and may be postdicted, to some degree, on the basis of 
experimental results (Guillien and Lantridou 19 70 ;  Ma laurie 19 68; 
Tricart 19 67 ), as presented in Laville ( 19 76). 
Interpretations of t he experimental results of t he process of 
frost spalling in limestone have been varied ( Farrand 19 7 5a: 19 ; 
Laville 19 76: 138). Laville ( 19 76: 132 )  suggests that on a general 
level, mild freezing results in an abundance of fine debris, while 
more severe freezing results in coarse debris. Farrand (19 75a: 19 ) 
suggests that bot h smaller fragments and greater quantities of debris 
are t he result of more freeze-thaw cycles, greater intensity of 
freezing and a greater degree of saturation. 
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I n  accordance with this research, a number of assumptions are 
made for the interpretation of the calcareous elastic component of the 
shelter sediments. Cool, mesic conditions accompanied by frequent but 
mild frost episodes promote spalling of the rock at a more constant 
rate and result, primarily, in the production of detritus of the 
smaller . size grades. Conversely, cold conditions accompanied by 
severe . freezing result in the detachment of larger blocks from the 
roof and walls . Under either condition, whether severe or moderate 
winter temperatures were realized, fewer annual freeze-thaw cycles 
would result in less detritus - while more cycles would produce greater 
quantities of detritus. 
In addition to temperature cycles, variation in the availability 
of moisture is a most important variable in the spalling process, 
though the effect of wet-dry cycles on the spalling of shelter roofs 
and wal ls without freezing is not clearly understood (Farrand 
1972 : 229, 1975a :18). I n  the case of Hayes Shelter, the amount of 
available surface moisture on the rock face seems to have had a direct 
influence on the variation in the type, amount, and distribution of 
debris . Paleoclimatic data from palynological , paleontological and 
geomorphological studies also suggest that the availability of 
moisture has been a critical factor in shaping the environment of the 
Nashville Basin (Brakenridge 1984 : 23; H. Delcourt 1979 : 270-271; 
Klippel and Parmalee 1982). This is ·especially true as edaphic 
conditions �predispose vegetation (and certain fauna) to exaggerated 
response to drought stress in much of the inner basin area. 
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The pronounced variation in freque�cy of detritus of any size 
grade between the unit against the back wall and that under the 
dripline at Hayes Shelter clearly demonstrates that the availability 
of moisture is a critical factor in the formation of detrital 
patterns. The paleoenvironmental studies cited above further indicate 
that major long-term fluctuations in available moisture we re 
experienced during the Holocene. A positive correlation e xists 
between the amount of annual precipitatipn and the amount of detritus 
produced, regardless of the character of the freeze-thaw cycles. 
The assumptions presented above are experimental generalities. 
The patterns observed in the detritus cannot be crosstabulated as 
might wrinkled green or smooth yellow peas to postdict in 
Mendelian-fashion the critical paleoenvironmenta l. conditions. These 
tenets do, however, provide a foundation for attempting to explain 
significant variations in the rubble deposits which appear to change 
through time. Data derived from the combination of the variables 
specific �o Hayes Shelter are assessed with these assumptions in mind. 
Linear statistical models procedures indicate that the null 
hypothesis (H0: that there is no significant difference in the volume 
distribution of detritus from �he various size grades and levels from 
unit 10 19Nl00 1E) must be rejected based on a probability of .000 1 and 
an F statistic of 13.72. Table 4. 1 presents basic descriptive statics 
for the volumes for each level. In general , larger means in leve ls 
7- 1 1  and 14 suggest periods of greater thermoelastic activity . Levels 
7 and 8 also have high standard deviations and low values for 
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Table 4 . 1 .  Descriptive statistics of calcareous detritus by level 
for unit 1019N10001E .  
Mean Standard 
Level Weight (g) Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 
1 3'740 4685 1. 69 3 .19 
2 2488 3451 1.92 3 . •  72 
3 6118 10176 2.98 3 . 94 
4 3434 3835 1.84 3 . 53 
5 3775 1874 1 . 11 . 23 
6 3236 1685 . 78 . 89 
7 8335 7968 1 . 26 . 76 
8 11017 10091 .93 - . 87 
9 10882 9734 . 02 -5 . 89 
10 10736 9929 1 . 82 3 . 34 
11 10546 6207 1 . 29 2 . 31 
12 6563 2606 . 02 -5 .38 
13 7404 2732 1.06 1 . 31 
14 10781 5279 . 78 1 .07 
15 6120 3769 . 79 -1 . 48 
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s kewness, but are highly platykurtic. This indication of poorly 
sorted fractions suggests a more intense primary thermoelastic 
activity and perhaps less secondary frost fracturing, which would tend 
to produce sizes with a unimodal distribution ( Farrand 19 75a: 18). 
Standard (I) sc�res calculated for the volume of detritus from 
the four size grades in each level indicate the patterns of deviation 
from the mean (Table 4.2 ). In the largest size grade ( 1), volumes are 
substantially lower than expected in the upper 4 levels and higher 
than expected in the middle . levels. Grade 2 fraction scores are more 
complex, while grades 3 and 4 indicate a pattern of scores lower than 
expected in the upper levels and higher than expected in the lower 
levels. 
Graphically, this may .be more easily visualized as plots of the 
relative row percent and individual column percents of each size grade 
(Figure 4.2). Relative row percentages indicate that grad� 2 is the 
predominant fraction in every level except 13. This is perhaps more 
clearly illustrated as cumulative percentages ( Figure 4. 3). 
The frequency of detritus greater than 10 cm is low in the upper 
levels, increasing in level 5 and peaking in level 9 ,  dropping. again 
in levels 10- 12 ,  and elevated ag�in in level 1 3. This pattern 
suggests an episode of increased primary thennoclastic activity 
beginning with level 9 and dropping steeply to level 6. A concomitant 
drop is noted in the grade 2 elastics at level 6. Also noted during 
this period are an increase in fluvial elastics (corticated pebbles), 
in the range of well-sorted soil grain sizes, and in the silt ratio 
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Table 4 . 2 .  Standard ( Z) scores for detritus volume by level for unit 
1019N1001E. 
SAS 
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 
Level >10cm 10> x > 1 .26cm · 1. 28> x >. 64cm .64> x . 16cm> 
1 -1 . 2167 -0. 5122 -0. 5064 . -0 . 62947 
2 -1 . 1595. -0. 9315 -1. 0956 -0 . 98028 
3 -1 . 1250 1 . 01 17 -1 . 0331 -0 . 82625 
4 -0 . 8 18 1 -0 . 7218 -1. 1 164 -0 . 80439 
5 -0 . 4584 -1. 1 154 . .:.o . 4106 -0. 57008 
6 -0 . 5778 -1 . 236 1 -0. 7427 -0 . 55540 
7 � 0 . 4694 0 . 7324 -0. 3917 -0 . 49698 
8 1 . 2913 1 . 4373 0. 1910 -0. 45293 
9 2 . 2912* 0 . 8213 -0.2654 -0. 6 1414 
10 0. 3423 1 . 5833 0. 5231 0 . 24999 
1 1  0. 6134 o .  7197 0. 7516 1 . 36279 
12 -0 . 4541 -0. 7154 0. 7099 1. 34843 
13 0. 8883 -1. 1282 o. 7724 1. 03352 
14 -0. 2253 0 .5101 2. 7023* 2. 22691* 
15 0. 1390 -0.4552 -0 .0883 -0.29172 
* High normal deviate scores indicate that there is low probability of 
randomly selecting an observation from the sample population with 
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( Figu re 4. 2) . Given the assumptions concerning the importance of 
available moisture on the thermoelastic process, it is apparent that 
precipitation increased dramatically during the period repres�nted in 
levels 6-9 , resulting in rapid primary thermoclasticism and a high 
energy illuvial depositional environment. 
Sharp drops in t�e frequency of larger fraction (grades 1 and 2) · 
detritus at level 6 suggest a decrease in precipitation during this 
period . While there is also a drop in the frequency of illuvial 
elastics in level 6 ,  no change is noted in grain-size sorting ( Figure 
4. 2 ) . 
In the smaller fraction (grades 3 and 4) , a basic trend can be 
seen in the plots of column and row percentages (Figure 4. 2) . 
Relative frequency rises in levels 5 and 6 in response to the sharp 
decrease in detritus from the larger grades . Not until level 10 , 
however, do significant increases occur. This increase peaks in level 
14 where the weathering of detritus is most severe, reflecting the 
decomposition of bedrock shelf . It is apparent that this pattern is 
produced from in situ weathering of bedrock and post-depositional or 
secondary thermoclasticism over a long period of time in a dry, cool 
or cold climate. 
Soil Components 
Grain-size 
Fine soil components from the shelter sed 1ments were investigated 
through particle-size analysis. The samples were selected from six 
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level s representative of the macrostratigraphic units . The standard 
deviation of .E!!i, sizes indicates a period of poor sorting in Strata 
l-1 1 1  ( levels 9-15 ) ,  suggesting a low energy depositional environment 
( Figure 4 . 3 )  ( Butzer 1981 : 1 50 ) .  Well-sorted sizes are noted for 
Strata I V  and V ,  representing an increase in hydrodynamic energy 
during this time .  · seing comprised of sediments representing the 
Historic , Mississippian and Late Woodland periods , sorting in Strata I 
and I I  is expected to be good. The relative proximity of the sample 
from these strata to the modern surface of the shelter floor ( 10 cm 
below surface ) and to contemporary groundhog disturbance increases the 
chances that post-depositiona l mixing has occurred and throws doubt on 
the results obtained in this analysis . 
Textural Classes 
Results of the analysis of textural classes including sand , silt 
and clay are graphically presented for each strata sampled ( F i gu!e 
4 . 3 ) . The sand category .E!!i, sizes range from 4 . 0  to 2 . 0  and hence 
include granules slightl y  larger than coarse sand ( Folk 1974 : 25 ) .  
Rel ative percentages of these three components indi cate that Stratum I 
sand and silt ratios were almost equal , with a relatively large clay 
component as well . Although mineralogical and morphological analyses 
of . the fine soil components were not conducted with these sediments , 
it is expected that they are derived , in part , from the decomposition 
of the limestone fill . This is expected to be a particularly 
important source for the sand component in Strata 1-1 1 1 .  
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As the grai n si zes are more well sorted in the upper strata, 
there is a corresponding increase in the rela�ive frequency of . silt 
and a slight reduction in sand. These data support the interpretation 
that the sediments composing Strata I V-VI I were deposited in a 
hydrodynamic environment of higher energy. Although exact 
sand-si lt-clay ratios from the shelter fill · do not correspond well 
w ith those analyzed from open-site alluvial terraces along the Duck 
( Brakenri dge 1984 : 16 ) , the tendency for higher percentages of silt in 
the younger deposits suggests an increase . in alluviation in the upper 
strata beginning with Stratum IV. 
l lluvial Clastics 
The anal ysis of the coarse il l uvi al elastics from the shelter · 
fi ll consisted of simply size sorting and quantifying the corticated 
pebbles. The four fractions correspond to the same screen mesh sizes 
employed with the calcareous detritus . It  is expected that the 
majority of this gravel was deposited as coarse fluvial bedload. The 
presence of the smaller fraction in level 13 suggests that initial 
aggradation of alluvial sediments may have begun at this time. 
Evidence for increased fluvial deposition is provided by the marked 
increase in gravel in level 11, but this is followed by reduced 
frequency in levels 10-8. A major phase of sediment aggradation is 
indicated for the upper levels, beginning with level 7 .  There is a 
reducti on i n  the overall occurrence of gravel in level 5 ( Figure 4. 2 )  
which is  masked in  the plot of relative row percentages ( Figure 4. 3 )  
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by the presence of numerous l arger fraction pebbl es. This p�ttern 
may, in part, be infl uenced by differential vertical movement of the 
various sizes of gravel ( Baker 1978) or by sampl ing bias . The absence 
of fine fraction il l uvial e l astics in l evel 1 is undoubtedl y  a 
sampl ing error, but has l ittl e  affect on the overal l patterns 
il l ustrated. 
Ferric Concretions 
The quantity of ferrous and/or manganese concretions present in 
the shel ter sediments are presented as a pl ot of column percents in 
Figure 4. 3. A sharp increase in l evel 11 suggests that Stratum I I I  
may be a pal eosol representing a period of rel ative fl ood-pl ain 
· stabil ity . Marked pedogenic soil structure and a l ow sil t to sand and 
cl ay ratio support this interpretation. · The significant reduction in 
concretions in l evel 9 suggests the initiation of a period in. which 
sedimentation was dominant ayer pedogenisis. 
Stratigraphy 
Seven strata are identified at Hayes Shel ter on the basis of the 
macroscopic characteristics of soil col or, texture, and pedogenic 
structure ( Figure 4 . 1). Anal yses of sediment sampl es from these 
visibl y  distinguishabl e  units further demonstrate their 
distinctiveness. Compari son with descriptions of terrace formations 
from el sewhere on the Duck (Amick 1983, 1984b ; Brakenridge 1982, 1984; 
Hofman 1981) provide a basis for the assessment of. the rel ative 
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crronological contexts of cultural materials and for the 
implementation of a preliminary paleoenvironmental model. 
Stratum I 
The strata immediately above ·the Ordovician Ridley Formation 
lime stone in units 1019Nl OOOE and 1019N1001E is approximately 10 cm 
thick and is characterized as a lig�t reddish brow� ( 5  Y R  6/3, moist), 
pebbly , silty clay with poorly developed pedogenic structure. Soil 
color , when trowelled, appears as a buff tan due to decomposing 
detritus. Analysis ind icates that the soil is �omposed of a high 
percentage of clay-size particle s in this stratum ( Figure 4.3) • . 
Limestone detritus in this level was densely packed and tabular. The 
soft, friab le texture of the detritus suggests that it  may be largely 
derived from decomposing bedrock. · In addition to the tabular, friable 
detritus, the matrix included den se, highly eroded rubble in the 
smaller size fractions ( <.64 cm). 
Though ·sediment analyses indicate that the clay and sand 
component is relatively high in this strata ( Figure 4.3), the 
pedogenic structure i s  poorly deve loped • . It is expected· that many of 
the matrix components are derived from the decomposition of the 
surrounding bedrock. Grain-size indicates poor sorting ( Figure 4.3 }, 
which reflects a low energy hydrodynamic depositiona l environment 
( Butzer 1981: iSO). These data suggest that Stratum I i s  characterized 
primarily by the in situ decomposition of the bedrock re sulting in the_ 
development of saphrolitic residuum extending about 10 cm above the 
bedrock. 
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Stratum I I  
Th is  stratum var ies i n  thickness, ranging from 10-35 cm above the 
Paleozoic bedrock . In the center uni t ( 1010N 1001 E )  soi) color i s  pale 
brown ( 10 YR 6/ 3, moi st ) and texture consists of pebbly, si lty clay 
with a relat i�ely well-developed pedogeni c  structure . Soi l samples 
from th is  stratum indi cate poor sorti ng of grai n si zes with a high 
relative percent of_ granule and sand si ze particles with respect to 
silt and clay . Frequenci es of ferric concret ions are low i n  this  
stratum and fluv i al elasti cs occur infrequently only in  the smallest 
fraction ( F igure 4 . 3 ) .  · Relat iv� frequency of li mestone detr itus i n  
th i s  stratum i ndi cates an i ncrease i n  the grade 1 ( >10 cm ) fraction 
( F igure 4 . 3 ) . Th i s  is, i n  part, influenced by the apparent i n  si tu 
decomposition of the bedrock ledge wh ich occupies much of levels 13 
and 14 ( F i gure 4 . 3 ) . 
As with Stratum I, the detritus i n  th i s  stratum was densely 
packed and tended to be tabular, oriented hori zontally, i n  layers or 
lenses especi ally near the bedrock ledge . Relati vely high frequenci es 
of detri tus in the smaller si ze grades ( 3  and 4 )  suggest extensi ve . 
thermoclast icism.  Based on ·the assumpti ons outlined, the detr'i tus in 
th1 s  stratum appears to have been subjected to a high frequency of 
freeze-thaw cycles produci ng high relative frequenci es of small 
fract ion rubble . The evi dence for decomposit ion of the bedrock 
suggests that the pattern exhibited by the fine fraction rubble i s  the 
result of secondary, rather than pri mary, thermoelast ic  acti on. 
Di rect indicat ions of paleocli matic var i ables for this  period are 
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largely mas ked by the effects of post -depositional frost action. 
Sufficient moisture and freezing for secondary thermoclasticism are 
implied. 
Grain-size sorting, fluvial elastics, and soil textural patterns 
indicate a period of low hydrodynamic energy and restricted alluvial 
deposition ( Figure 4.3). The very limited presence of ferro-manganese 
concretions further suggests a reduced rate of pedogenisis. The 
sedimentological character of Stratum I I  is significantly influenced 
by the decomposition of the surrounding limestone. The age of the 
stratum can only be inferred from its stratigraphic position, but is 
probably Ple istocene-Early Holocen� age. 
Stratum I l l  
The contact between Strata I I  and I l l  is fairly distinct between 
130 �nd 105 cm (below datum) and Stratum I I I  ranges from 25 to 50 cm 
in thic kness. Soil color for Stratum I I I  is yellowish red . {5 Y R  �/6, 
moist). Texture is a silty clay with well-developed structure of 
subangular peds which exhibit reddish-brown illuvial clay skins. 
Ferro-manganese concretions are common in this stratum. 
Detritus in Stratum I l l  from the central unit is c�aracterized by 
a pronounced decrease in the frequency of the smaller fraction { <.64 
cm) and a marked increase in the larger fraction { Figure 4. 2). 
Initial increases in the frequency of large fraction rubble begin in 
level 11 and peak in level 9 { Figure 4. 2). Level 9 also shows a 
distinct pattern of a very high frequency of grade 1 rubble and 
decreases in each of the smaller fractions { Figure 4. 2). Inspection 
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of the nort� pr�fil e wal l shows the overal l pattern of the l argest 
bl ocks of rubbl e deposited toward the middle of Stratum I I I  with 
smal ler grade 1 cl asts densel y packed in l evel 9 ( Figu re 4. 2 ). 
The presence of the very l arge boul ders of roof spal l in the 
middl e l evel s of Stratum I I I  suggests a period of more intense 
freezing in terms of absol ute minimum temperatures and/or the du ration 
of freezing cycl es or a significant increase in avail abl e moistu re .  
The i ncrease in the smal l er grade 1 bl ocks ( obvious in Figure 4. 2 )  
al so suggests a shift in cl imate , perhaps refl ecting amel ioration of 
frigid temperatures and/or changes in the avail abl e  moisture .  
The grairi-size sorting index decreases onl y sl ightl y du ring this 
period but drops precipitousl y ,  refl ecting better size sorting in 
l evel s 7 and 8 ( Figure 4 . 3 ). There is an increase in il l uvial 
e l astics in l evel 1 1  ( Figure 4. 3 )  which refl ects increases in the 
grade 3 ( . 64 >  x < . 32 cm ) fraction . This represents an increased 
infl ux of il l uvial sediment , but �ith moderate hydrodynamic energy. 
Textu ral cl ass ratios indicate an increase in the percent of sil t-size 
particl es ( Figu re 4 . 3 ) , al so refl ecting a more active il l uvial 
environment. 
A dramatic increase in the number of ·ferro-manganese concretions 
is al so noted in this stratum ( Figu re 4 . 3 ) . The presence of these 
concretions indicates a period of fl oodpl ain stabil ity and the 
possibl e devel opment of a pal eosol . The pedogenic structure of 
subangul ar bl ocks from l evels  in this stratum al so support this 
interpretation . Apparently , evidence for pedogenisis and sedimentary 
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depos i t ion, ind icate that illuvial aggradation was preceding coevally, 
perhaps . as the inwashing of fine sediments from higher portions of the 
fl ood p 1 a i n • 
Macroscopic parameters of color, texture, and structure for 
Stratum I I I  correspond reasonably we11 with the description of Cannon 
Bend Formation soils from open sites on the Duck ( Brakenridge 
1984:13). Textural sand-silt-clay ratios, however, show a higher 
percentage of s i1 t than expected. If th ts interpretation is assumed, 
the age of lower lim its of this strata at its contact with Stratum I I  
would be approximately 10,000 B. P. and the u pper limits, or contact 
with Stratum IV, 6400 B. P. { Brakenridge 1984:19 ). The 3600 year 
period represented by Stratum I I I  spans the Early and most of the 
M iddle Archaic Periods as the culture chronology is currently 
understood for the Duck River valley (Amick et al. 1985:21, Appendix 
A; Brakenr idge 1984 :19 ; Hall et al. 1985:63). 
Stratum IV 
· The lower limits of Stratum IV range from 50-70 cm above the 
bedrock floor to about 8 0  cm below the surface datum. T he contact 
between Strata I I I  and IV is clearly discernible through the 
observation of macroscopic soil characters. Soils in Stratum IV are 
generally a dark brown color {10 Y R  3/3, �oist ) and exhibit relatively 
well-developed pedogenic structure, although the blocks lack the red 
clay skins typical of Stratum I I I. Grain-size sorting shows dramatic 
increases in this stratum and silt is the predominant soil textural 
class. Illuvial elastics also increase significantly in this stratum 
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as the freque ncy of ferro-ma nganese pebbles is sharply reduced ( Figure 
4.3) . 
The contact betwee n Strata I l l and IV is also easily 
distinguished i n  the central unit ( 10 19 N 100 1E) by a concentration of 
limestone detritus i n  level 9 ( Figure 4.3). Relative percentages of 
the size fraction i n  level 9 indicate a significant increase in the 
grade 1 detritus with reductions in the frequency of each of the other 
grades ( Figure 4 .3 } . If, as assumed, the production of small fraction 
detritus depends on  frequent freeze-thaw cycles and adequate moisture 
to promote frost fracturing (secondary ), then the reduction i n  small 
fraction rubble i n  this level may indicate .a warmer or dryer period. 
The apparent increase in  grade 1 . detritus in  this level, then, may 
denote a period when secondary thermoclasticism was significantly 
reduced. 
. .  . 
The overal l trend in  the frequency of rubble in Stratum IV shows 
a reduction i n  al l size grades ( Figure 4.2). Relative frequencies 
indicate a slight i ncrease in the smaller ( <.64 cm) fraction in the 
uppermost level (figure 4.3). This trend su�gests that :the climatic 
conditions necessary for the primary fracturing of spalls under this 
area of the overhang were increasingly poor during this period , while 
conditions necessary for increased secondary thennoclasticism became 
more corrmon toward the end of the period . The inference here is that 
freezing cycles were becoming more frequent and/or moisture was more 
available through the period in which Stratum IV was deposited. 
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A dramatic drop in the grain-size sorting index in Stratum IV, 
denoting sediment deposition in a high energy environment, suggests 
that the availability of moisture significantly increased during the 
period in question ( Figure 4 .3). This pattern is complimented by an 
increase in the relative percentage of silt sized particles and in the 
frequency of illuvial elastics (Figure 4 .3) • 
. The macroscopic characteristics of the soil in Stratum IV closely 
approximates descriptions by Brakenridge ( 1984 : 16) for Leftwich 
formation soils with higher percentages of silt and an infrequent 
occurrence of manganese concretions. Although Brakenridge identifies · 
several depositional phases w ithin the Leftwich formation, its contact 
with the Cannon Bend soils apparently dates ·to about 64 00 B.P. 
(Brakenridge 1984 : 19 ) .  Artifacts recovered from the lower member of 
the Leftwich formation soils from buried site contexts elsewhere on 
the Duck have been confidently dated to the Middle and Late Archaic 
periods (Amick 1983, 1985a; Brakenridge 1984 : 19 ;  Hofman 198 1, 1982, 
1984a). 
Stratum V 
The contact between Strat� IV and V is identified with 
difficulty, as it is discontinuous across the north profile ( Figure 
4 . 1). The distinction, where observable, may represent the contact 
between the Leftwich formation subunits Tl bl and Tl b2 ( Brakenridge 
1984 : 16- 19 ). The contrast between Strata V and V I  soils is somewhat 
sharper and occurs about 20 cm below the surface datum. 
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Soils in this stratum are a dark greyish-brown color ( 10 Y R  7/5 ,  
moist). Some pedogenic structure is present in this -silty loam, but 
the development is far less than noted for Stratum I l l  and somewhat 
less than for Stratum IV. Distinctions between Strata IV and V are 
based primarily on color ( a  greyish hue in the upper member) and are 
difficult to distinguish in the midst of abundant limestone rubble. 
The large fraction ( grade 1) limestone detritus in Stratum V 
decreases steadily. Grade 2 detritus increases significantly 
( especially in level 3) and the smaller fraction materials remain 
constant ( Figure 4.3). This pattern is difficult to explain. The 
absence of la rge r blocks of rubble in this centrally located area may 
in part be the result of human intervention, although the excavated 
sample is certainly too small to attempt an explanation of this sort. 
The general pattern of large rubble distribution, ( Figure 4.3) shows 
fewer large blocks in this stratum throughout the excavation. As the 
patte rn remains about the same from the base of  Stratum . V to the 
surface, it is assumed that no major climatic shifts affecting 
thermoclasticism have taken place during this period. 
Grain-size sorting is approximately the same ( well-sorted) in 
Stratum V as noted for Stratum IV. The. percentage of silt-sized 
particles increases slightly as sand and granules decrease ( Figure 
4.3). This patt.ern indicates a high energy hydrodynamic environment 
with active alluvial sedimentation. The high frequency of i lluvia l 
elastics in Stratum V is consistent with this interpretation ( Figure 
4.3). 
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I f  B rakenridge ' s  (1984 : 19) stratigraphic model is implemented , 
the base of Stratum V dates to about 3900 B. P. and its contact with 
Stratum V I  (Tlb3) to 2600 B. P .  - Artifacts affiliated with both Late 
A rchaic and Early Woodland culture periods have been recovered from 
upper Leftwich formation sediments in dated context on other sites in 
the Duck valley (Amick 1983 , 1985; Amick et al. 1985; Brakenridge 
1984; Hall 1985; Hall et al. 1985a; Klipp�l and Parmalee 1982). One 
of the diagnostic traits of the _Leftwich Upper member (Tlb2 , Tlb3) 
which Brakenridge (1984 : 16) identifies is the presence of Woodland 
ceramics. A few unidentifiable small ceramic fragments were found 
between ·30-40 cm below the surface in the central unit at Hayes 
Shelter . 
Stratum V I  
This stratum is identified with difficulty as it is discontinuous 
across the profile (Figure 4. 1). The distinction between Strata V and 
V I  is ( where observable) made on the basis of darker greyish-brown 
color (10 YR 3/2 , moist) , silty texture , and a poorly developed 
pedogenic structure . This stratum is 15 cm thick at its maximum point 
and is covered by a thin veneer of bedded silt lenses of historic 
alluvium. 
Small fraction (<. 64 cm) limestone detritus appears to increase 
in levels 1 and 2 (F i gure 4. 3). This is , in part , a function of 
sampling bias as the upper two levels (1 and 2) were excavated as one 
unit. As noted for Stratum V ,  the continuity of the distribution of 
detritus between Stratum V and the surface indicates that no major 
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c l imatic shifts promoted significant changes in the product ion of 
thermoc l asts during the period in question. 
The grain-size sorting i ndex indicates a shif
°
t toward greater 
deviation of sizes, denoting poor sorti ng (Figure 4. 3). This pattern 
i s  complemented by a decrease in all grades of illuvial elastics from 
levels 3-1  (Fi gure 4. 3). The inference is that there was a reduction 
i n  the energy of the hydrodynami c  envi ronment and i n  the rate of 
sedimentati on duri ng this period. Although pollen data i n  the Midwest 
suggest short-term cl imatic changes since 4000 B. P. (Bernabo 1981; 
King · 1981}, the amount of vegetational change and i nferred climatic  
change in Tennessee during thi s  period are rel atively smal l (H. 
De l court 1979). The pattern exhibited by the sedimentary data from 
this stratum is not easily related to independent records of 
Quaternary environmental change . 
Although rad iocarbon assays have not been made on samples from 
the Tlb3 formati on, diagnostic· artifacts and dates i n  the formations 
above and below the Tlb3 suggest a date of 2600 B. P. for the contact 
wi th Stratum V and 150 B. P .  (A. O .  1800) for the base of Stratum V I I 
(Brakenridge 1984:19). Thus bracketed, this stratum could conta i n  
Early Middl e Woodland through Histori c Period arti facts (Ami ck et al. 
1986, Appendix  A). 
Stratum V I I 
Stratum V I I  i s  composed of yellow brown (7. 5 YR 5/4, moi st)  s ilt 
which is b�dded or deposited i n  thin  lenses. The texture of the soi l  
is fine sandy sil t  wh i ch tends to be very dry and exhibi ts no 
7 2 
pedogenic developmental structure. This stratum is considered to be  
historic alluvium, as excavations produced numerous modern artifacts 
including wire nails and .22 caliber cartridges. Brakenridge 
( 1984: 19 ) s �ggests that the deposit began to accrete about 150 B. P. 
Conclusion 
The seven sedimentary units identified at Hayes Shelter are 
, defined on the basis of variation in the macroscopic color, texture, 
and structure, the size distribution of detritus, soil grain size 
ratios , and the frequency of illuvial elastics and ferricrete pebbles. 
These units are associated with the model of episodic alluvial 
sedimentation and the formation of the terrace sequence as previously 
developed for the Central Duck River Basin (Brakenridge 1982, 1984). 
Lacking absolute dates, the association of sedimentary units with 
those previously identified allows the .implementation of this general 
relative chronological scale •. 
Strata I and I I  are interpreted as primari.ly ·influenced by the 
decomposition of the Ordovician limestone bedrock directly below them. 
They do not correspond well to any previously identified terrace 
formation and are virtually sterile of human occupational debris. 
. . 
Stratum I l l, characterized by red brown color, well-developed 
pedogenic structure and the co11111on occurrence of ferricrete pebbles, 
is associated with the Cannon Bend formation (Brakenridge 1984: 13 ). 
The suggested chronological range is from 10 ,000 to 6400 B. P., and 
encompasses the Early and most of the Middle -Archaic Periods. 
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Detritus patterns from the central unit indicate a significant 
increase in the frequency of larger fraction clasts which are 
interpreted as indicating a dramatic i�crease in available surface 
moisture at the. end of thi s  period. It is suggested that this may 
represent climatic amelioration at the end of the Hypsithermal 
Interval. 
On the basis of soil characteristics, Strata IV, V, and VI are 
associated with the Leftwich formation (Brakenridge 1984 : 16) . These 
include dark, grey-brown col or·, fairly well-developed pedogenic 
structure, and the oc�asional but less frequent occurrence of 
ferricrete pebbl es . Also noted in these strata are very well-sorted 
grain-sizes , higher percentages of clay in the textural classes, and 
an increase in illuvially deposited elastics. This suggests a 
dramatic increase in precipitation resulting in active floodplain 
deposition during thi s period . It is suggested that Stratum IV 
corresponds to the Late Middle and Late Archaic Peri ods, while Stratum 
V represents Late and Terminal Archaic times, with Early Woodland 
manifestations occurring as Stratum VI was deposited • . 
Stratum VII corresponds with the Sowell Mill formation 
( Brakenridge 1984 : 19) and is composed of historic alluvial deposits. 
It is assumed to have begun to accrete about 150 years B. P. 
In addition to this assessment of the sediments as a means of 
establishing a relative chronology and environmental setting for the 
strata defined, temporall y  restricted artifact types and faunal 
specimens are employed . In the following sections, the analysis of 
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the cul tural debris and fl oral and faunal remains will further 
establish the chronology and paleoenvironmental scenario . 
Cultural Deposits 
The relative proportions of cultural materials are presentLd in 
Figures 4 . 4  and 4. 5. In each graph th� relative percent (column ) and 
the percent per cubic centimeter are pl otted. The volume measures 
were calculated as des�ribed in Chapter I l l  and control for the 
variab i lity in the actual soil volume from each level through an 
estima tion of �he displacement of the limestone detritus . These 
figures ( 4 . 4  and 4. 5 )  demonstrate that the relative percentages 
corrected for the volume in each level closely approximate those 
simply calculated as column percentages. Comparisons in the 
subsequent chapters were , consequently, conducted without correcting 
for volumetric variability . 
The lithic debris from the shelter is simply divided into flake 
and non-flake categories. Frequencies i ndicate that both classes 
occur throughout the deposits beginning in the Middle Archaic stratum 
( I l l ) . I n  this stratum non-fl ake debris is much more conlllon than 
flake debris. This pattern is restricted to the Middle Archaic 
stratum, with later frequencies from these two cl asses covarying 
similarly. Judging from _ the flake debris the most intensive 
occupation of the shelter occurred during the Late Archaic Period with· 
a slight drop during the Tenninal Archaic and Early Woodl and ( Figure 
4 . 4 ) . The frequency of small pieces of fired clay may also indicate 
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the intensity of use and show a similar pattern : These objects are 
most numerous in the Late Woodland- and Mississippian-age sediments. 
The frequency of faunal and floral remains also points to the 
Late Middle Archaic as the period when the shelter first began to be 
used. The high frequency of · unburned bone in the Middle Archaic 
stratum ( Figure 4.5) is a result of numerous snake vertebrae in this 
stratum which may be naturally rather than culturally introduced. 
Bivalve and aquatic gastropod frequencies suggest a Late Archaic time 
for their first use whic� appears to decline in Woodland and 
Mississippian times. Percentages of charcoal (both wood and nutshell ) 
closely mirror the frequency of pieces of fired clay presented in 
Figure 4 . 4 and reflect a decrease during the Early Woodland and a 
subsequent increase in the Late Woodland and Mississippian� 
The spatial distribution (in two dimensions) of culturally 
diagnostic artifact types is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The 
occurrence of meadow vole (Microtus pennsylvanicus) remains in Stratum 
I I I  suggests an early Middle Holocene association. The diagnostic 
lithic tools and ceramics are described in · Chapter V. Their spatial 
context helps to substantiate the chronological model for the 
sedimentary units in a general way, but the potential for vertical 
mixing is obvious. Hofman ( 198 4a:92 - 1 42 ,  1986} has demonstrated that 
vertical dispersion of artifacts in the Duck River terrace sediments 
is commonly as much as 30 cm and may result from a variety of natural 
causes. Figure 4.6 also illustrates the schema used to associate each 
level with a strat igraphic unit • . 
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CHAPTER V 
AN ALYT I CAL RESULTS 
Analysis of the remains from Hayes Shelter includes a 
consideration of the aboriginal lithic and ceramic artifacts, faunal 
and floral remains, and historic debris � The methods of laboratory 
analysis and classification were discussed in Chapter I I, and a 
discussion of the results of these investigations follows. 
Lithics 
It has been noted previously that for the present analysis the 
lithic classification system is designed to identify technological 
classes. Artifacts traditionally classified as stylistic types are 
here considered simply as morphological classes which are temporally 
limited. Since the means for identifying functional evidence with the 
requisite microscc;>pic use-wear analysis was beyond the range of this 
, . 
study, functional interpretations are not extended. A description of 
the debitage, flake tools, bifaces, and temporally restricted bifacial 
tools follows. 
Debitage 
Over the past decade debitage analyses have been recognized as a 
significant aspect of lithic studies. In part, this interest has been 
stimulated by the recognition that, as an. economically unimportant 
by-product {waste), debitage is perhap s less biased by the 
socioeconomic behavior patterns which ultimately influence how tools, 
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produced in the fina l segments of the reduction/use trajectory, are 
curated, transported_, and reworked (Bamforth 1986; Binford 1979; 
Jeffries 1982:99; Jelinek 1976 : 21 -22; Terrence 1983). Recent studies 
in the Midsouth have demonstrated that patterns in lithic debitage are 
directly influenced by the proximity of the site location to the 
resource location (Jeffries 1982; Johnson 1981b ) and by · the · specific 
segments of this reduction process conducted at the site (Amick 1984b, 
1985c; Raab et al. 1979 ; Stahle and Dunn 1982), both of which may be 
monitored through spa tial and temporal comparisons. 
The classification of debitage from Hayes Shelter employs seven 
categories, including blocky debris, primary decortication fla kes, 
secondary decortication fla kes, tertiary or interior flakes, 
biface-thinning fla kes, core-rejuvenation flakes, and retouch fla kes. 
These classes are defined in Chapter I I  and formatted in Appendix A • 
. A bivariate frequency �able of debitage among those classes for each 
of the stratigraphic units is i llustrated in Table 5. 1 .  Considering 
those classes as reflecting stages in the reduction sequence yields 
some interesting results . 
A very strong pattern is reflected by the values for Stratum I l l  
(and below) as opposed to the upper strata. Stratum I l l, which is 
interpreted as primarily Middle Archaic, exhibits frequencies of 
blocky debris much higher than expected given row and column totals in 
the table, while all other later stage debitage frequencies are . far 
smaller than expected. This pattern is reversed for the Late Archaic 
and Woodland assemblages, where expected values for blocky debris are 
Table  5 . 1 .  Bivari ate frequency di stri bution of deb i tage reduction classes by stratigraphic assemblage . 
Observed 
Debi ta9! Reduction Classes 
Expected Earl.x Intennedi ate late 
Primary Secondary Biface Core 
Strat1 graphic Bl ocky Decortication Decortication Tertiary Thi nn ing Rejuvenation 
Asseml ages Debri s Fl akes Fl akes F l akes Fl akes F l a kes Tota l 
V I I  Hi stori c/Mi ssissippian 13 0 2 1  24 2 0 60 
22 .3  0 . 6  10 . 3  2 5 . 5  1 .4 0 . 0  ( .008 ) 
VI Mississi ppian/Woodland · 301 8 259 402 49 1 1020 
378 . 3  10 .4  174 .8 433 . 1  23 .2  0 .3  ( . 13 )  � 
V Terminal /late 727 38 557 1498 60 1 2881 
1068 . 5  29 .4  493 .8  1223. 2  65 .4 0 .7  ( .37 )  
IV  late/Middl e Archaic  819 33 486 1344 63 0 2745 
1018 .0 28 .0 470 . 5  1 165.4 62 . 3  0 . 1  ( . 35 ) 
I I I  Middle/Early Archaic 842 1 15 58 3 0 919 
340 .8 9.4 157 .5 390 . 2  20.9 0 . 2  ( . 12 )  
I I  Early Archaic/Paleo? 206 0 6 3 1 0 216 
80. 1  2 . 2  37 .0 91.7 4 .9  0 . 1  ( .03 ) 
Total 2908 ( .37 ) 80 ( .01 ) 1344 ( . 17 )  3329 ( .42 ) 178 ( . 02 ) 2 ( .0003)  7841 
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greater than those observed , while the observed number of later stage 
flakes are greater than the expected values. ( Note that X 2 tests were 
not perfonned because expected cell frequencies are too small in many 
cases. ) 
The evenness of the distribution of artifacts into the different 
classes was compared to the expected random evenness given the 
assemblage sample sizes. The results of this test for the debitage 
classes are graphically depicted in Figure 5. 1. · I n  this plot it is 
evident that the Mississippian and Woodland assemblages are more even 
than expected based on their sample size , while the Terminal and 
predominantly Late Archaic assemblages are slightly less even than 
expected. The extremely divergent values for the Middle and Early 
Archaic assemblages ( Strata I I  and I I I ) indicate that their 
distributions are far le�s even than expected. The pattern exhibited 
by · these data suggests temporal differences with the later assemblages 
more evenly distributed. 
It is notable that primary decortication flakes and biface 
thinning flak�s are relatively rare from Hayes Shelter. The absence 
of retouch flak�s is undoubtedly a function of. the minimum screen size 
( . 64 cm2 ) ,  and the scarcity of corticated flakes may be a function of 
raw material selection. 
As one means of internal control, the frequency distribution 
matrix for debitage from the two units nearest the bluff wal"l 
(10 19N1001E and 1002N 1001E) were compared with the results described 
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from which the model of the stratigraphic cultural units was 
developed, the comparison was considered an appropriate control. 
Results ( Table 5.2 ) reflect the same general pattern demonstrated fo r 
the entire shelter sample . Additional comparisons of results obtained 
from the sample employing all three units, and those obtained from the 
two units nearest the back wall ( or just the central 1 m 2 unit,) 
indicate that the patterns reflected in each case were similar . This 
shows that the patterns of yertical distribution of debitage are not 
significantly affected by the sample location from the back wall, anq. 
also encourages confidence in the consistency of the stratigraphic 
designations . 
The distribution of raw materials among the debitage classes from 
the shelter units indicates the importance of the locally available 
Middle . Ordovician cherts ( Table 5.3). Ridley and Carters cherts 
account for 73% of the sample total, while Fort Payne comprises 21%, 
and Upper Ordovician materials only 3%. When the same table is 
generated for the central unit sample, the percentages of Middle 
Ordovician ( 76%) � Upper Ordovician (3% }, and Mississippian (2 1 %) 
resou rces are very similar to the larger sample (Table 5.4). 
The question of changing resource selection strategies through 
time is assessable through a comparison of the distribution of raw 
materials among the stratigraphic cultural units. Table 5.5 
illustrates the distribution of raw materials within the class of 
debitage. Stratum . I I I  shows observed frequencies of Ridley chert 
higher than expected, while the reverse is true for Fort Payne 
Tab le  5 . 2 .  Bivariate frequency distribution of  deb i tage reducti on cl asses by stratigraphic assembl age for the two un its nearest the back 
wal l .  
Oebi tage Reduction Classes 
Observed 
Expected Earl,i lntennediate late 
Primary Secondary Bi face Core 
Strati graphic Bl ocky Oecortication Oecorti cati on Terti ary Th i nn ing Rejuvenation 
Cu l tura 1 Uni ts Debri s F l akes Fl akes F l akes Fl akes F lakes Tota l 
VI I H i stori c/Mi ssissippian 13 0 21  24 2 0 60 
18 .4 0 . 6  1 1 . 8  27 .8  1 . 3  o . o  ( .01 ) 
V I  Mi ssissippi an/Woodl and 222 6 214 250 17 0 709 co 
217 .5  7 . 3  139 . 9  328 .4  15 .8 0 . 1  ( . 13 )  u, 
V Tenninal /Late Archaic  362 24 388 952 41 1 1768 
542 .4 18 . 1  348 .7 818 . 9  39 . 5  0.3  ( . 32 ) 
IV Late/Mi ddl e Archaic  424 25 433 1242 58 0 2182 
669.4 22 .4  430 . 4  1010 .7  48 .8 0 .4  ( .40 ) 
I I I  Middl e/Early Archaic 569 1 15 58 3 0 646 
198 .2  6 .6  127 .4 299 .2  14.4 0 . 1  ( . 12 ) 
I I  Early Archaic/Paleo? 85 0 6 3 1 0 95 
29. 1 1 .0 18 .7  44.0 2 . 1  o.o ( .02 )  
Total 1675 ( .31 ) 56 ( .01 ) 1077 ( 2 . 0 )  2520 ( .46 ) 122 ( .02 ) 1 ( .0002 ) 5460 
Table 5 . 3 . Bi vari ate frequency di str ibution for raw materi a l  types by deb i tage types .  
Raw Material T,ll!!S 
Observed M;ddle - Upper 
Expected Ordovkian Ordov ician and S i l urian MissisSi(!(!ian 
Bi gby- Bigby-
Debi tage Cannon Cannon Brass- Fort Indeter-
Types Ridl ey Carter F ine Coarse f ie ld  Payne mi nate Total 
Bl ocky Debri s 2386 1 18 1 1  0 282 208 2906 
2117 .o 3.7 46 .7  37 .4  0 .4  617 . 4  83 .4 ( . 37 )  
Primary Decorti cation Fl akes 49 0 0 3 0 26 2 80 
58 . 3  0 . 1 1 . 3  1 . 0  o .o  17 .0 2 . 3  ( .01 ) 
Secondary Decortication Fl akes 976 3 25 18 0 313 9 1344 
979 . 1  1 . 7  2 1 . 6  17 . 3  0 . 2  285 .6 38 .6  ( . 17 )  
Tertiary Flakes 22 15 6 79 68 1 951 6 3326 
2422 .9  4.2 53.4 42 .8  0 . 4  706.7 95 .4 ( .42 )  
B1face Thi nni ng Fl akes 85 0 4 1 0 90 9 180 
131 . 1  0 . 2  2 . 9  2 . 3  o.o 38. 2  5 . Z  ( .02 ) 
Core Rejuvenation Fl akes 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
1 . 5  o .o o .o o.o o .o 0 .4 0 . 1  ( .0001 ) 
Retouch Fl akes 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
2 . 2  0 .0  o .o o .o o .o 0 .6  0 . 1  ( .0004 ) 
Total 5712 ( . 73 )  10 ( .001 ) 126 ( . 02 ) 101 ( . 0 1 )  · l  ( .0001 ) 1666 ( . 21 ) 225 ( .03 ) 7841 
Tab le  5 .4 .  Bivari ate frequency distri bution of  raw materi al  types by debi tage classes for the central un i t  · ( 1019Nl001E ) . 
Raw Materi a l  Tl2!S 
Observed Mi ddle Upper 
Expected Ordovi cian Ordov ician and Si lurian Mi ssi ssfeei an 
Bi gby- Bi gby-
Debitage Cannon Cannon Brass- Fort lndeter-
· C l asses Ridl ey Carter Fine Coarse fiel d Payne minate Total 
Blocky Debri s 605 1 1 3 0 89 1 700 
531 .3  1 .7  8 .6  7 .9  0 . 2  147 . 1  3 .3  ( � 24 )  
Primary Decortication Fl akes 26 0 0 2 0 13 0 41 
CX) 
31 . l 0 . 1  0 . 5  0 . 5  o .o  8 .6  0 . 2  ( .01 ) 
Secondary Oecortiation Flakes 540 2 10 9 0 139 8 708 
537 . 3  1 . 7  8 . 7  8 . 0  0 . 2  148 . 7  3 .4  . ( . 24 ) 
Tertiary Fl akes 103 1 4 23 19 1 338 5 1421 
1078 . 5  3 . 4  17 .4 16.0 0 . 5  298 . 5  6 .8 ( . 48} 
B i face Thinning Fl akes 26 0 2 0 0 38 0 66 
50 . 1  0 . 2  0 . 8  0 .7 : !; 0 . 0  13 . 9  0 .3  ( .02 ) 
Core Rejuvenation Flakes 1 0 0 0 
J .:1 r ·• 0 0 0 1 
0 . 8  o . o  0 .0  o.o I 0 .0  0 . 2  0.0 ( .0003 ) 
Total 2229 ( .  76 ) 7 ( .002 ) 36 ( .01 ) 33 ( .01 ) 1 ( .0003 ) 617 ( . 2 1 }  14 ( .005 ) 2937 
Table 5 . 5 .  Bi var; ate frequency di stribution of raw materia l  types among the debi tage by strati graph ic assembl ages for a l l  shel ter units. 
· Raw Mater;a1  T!(!S 
Observed Mi ddle Upper 
Expected Ordovician OrdoY1c1an Mi ssiss ieeian 
Bigby- Bi gby-
Stratigraphic Cannon Cannon Brass- Fort Indeter-
Asseml ages Ridley Ca rter F f oe Coa rse fi e ld  Payne mf oate Tota l 
VI I H i stori c/Mi ssi ssippian 41 0 1 0 0 18 0 60 
43.8 0 . 1  1 .0 0 .8 o .o  12 . 7  1 . 7 ( .008 ) 
CX) 
VI Mississippian/Woodl and 746 7 32 22 1 2 1 1  1 1020 
CX) 
744 .3 1 . 3  16 .4  13 .2  0 . 1  215 .4  29.3 ( . 13 )  
V Terminal /late Archa ic 2010 3 50 50 0 757 3 2873 
2096 .4 3 . 7  46 .3  37 . 1  0.4 606 .6  82 .6  ( . 37 ) 
IV late/Mi ddl e Archai c  1965 0 4 1  29 0 633 68 2736 
1996 .4 3 . 5  44 . 1  35.3 0.3 577 .7 78.7  ( . 35 ) 
I I I  Middle/Early Archa i c  810 0 0 0 0 30 79 919 
670.6  1 . 2  14 .8  1 1 � 9  0 . 1  194 .0  26.4 ( . 12 )  
I I  Early Archaic/Pa l eo? 137 0 2 0 0 3 74 216 
157 .6 0 . 3  3 .5  2 .8  o .o  45 .6 6 . 2  ( .03 ) 
Tota l 5709 ( . 73) 10 ( . 001 } 126 ( .02 )  101 ( . 0 1 )  1 ( .0001 ) 1652 ( . 21 ) 225 ( .03 } 7824 
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materials. Aga in this pattern is reversed for the Late Archaic 
assemblages (Strata . IV and V) with Fort Payne materials being observed 
more often than expected and Ridley less. Checked against the data , 
from the two units adjacent to the rear wall, the pattern is somewhat 
more pronounced (Table 5. 6). 
In a simulat�on test, values for the mean and 95% confidence 
intervals of the evenness of the distribution of debitage among the 
raw material types were calculated. The plot of these values, 
together with the observed evenness values for each stratigraphic 
assemblage, is illustrated in Figure 5.2 . In this test, all but two 
of the samples produce evenness values which are within the interval 
around the mean which includes at least 95% of the trials. These 
value s are considered to be within the expected range of evenness 
consistent with a random model. Both the . Terminal/Late Archaic and 
particularly the Middle/Early Arch�ic assemblages have observed 
distributions which are less even than expected. 
When these ·results are compared with those from the distributions 
among debitage classes (Table 5.7), three modes of variability exist. 
The Historic/Mississippian, Mississippian/Woodland, and Early 
Archaic/Paleo? assemblages exhibit distributions among the debitage 
classes which are less even or more even than expected and 
distributions among the raw material types which are within the random 
model interval about the mean. A second mode is illustrated by the 
Late/Middle Archaic assemblage which is randomly distributed with 
respect to both debitage classes and raw material types. And a third 
Tabl e  5 . 6 .  Bivariate frequency tabl e of raw material  types among the debi tage by stratigraphic  assemblages for the two uni ts adjacent the 
rear wal l .  
Raw - Materia l  Ti�s 
Observied Middle Upper 
Expected Ordovi ci an Ordovi cian Miss1ssi22ian 
Bi gby- Bigby-
Stratigraphic Cannon Cannon Brass- Fort lndeter-
Assemblages Ridley Carters F ine Coarse field Payne mi nate Total 
VI I Hi storic/Mississippian 41 0 1 o · 0 18 0 60 \0 
44 .3  0 . 1  0 .6 0 . 5  0 . 0  13.3  1 . 1  ( .01 ) C) 
VI Mi ss i ssippian/Woodl and 570 7 15 7 1 108 1 709 
523 .3 0 . 9  7 . 7  6 . 2  0 . 1  157 . 5· 13.3 ( . 13 )  
V Tenninal /late Archaic 1255 0 17 19 0 466 3 1760 
1299.0 2 . 3  19 .0  1 5 . 5  0 . 3  390 .9  32 . 9  ( . 32 ) 
IV Late/Middle Archaic  1537 0 24 22 0 586 13 2182 
1610.5 2 . 8  23.6  19 . 2  0 .4  484 . 7  40.8 ( .40 ) 
I l l  Mi ddle/Early Archaic  541 0 0 0 0 30 75 646 
476 .8 o .8  7 . 0  5 . 7  0 . 1  143 . 5  12 . 1  ( . 12 )  
I I  Pa leo? 80 0 2 0 0 3 10 95 
70 . 1  o .  1 1 .0 0 .8  o . o  21 . 1  1 .8 ( .02 ) 
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Tabl e ·s . 7 . Dev i at i on from the mean  evenness of raw materi a l  i n  the 
debi ta ge a s sembl ages from each strat i graph i c un i t .  . . 
Dev i ati on From the 
Mean  Exeected Evenness 
Strati graph i c Vari abl e Less Mo re 
Assemb l ages C l a sses Even Random Even 
V I I  Hi stori c/ Debi tage X 
Mi ss i s s i pp i a n  Raw Materi a l  X 
V I  Mi ss i s s i pp i an/ Deb i tage X 
Wood l and Raw Materi a l  X 
V Termi nal / Debi tage X 
Late Archa i c  Raw Materi a l  X 
I V  Late/ Debi tage X 
Mi ddl e Archa i c  Raw Materi a l  X 
I I  I Mi ddl e/ Debi tage X 
Early Archa i c  Raw Materi a l  X 
I I  Early Archa i c/ Debi tage X 
Pa l eo Raw Materi a l  X 
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mode is r_ep resented by the Terminal/Late Archaic and Middle/Early 
Archaic assemblages which show distributions less even than expected 
for both debitage and raw material classes. In the Tenninal/Late 
Archaic debitage class sample ( n  = 2881) the 9 5% confidence interval 
for evenness is between .6472 and .6548, with 48 % of the 25  simulated 
trials having values greater than .625 ( Table 5.8). Although the 
calculated evenness score is below the lower 9 5% interval limit, some 
of the trial scores were as low as the calculated value. This is aJso 
true of the values for the raw material distributions in the same 
assemblage. In the Mid�le/Early .Archaic assemblage, the calculated 
evenness values in both the debitage and raw material class 
distributions were fa r lower than any of the trial scores ( Table 5.8). 
This suggests the possibility of some correlation between the raw 
material and debitage class distributiona l patterns in the Middle 
. Archaic assemblage ( Stratum I l l) and certainly points out the 
deviation of this assemblage when compared to the Late Archaic and 
later assemblages. 
The distribution of cortex and raw material types within the 
debitage is indicative of both the quality of the material for· tool 
manufacture and the resource procurement location. The frequency 
distribution table for these variab les indicates that observed values 
for pieces bearing joint-plane ( incipient fracture ) surfaces and 
joint-plane/residual ( matrix) surfaces are higher than expected for 
Ridley chert · (Tab 1 e 5. 9 ). The reverse is true for Fort Payne 
materials, where observed values are less than expected in these 
Tab l e  5 .8 .  A compari son of evenness val ues for the raw materi a l  cl asses i n  the debi tage assembl ages · 
from each stratigraph ic  uni t .  
95% Confi dence I nterval 
About the Mean 
Strati graph i c  Variabl e Cal cul ated % Tri al s = or Between the 
Assembl ages Cl asses Evennes s Cower Rean Opper Mean arid Observed Evenness 
V I I I  H i stori c/ Debi tage . 6 578 . 5989 . 627 5 . 6571  .625 < 47% < . 675 
Mi ss i ss i pp i an Raw Materi a l  . 3544 . 3677 . 3973 .4350 . 350 < 56% < . 400 
V I  Mi ss i ss i ppi an/ Debi tage . 7065 . 6431 . 6476 . 6532 100% < = . 650 
Wood l and Raw Materi a l  . 4080 . 3896 . 4025 .4176 .400 < 60% < . 425 
V Termi nal /  Debi tage . 6394 . 6472 . 6510 . 6 548 . 625 < 48% < . 6 50 
Late Archa i c  Raw Materi a l  . 3889 . 4021 . 4093 . 4 160 . 375 < 96% < . 400 
IV Late/M i dd l e  Debi tage . 6456 . 6449 . 6495 . 6575 . 625 < 64% < .650 
Archai c  Raw Materi a l . 4005 . 3988 . 4062 . 4 132 .400 < 72% < .425 
I l l  Mi dd l e/ Debi tage . 1 941 . 6419 . 6493 . 6552 100% > = .600 
Early Archa i c  Raw Materi a l  . 2230 . 3926 . 4033 .4131 100% > = . 375 
II Early Archa i c/ Debi tage .1278 . 6333 . 6468 . 6663 100% > = . 5 75 
Pa l eo? . Raw Materi a l  . 3898 . 3859 . 4026 . 4233 . 375 > 78% > . 425 
Table  5 . 9 .  Bivariate frequency di stribution of raw material  types by cortex types for  the deb itage . 
Raw Material  TX2'!S 
Midd le  Upper 
Observed Ordovi ci an Ordovici an Mississi221an 
Expected 
Bi gby- Bigby-
Cannon Cannon Brass- Fort lndeter-
Cortex Type Ridley Carter F i ne Coarse field Payne mi nate Total 
No Cortex 914 2 34 19 0 582 162 1713 
1247 .9  2 .2  27 . 5  22 . 1  0 . 2  364 .0 49 . 2  ( . 22 ) 
Joi nt Pl ane 2332 4 54 55 1 618 7 3071 \0 
( Inc ip ient Fracture )  2237 .2  3 . 9  49 . 3  39 .6  0 .4  652 . 5  88 . 1  ( .39 ) (.Jl 
Resi dual  (Matri x )  932 2 3 2 0 76 56 1071 
780 .2  1 .4  17 .2  13 .8  0 . 1  227 .6 30 .7  ( . 14 ) 
Waten,orn 19 0 8 7 0 154 0 188 
137 .0 0 . 2  3 . 0  2 .4  0 .0  39 .9  5 . 4  ( .02 ) 
· Nodular (Matri x )  2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
1 . 5  o.o 0.0 0 .0  o.o 0.4  0.1  ( .0003 ) 
Resi dual /Joint 1479 2 11  3 0 82 0 1577 
1 148.8 2.0 25 . 3  20 . 3  0 . 2  335 . 1  45 .3  ( .20) 
Waten,orn/Joi nt 34 0 16 15 0 154 0 219 
159. 5  0 . 3  3 . 5  2 . 8  0 . 0  46 .5  6.3  ( .03) 
Tota l 5712 ( . 73) 10 ( .001 ) 126 ( .02 ) 101 ( .01 ) 1 ( .0001 ) 1666 ( . 21 ) 225 ( .03 )  7841 
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categories and greater than expected for waterworn cortex types. The 
indication here is that joint-plane fract�res are much more common in 
association with Ridley than with Fort Payn� cherts. As the tendency 
to fracture along these preexisting planes reduces the control of 
flake removal, Ridley chert is considered less desirable. The high 
frequency of resfdual cortex in Ridley chert and waterworn cortex in 
Fort Payne chert sugge�ts that the procurement location for Ridley was 
at the formation outcrop or adjacent residual soils. The source 
location for Fort Payne, on the other hand, was more likely lag gravel 
bars. These results are expected on the basis of Amick's ( 198 1, 
1984b) gravel bar survey. In addition, the frequency of Ridley 
debitage which lacks any type of cortex is less than expected, while -
Fort Payne flakes with no cortex present are much more frequent than 
expected. This situation suggests that the initial· cortex removal of 
Fort Payne river gravels was being conducted off the site while Ridley 
residual decortication was being carried out under the shelter. 
The consideration of thermal alteration, including categories of 
debitage not heated, possibly heated, definitely heated, heated after 
flaking and heated before final modification distributed among the raw 
material types, also provides information on the technological system. 
The shelter sample indicates that Ridley and Fort Payne cherts are 
characterized by different patterns of h�at treatment ( Table 5. 10 ). 
More flakes of Ridley showing no evidence of thermal alteration were 
observed than expecte�, while the contrary was true for Fort Payne 
materials. This pattern is reinforced since more possibly heated 
Tab l e  5 . 10 .  Bi vari ate frequency di stribution o f  raw materi al types by thermal  al teration cl asses for the deb i tage . 
Raw .Materi a l  Tll!!S 
Observed Mi dd le  Upper 
Expected Ordovician Ordovi cian and Si l uri an Mi ssissieeian 
Bi gby- Bi gby-
Thennal Cannon · canno" Brass- Fort I ndeter-
Al terati on Classes Ridley Carters Fine Coarse field Payne tni nate Total -...J 
Not Heated 1373 4 3 3 0 103 208 1694 
1234.0 2 . 2  27 . 2  21 .8 0 . 2  360 .0  48 .6 ( ;22 ) 
Possibly Heated 2588 6 94 79 0 1163 17 3947 
2875.2 5 . 0  63.4 50 .8  0 .5  838 . 7  113 .3  { .SO )  
Defini tely Heated 1710 0 25 17 1 346 0 2099 
1529 .0 2 . 7  33 . 7  27 .0  0 .3  446 .0 60. 2  ( .27 ) 
Heated After Flaking 40 0 4 1 0 52 0 97 
70 .7 0 . 1  1 . 6  1 . 2  o.o 20 .6 2 .8 ( .01 ) 
Heated Before Final 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 
Modification 2.2 0 .0  o.o o .o o .o 0.6  0 . 1  { .0004 ) 
Tota l 5711 ( . 73 ) 10 ( .001 ) 126 ( . 02 ) 101 ( .01 ) 1 ( .0001 ) 1666 ( .21 ) 225 ( . 03 ) 7840 
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pieces of Fort Payne are observed than expected ; the opposite is true 
for Ridley � The fact that there are fewer definitely heated pieces of 
Fort Payne and more Ridley than expected i s  curious . Thi s  suggests 
· that the process of heat treatment was perhaps d i fferent for these two 
materials, though the nature of the difference i s  undetermined . 
In surrrnary, the debitage from Hayes Shelter provi des i nfonnation 
on the technological systems of li thi c tool manufacture through 
prehistory . The followi ng i nterpretati ons are cauti ously advanced . 
Middle Ordovician cherts, especially the Ridley resi dual chert which 
is currently eroding from the exposed bluff matrix, was. the 
predominant resource exploited in th_i s 1 ocat ion throughout prehistory .  
There is, however, an apparent i ncrease in the us� of Fort Payne whi ch 
coincides wi th .the Late Archaic Period and restricted use of thi s  
material at the shelter during the Middle Archaic . 
Patterns noted for the presence of various cortex types suggest 
that both Fort Payne and Ridley chert resources underwent preliminary 
reduction at or near the procurement source. · The c_ommon occurrence of 
waterworn cortex and the i nfrequency of primary decorticat.i on fl akes 
suggests that Fort Payne was most li kely_ procured from acti ve lag 
gravel bars. In contrast, the source for Ri dley was. l ikel y 
frost-spalled residuum beneath the bluff and al ong the erod i ng valley . 
walls. Since the porous �ature of the more coarse-grai ned Ridley 
chert results in . the usual occurrence of i nternal joint planes which 
fail under the stress of percussi on, blocky debris is more commonly 
associated with Ridley than w ith Fort Payne . 
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Technological Classes 
The second phase of the lithic analysis assessed flake tools 
(utilized and retouched flakes , including traditional forms such as 
scrapers , ·etc. ,) , bifaces (including ·nondiagnostic projectile point 
fragments as well as blanks and preforms) , and projectile point/knives 
{pp/ks). As noted , the relative scarcity of these tool types and the . 
limitations imposed by the requisite methodology of functional 
analyses guided this study away from the specific investigation of the 
individual specimens composing the classes to a broader consideration 
of the technological relationship of tool types to other classes in 
the reduction and use trajectory. 
On a broad scale , differences among the frequencies of flake 
too 1 s ,  bi faces , and pp/ ks .from the Middle Archaic 1 eve 1 s (Stratum I I I) 
and the more recent strata ( Strata IV-V I I , Table 5. 1 1) ,  and evenness 
values for the distribution among debitage and tool classes (which are 
far lower than expected in the Middle/Early Archaic assemblage , Figure 
5.3) , suggest that the patterns of use of the shelter area were 
different during the . Middle Archaic than at later times. The 
distribution of non-flake debris , flake debr is , and tools .among the 
stratigraphic units illustrates a preponderance of �arly-stage debris 
in the lower levels (Table 5. 12). The data from raw material 
distributions indicate that the composition of materials among these 
three groups is far .from even and suggests the importance of raw 
material selection on the types of debris generated in the reduction 
process. 
Tab l e  5 .  1 1 .  Bi variate frequency di stri buti on o f  l i th ic  cl asses , i ncluding tool s .  by stratigraphic  assemblage . 
Observed 
L1th1c Classes Includ1n9 Tools  
Expected Non-Fl ake Debris  Flake Oebrh Tool 
Decorti - I ntenrie- Bi face 
Strati graphi c  Bl ocky Inci pient cation di ate Th inn i ng Fl ake 
Assembl ages Debri s Cores Cores Fl akes F l akes Fl akes Tool s Bi  faces PP/Ks Total 
V I I  H i s toric/ 13 0 0 2 1  24 2 0 3 2 65 ( . 008 ) 
Missi ssi ppi an 23 .3 0 .0  0 .0  1 1 . 4  26 .6  1 . 4  0 . 1  0 .2  0 . 1  
V I  Mi ss i ss ippian/ 301 0 1 267 403 49 3 7 1 1032 ( . 13 )  ...... 
Woodl and 381 .0 0 . 1  0 . 1  186 . 6  436 .5 23 . 3  0 . 9  2 .8  1 . 3  0 
0 
V Terminal /Late 727 0 0 595 1499 60 1 4 4 2890 ( .37 ) 
Archaic  1066 .7  0 .4  0.4  522 . 3  1221 .8 65 . 3  2 . 6  7 . 7  3 . 7  
I V  Late/Middle 819 0 0 519 1344 63 2 7 3 2757 ( .35 )  
Archai c  1017.6 0.3 0 .3  498 . 3  1 165 . 6  62 . 3  2 . 4  7 . 3  3 . 5  
I I  I Middl e/Early 842 1 0 16 58 3 1 0 0 921 ( . 12 )  
Archai c  339 .7  0 . 1  0 . 1  166 . 3  389 . 1  20 .8 0.8 2.5 1 . 2  
I I  Early Archa ic/ 206 0 0 6 3 1 0 0 0 216 ( .03) 
Pal eo? 79.8 0.0 0.0 39 . 1  91 .4  4 .9 0 . 2  0 . 6  0 .3  
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Tab l e  5 . 12 .  Frequency di stributi on of non-fl ake , fl ake� and too l debri s among the strati graphi c 
cu 1 tura 1 uni ts . 
Strati graphi c Non-Fl ake Fl a ke 
Assembl ages Debri s Debri s Tool s 
-
VI I -V I  Mi ss i s s i ppi an/Woodl and 3 15 ( . 287 } 766 { . 698) 16 ( . 014 ) 
Total 
1097 ( . 14 )  
V Tennina l / Late Archa i c  727 ( . 252 ) 2154 { . 745 ) 9 ( . 003 ) · 2890 { . 37 )  
I V  Late/Mi ddl e Archai c 819 { . 297 ) 1926 ( . 699 ) 12 ( . 004 ) 2757 ( .004 ) 
I I I - I I Mi ddl e/ Early Archa i c  1049 ( .  923 ) 87 { . 077 ) 1 ( . 0009 ) 1137 ( . 14 )  




Lithic raw mater ial type distribution exhibits a pattern 
suggesting that Fort Payne chert was more frequently associated with 
the flake tools , bifaces , . and pp/ks than Ridley ( Table 5.13). 
Observed values among these tool classes for Ridley chert are 
consistently lower than expected, while the reverse is true of Fort ­
Payne . The plot of evenness values for these distributions indicates 
that the earlier trajectory stages ( blocky debris and decortication 
flakes) are less even than expected , while biface thinning flakes, 
bifaces , and pp/ks have values greater than the mean yet just within 
the 95% confidence interval ( Figure 5.4). 
The bifaces from the shelter reveal an interesting pattern . ( Table 
5.14). Forty-eight percent of the bifaces were recovered from the 
Mississipp ian/Woodland levels ( 0-2 0 cm) , 74% were recovered above 
50 cm in depth, and all of the bifaces were recovered above level 9 ,  
which is interpreted as the Middle/Late Archaic transitional boundary. 
No bifacial implements were recovered from strictly Middle Archaic 
context in the shelter excavations. Forty-two percent of the bifaces , 
including pp/ks , were intermediate stage preforms with no cortex or 
haft element present ( Table 5.14). Nineteen (61%) of the 31 bifaces 
were made from Fort Payne chert . Seven of these were finished . . . 
projectile points and the remainder were _presumab ly earlier stage . 
bifaces. Ten ( 32 %) of the bifaces were made from Ridley chert , of 
' . 
these only two were pp/ks. In other words, 20 % of the Ridley bifaces 
were pp/ks , while 36% of the Fort Payne bifaces were pp/ks ( Table 
5.15) . This may indicate a slightly higher rate of abandonment of Ft. 
Table 5 . 13 .  B i variate frequency di stribution o f  l i th i c  cl asses . incl udi ng tool s .  by raw material  types . 
Raw Material  Tl(!!$ 
Middle  Ypper 
Observed Ordov ic ian Ordovicfan Mi ssi ssippian 
Expected 
Bigby- Bigby-
Cannon Cannon Brass- Fort Sta int I ndeter-
L1 th1c Cl asses Ridl ey Carter F ine Coarse f ie ld  Payne Lou i s  . .  minate Total 
Bl ocky Debri s 2386 1 18 11  0 282 0 208 2906 
211 1 .4 3 . 7  46 .8 37 . 3  0 .4  623 . 0  0 . 4  83 .0 ( . 37 )  
I nc i p i ent Cores 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0.7 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0 . 2  o . o  o.o ( .0001 ) 
Cores 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 . 7  0 .0  o.o o .o 0 .0  0 . 2  o .o  0 .0  { .0001 ) 
Decorti cation Flakes 1025 3 25 21 0 339 0 1 1  1424 � 
1034 . 7  1 .8 23.0 18 . 3  0 . 2  305 . 3  0 . 2  40. 7  ( . 18 )  0 
..,::. 
Intermediate Fl akes 2216 6 79 68 1 952 0 6 3328 
2418 . 1  4 .2  53 . 7  42 . 7  0 .4  713 . 5  0.4  95 .0  ( . 42 )  
Bi face Thinning Fl akes 85 0 4 1 0 93 0 0 183 
133.0 0 .2  3 . 0  2 . 3  o .o  39 . 2  o.o 5 . 2  ( . 02 )  
Flake Tool s 2 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 8 
5.8 o.o 0 . 1  0 . 1  o.o 1 . 7 o.o 0.2 ( .001 )  
Bi faces 8 0 0 0 0 12 1 0 21  
15.3 o.o 0 . 3  0 . 3  o.o 4 . 5  o.o 0.6  ( .003 ) 
PP/Ks 2 0 1 0 0 7 0 0 10 
7 . 2  o .o  0 . 2  0 . 1  0 .0  2 . 1  o.o 0.3  · ( .001 ) 
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Tab l e  5 .14 . B i vari ate frequency di strubti on of b i face cl asses by strati graph i c  as semb l ages . 
Ob served 
Expected 
Bi face C l asses  
Strati graph i c  Projecti l e  
Cu l ture Un i ts B i face 1 B i face 2 B i face 3 Bi face 4 Poi nts 
V I I Hi stori c/ 1 0 2 0 2 
Mi ss i ss i pp i an 0 . 2  0 . 6  2 . 0  0 . 4  1 . 3  
V I  Mi ss i ss i ppi an/ 0 1 4 2 1 
Woodl and 0 . 3  1 . 2  3 . 9  0 . 8  2 .6 
V Termi nal / 0 1 2 1 4 
Late Archai c  0 . 2  0 . 9  2 . 7  0 . 6  1 .0 
IV  Late/ 0 2 5 0 3 
Mi ddl e Archa i c  0 . 3  1 . 1  3 . 5  0 . 7  1 .8 











B i face Cl asses R i dl ey 
Bi face 1 1 
( 2  Faces Cort i cated ) . 3  
B i face 2 . 1 
( 1  Face Corti cated ) 1 . 3  
B i face 3 6 
( No Cortex ) 4 . 1  
Bi face 4 0 
(Haft El ement ) 0 . 9  
Projecti l e  2 
Poi nts 2 . 8  
Total 10 ( .  32 ) 
Raw Material  Tlees 
Bi gby- Fort 
Cannon Payne 
0 , 0 
0 . 0  0 . 5  
0 2 
0 . 1  2 . 0  
0 7 
0 . 4  6 . 6 
0 3 
0 . 1  1 . 5  
1 7 
0 . 3  4 . 8  
1 ( . 03 ) 19 ( . 61 ) 
Sa i nt 
Lou i s 
0 
o . o 
1 
o . o  
0 
0 . 3  
0 
0 . 0  
0 
0 . 2  










Payne pp/ks at  the shelter, but the well-represented earlier-stage 
Fort Payne bifaces indicate that this material type was not entering 
the site exclusively in finished form. 
Diagnostic Tool Types 
As previously noted, only 10 .bifacial implements, identifiable as 
morphological types, were recovered from the shelter area. These are 
described in Appendix B. This density of projectile points per volume 
(2 .5 points/m 3 ) is quite low. The density is variable between the 
�nits, however, with 60% of  the pp/ks coming from the unit nearest the 
back wall. 
Small triangular points associated with the Mississippian and 
Late Woodland culture periods were recovered from the uppermost 30 cm 
( Figure · 4.6). Most of  these show a rou�h random flaking pattern and 
. are qu ite variable in size and shape. All of  the examples. recovered 
from the shelter exhibit blade breakage whi�h is classified as lateral 
snap failure. Three examples ( Figure 5.5, A, �C an� E) show evidence 
of reworking on the blade margin suggesting sharpening. No 
rep lication experiments that I am aware of demonstrate that s tress 
failures resurting from bending pressure are distinctive enough to be 
sorted from lateral snap failur�s ( resulting from indirect percussive 
shock). Consequently, interpretations of the exact cause of  blade 
failures are inconclusive. Lateral snap failure was first identified 
to recognize a �pecific form of failure which occurred in the biface 
reductitin process ( Crabtree 19 72 :60; Purdy 19 75: 134). · These small 
points �ere formed from flakes and measure less than 2 cm across the 
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Figure 5 . 5 .  A range of small triangular projectile points 
from Mississippian/Woodland contexts ( Levels 1 
and 2). Descripti ons and proveniences are 
provided in Appendix B as follows : A, 10 ; B, 12 ; 
C, 2 ;  E, 3 ;  F, 4. 
1 10 
wi dest po i nt of the base . I t  i s  not l i ke ly  that d i rect percus s i on 
wou l d  have pl ayed a very i mportant rol e i n  thei r l ate s tage s hapi ng 
and thi nni ng . The assoc i at i on of th i s  smal l tri angu l ar  proj ecti l e  
poi nt form wi th the M i s s i s s i pp i an and Late Woodl and cul ture per i ods  i s  
we l l documented . The Mi ddl e to Late Woodl and trans i t i on appears to be 
about 1350 B . P .  i n  the Mi dsouth ( Ami ck  et al . 1 986 : Appendi x  A) . Th i s  
date , then , may be assumed a s  a reasonabl e termi nu s  post  quern for the 
depos i t i on of the uppermost 20 cm of fi l l .  
Proj ecti"l e poi nts a s soc i ated wi th the Ea rly Woodl and/Late Archai c 
Per i ods  a re i l l u strated i n  F i gu re 5 . 6 .  Speci mens from the s hel ter 
( F i gu re 5 . 6 ,  A and C )  were recovered between 20-30 cm be l ow the 
su rface . The round-base cl u ster fragment ( F i gu re 5 . 6 , C )  shows an 
i nte resti ng form of haft snap ( tranverse h i nge ) wh i ch may have been 
the resu l t  of i mpact or  d i rect pressure and bendi ng dur i ng u se .  
Al though t he  Adena round-ba se poi nt cl u ster  has  a s soc i ated dates 
extendi ng to 3000 B . P . ( Morse 1967 : 143- 147 ) ,  a more conservati ve 
est imate of 2500 B . P . , based on da te s as soc i ated wi th the Nowl i n  I I  
(40CF35 ) data ( Kee l 1 979 : 297 ; McCol l ough and Duva l l 1 976 : 1 14 ) , seems 
more rea sonab l e  fo r thi s a rea . 
The L i ttl e Bea r Creek po i nt type ( F i gure 5 . 6 ,  A ) , a l so recovered 
between 20 -30 cm bel ow the surface , may date as early as 4000 B . P .  
( Futato 1983 : 2 15 ; Wynn and Atki nson 1976 ) . The l atest  dates 
a s soc i ated wi th th i s  type ( ca .  2900 B . P . ) appear to be Perry Phase 
( Dye 1 980 ; Futato 1 983 : 2 14 ) . 
1 1 1  




Fi gure 5 . 6 .  Proj ecti l e  po i nts from Wood l and/Late Archa i c  
contexts . Descri pt i ons and proven i ence 
i nformat i on are provi ded i n  Append i x  B a s 
fo 1 1  ows : A ,  9 ;  B ,  1 ;  C ,  1 3 .  
1 12 
Two projecti l e  poi nts were recovered from l evel 5 (40-50 cm) i n  
un it  1019Nl002E (F i gure 5. 7). Specimen A is  cl assified as a 
Ledbetter . This Late Archaic  type is  associated with dates rangi ng 
from about 2900 B. P .  ( Faul kner and Mccol l ough 1974:297) to 4400 B . P. 
( Kl i ppel and Morey 1985). The Benton type (B) a lso found i n  this 
l evel has associ ated dates whi ch range from about 4000 B. P. 
(Brakenri dge 1982, 1984) to 6000 B. P. ( Hofman 1984c:3-5). 
Both of these poi nts have i nteresti ng patterns of use breakage. 
The Ledbetter poi nt has the remai ns of a bl ack compound on the haft 
el ement and extend i ng down the face of the bl ade, presumabl y � gl ue 
used i n  the hafti ng process ( F igure 5. 8). The base of the haft 
el ement was snapped under bendi ng pressure as the fracture was 
i n i tiated at one l ateral margi n and rol l ed around the opposite stem 
margi n, curl i ng out near the shoul der. This  suggests that the force 
causi ng the fracture was i n iti ated from the haft. 
The Benton poi nt ori gi nal l y  fai l ed as a resul t of a porous fossi l 
i ncl usion whi ch weakened the bl ade . After thi s  fai l ure, however, the 
resul ti ng fracture pl ane was used as a pl atform from whi ch fl akes were 
removed l ongi tudi nal l y  from the l ateral margi n and faces (F i gure 5. 9). 
A si ngl e l ong fl ake scar which extends l ongi�ud i nal l y  down the l ength 
of the margi n l ooks remarkabl y  l ike a crenated fracture i n  i ts 
1
1si nuous 11 form ( Johnson 198lb:49) but i s  most defi n itel y the resul t of 
percussion. Subsequent smal l er fl ake removal s  whi ch origi nate on the 
snap fracture pl ane extend down both faces formi ng a buri nati on. Both 
of these projecti l e  poi nts l i kely  fai led duri ng use and were abandoned 
1 1 3  
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Fi gu re 5 . 7 .  Projectile po ints from Late Archa i c  contexts. 
Both from Level 5 ( 40-50 cm ) ,  1019N 1002E. 
Descriptions provided in Appendix B as fol l ows : 
A, 14 ; B, 16. 
1 14 
·•· ·•·· .. .. : :o 5 
I I I I l I 
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Figure 5 . 8 .  Ledbetter C l uster poi nt showi ng mastic 








i n  the shelter; the Benton perhaps servi ng a secondary funct ion after 
buri nat i on. 
Two add i t i onal poi nts were recovered from the shelter and both 
present puzzli ng contextual problems . A Quad point was recovered from 
level 7 (60 -70 cm) i n  10 19N 1002E. Although this  type i s  associated 
wi th the transi t i onal Paleo Period or dates ranging from 8000-1000 
B. P. (Cambron and Hulse 1960), thi s  speci men shows defi ni te evi dence 
of reworking. Retouch along one margin shows a d ist incti ve di fference 
in  pati nat ion ind icat ing that thi s  mod ifi cation took place long after 
the implement ' s  fi rst abandonment. S imilar observati ons of reuse of 
previously abandoned project i les have been noted i n  thi s  area (Amick 
1984a; Hofman 1981). 
Another problemati cal point was recovered in  level 8 ( 70-80 cm) 
of uni t  10 19N l002E ( Fi gure 5. 10). In th is  provenience the point would 
be expected to be assoc iated wi th the Mi ddle Archaic  Peri od. I ts 
straight-based, corner-notched form more nearly resembles a Tenninal 
Archai c  cluster. There is  li ttle comfort gai ned by i nterpret ing i t  as 
a basally-notched Eva/Morrow Mountai n  or K irk type. Hence, i t  i s  
co�signed to the shadowy ranks of the indetermi nate. 
The spatial context of the Quad poi nt, which was evi dently 
reworked, can be qualified as an anomalous case of recycli ng a Paleo 
Ind ian period point by Late or Mi ddle Archai c  peoples. The 
corner-notched point cannot be so easily d i smi ssed. Ev i dence for 
i ntrusion was not noted and, consequently, i t  i s  suggested that thi s 
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Figure 5 . 10 .  Projectil e  points from Late Archaic 
contexts. Descriptions and provenience 
information provided in Appendix B as 
fol l ows : A, 1 7 ;  B, 16 . 
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The provenience of the Benton point (a  Late Middl e Archaic type) 
in l evel 5 is al so unsettl ing. Judging from the sedimentary anal yses 
this point woul d be expected in l evel s  7 or 8. With so many 
diagnostics occurring in dubious context within the unit nearest the 
rear wal l ,  cryoturbation is suspected. Though no evidence of 
crotavenas was observed in the profil es of this unit, postdepositional 
disturbances cannot be rul ed out. 
Aboriginal Ceramics 
The aboriginal ceramics from the shel ter were very rare. Onl y 
eight fragments were recovered by the . 64 cm water-screen. Among 
these were three distinct types. Four very smal l ,  badl y eroded shel l 
tempered sherds were recovered from the uppermost 30 cm (Figure 5. 11, 
B and D }. Al l appear to be body sherds of a thin wal l ed vessel (s). 
These are interpreted as associated with the Mississippian Period 
occupation, and their occurrence in this level fits wel l with the 
diagnostic l ithics recovered from this context. 
Al so recovered in the uppermost 20 cm was a singl e body sherd 
from a thick wal l ed vessel tempered with chert ( Figure 5. 11, A). The 
surface of the vessel was treated by fabric impression and the 
interior of the vessel was bl ackened from oxygen reduction. This 
ceramic type has had no formal description in the l iterature, but it 
compares favorabl y with sherds from the E lk  River Series recovered at 
the Mason Site ( 40FR8) dating to approximatel y  1000 B. P. (Faul kner 











Cerami cs from the shelter. A :  
Seri es, chert tempered, fabri c 
Residual shell tempered plai n ;  
Branch Fabri c  Impressed ; D ,  E, 
li mestone tempered plain. 
Elk Ri ver 
i mpressed ; B :  
C :  Long 
F :  Residual 
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1967, 1968). Similar sherds were also recovered at the Bypass Site 
{40CN86) (Dickey 1981). 
A third type was found in level 2 (10-20 cm) of unit 1019Nl002E. 
This type is represented by a single, small rim sherd from a thin 
walled vessel (Figure 5. 11, C). The rim is flattened to create a 
slight lip and the exterior is marked with diagonal impressions from a 
coarse-weave fabric. The fine paste is tempered with quartz grit, and 
the exterior is blackened while the interior is a buff tan. · This 
sherd compares favorably with the Long Branch Fabric Marked type (Keel 
1978 : 136 ; Mccollough and Duvall 1976 : 114 ) . This type is associated 
with a date (in this area) of 2350 8. P.  
Faunal Remains 
The laboratory me�hods for the faunal materials have been 
presented in Chapter II. A list of the vertebrate remains by unit and 
level are presented in Appendix C. The identification of the 
vertebrate specimens was_ undertaken by Jane Horton and Bruce Manzano, 
who made use of the comparative collection housed in the Department of 
Anthropology at the University of Tennessee. For each identifiable 
specimen the element, side, and portion were recorded, along with the 
weight, evidence of burning, and the taxonomic name. These data are 
presented in Appendix C. 
Before the data for the faunal assemblages recovered from Hayes 
Shelter are presented, it should be noted that the distinction between 
elements introduced through human versus nonhuman deposition is 
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problematical. Rockshelters are recognized as habitation sites for a 
wide variety of burrowing animals • . Because of the attraction of dry 
denning sites , animal activities may be �oncentrated at shelters. As 
mentioned , Hayes Shelter was first recognized as a site on the basis 
of cultural materials deposited ·on the surface by a burrowing animal. 
Figure 5. 12 shows the opening of a burrow which was under the bluff 
overhang some 15 m south of the excavation units. Five coins were . 
placed on the surface where faunal elements were exposed . Among the 
well preserved (apparently recent ) elements were squirrel (Sciurus 
sp . ) ,  rabbit · (Sylvilagus floridanus ) ,  and raccoon (Procyon lotor) . 
In addition to these elements were two fragments of cow ( Bos sp. ) 
cran·ium. Since the area immediately surrounding the shelter was used 
as range for cattle , the remains of carcasses were noted on the 
surface in at least two locations during the excavation period. The 
closest of these was on top of the bluff over the shelter and is shown 
on the topographic map (Figure 2 � 2 ) . Each of these faunal specimens 
shows eviden�e of rodent gnawing. This evidence suggests that faunal 
remains are . entering the shelter sediments as rodents bring smaller 
elements , such as the cow skull fragments , into the shelter from the 
surrounding area. 
Another obvious source of naturally deposited faunal remains is 
from the death of· the burrowing animals themselves. Although this 
usually cannot be positively identified in the archaeological record , 
it is strongly suggested at Hayes Shelter by the ubiquitous presence 
of we 1 1 -preserved , yet unburned snake vertebrae in even the 1 owermost 
Figure 5 . 1 2 .  Location of faunal elements recovered from the surface of a 





levels of the excavation . This mode of deposition is also suspected 
of the unburned remains of crayfish (Astacidae sp. ) in Late Archaic 
context. 
Vertebrate Remains. Table C. 1 presents a complete list of the 
identified species and unidentifiable fragments and their distribution 
among the Mississippian and Woodland, Late Archaic and Middle Archaic 
strata. As illustrated in Table 5.16, 18% of the specimens were 
recovered in the Missi ssippian and Woodland strata, 52% in the Late 
Archaic and 31% in the Middle Archaic. If only the identified 
elements are compared, these proportions shift with 13% in the upper 
strata, 41% in the Late Archaic, and 46% in the Middle Archaic . 
Overall, then, the Late Archaic assemblage has the greater number of 
fa�nal specimens, followed by the Middle Archaic and 
Mississippian/Woodland assemblages. If these three stratigraphic 
components are compared simply on the basis of volume, however, the 
Mississippian/Woodland composes 14%, the Late Archaic 50%, and the 
Middle Archaic 36%. These figures suggest that the proportions of the 
total number of specimens among the strata are largely a function of 
the strata volume. 
The proportions of identifiable and unidentifiable pieces between 
the strata indicate that, while the total number of specimens reflects 
the volume per strata, the number of identifiable specimens present 
(NISP) shows that the Middle Archaic and earlier strata have the 
greatest frequency ( Table 5. 16). Before advancing the hypothesis that 
this reflects a decrease in the rate of human disposal of faunal 
Tab l e  5 . 16 .  Di stri buti on of identi fi abl e and un i denti fi ab l e  fauna l spec imens among three 
strati graph i c  un its . 
Mi ss i s s iEE ian/Wood l and Late Archai c Mi ddl e Archai c  
No . ( Row % )  No . ( Row % )  No . ( Row % )  
No . Specimens 
Present 298 ( . 18 )  924 ( . 52 )  5 50 . ( . 31 ) 
No . of lxl.05 cc 
Leve l s  per Strata 6 ( . 14 )  2 1  ( .  50 )  15 ( . 36 ) 
No . Identi fi abl e 
Specimens Present 90 ( . 13 )  289 ( . 41 )  323 ( . 46 )  
No . ( Col . % )  No . ( Col . % )  No . ( Col . % ) 
No . Uni denti fi abl e 
Fragments per Strata 208 ( . 70 ) 635 ( . 69 ) 227 ( . 41 ) 
� 
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remains through t ime, it is necessary to investigate alternative 
hypotheses which may explain the apparent differences as a function of  
natural depositional factors. Comparisons of  the number of  
unidentifiable pieces within each strata indicate that both the 
Mississippian/Woodland and Late Archaic strata are each composed of 
about 70% unidentifiable fragments ( Tab le 5. 1 6). On the other hand, 
. . 
only 4 1 % of the Middle Archaic assemblage is unidentifiable. This 
suggests the possibility of different modes of  deposition operating on 
these strata, perhaps resulting in less fragmentation during the 
earlier periods. Some support for this notion is provided by the 
distribution of burned and unburned specimens in each strata ( Table 
5. 17). In this table it is apparent that very few ( 6%) o f  the Middle 
and �arly Archaic specimens are burned. This stands in contrast to 
the Terminal/Late and Late/Middle Archaic strata in which 36% of the 
specimens are burned. 
The most conclusive evidence regarding the distribution of  
identifiable specimens is provided by the table illustrating the 
assemblage composition of  each vertebrate group ( Table 5. 18). It is 
obvious that snakes are the majority type in the Middle Archaic and 
account for the over-representation of  N IS P  in this strata. Their 
high visibility in the strata, however, may indicate nothing more than 
the presence of a few individuals which died during hibernation in the 
Middle Archaic sediments. 
Further suggestion of warm, dry paleoenvironmental conditions 
during the Middle ·Archaic is prompted by the presence of  two specimens 
Tabl e 5 . 17 .  D i stri buti on of burned a�d nonburned specimens among the i denti fi abl e vertebrate fauna 
from the shel ter uni ts . 
Burned Non-burned 
Strati graph i c  
Assembl ages No . Wt . ( g )  ( % )  No . Wt . ( g )  ( % )  Total s 
V I I Hi stori c/Mi ss i ssi ppi an 1 · . 5  ( .20 )  8 2 . 04 ( . 80 )  9 
( . 02 ) 
V I  Mi ss i ss i ppi an/Woodl and 8 2 . 58 ( . 29 ) 22 6 . 21 ( .  71 -) 30 
( . 07 ) 
V Termi nal /Late Archa i c  50 12 . 05 ( . 34 ) 77 23 .82 ( . 66 ) 127 
( . 32 )  
I V  Late/Mi ddl e  Archa i c  43 6 . 82 ( . 35 ) 86 12 . 64 ( . 65 ) 129 
( . 32 ) 
I I I  Mi ddl e/Early Archa i c  6 . 24 ( . 004 ) 89 66 . 07 ( . 99 ) 95 
( . 24 )  
I I  Early Archai c/Pal eo? - - - 13 2 .83 ( 1 . 00 )  13 
( . 03 )  
Tota l 108 22 . 19 295 1 13 . 6 1  N=403 
Percent ( . 27 )  ( . 16 )  · ( .  73 ) ( . 84 )  135 . 84g 
°' 
Tab l e 5 . 18 . D i s tri but ion  of i denti fi abl e faunal el ements for each strata among the vertebrate groups . 
Mi s s i s s i pp i an-
Vertebrate Groups  Woodl and Late Archa i c  Mi ddl e Archa i c  Tota l 
Manunal s 40 ( . 14 )  149 ( . 53 )  92 ( . 33 ) 281 ( . 38 )  
B i rds  6 ( . 22 ) 20 ( . 74 ) 1 ( . 04 ) 27 ( . 04 ) 
Fi s hes 1 ( . 02 ) 37 ( .82 ) 7 ( . 16 )  45 ( . 06 ) 
Snakes 14 ( . 05 ) 19  � . 07 ) 259 ( .89 ) 292 ( . 40 ) 
Turtl es 29 ( .  32 )  6 1  ( . 68 )  - - 90 ( . 12 )  
Total s 90 ( . 12 )  286 ( . 39 )  359 ( . 49 ) 735 
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of meadow vole (Microtus pennsylvanicus) in Stratum III and their 
absence in the more recent strata . Based on sedimentological data, 
the age of this strata is estimated between 10,000 and 6400 B . P .  
Meadow vole remains have also been recovered from early Middle Archaic 
context in Stratum V and below at Cheek Bend Cave (Klippel and 
Parmalee 1982 ) and in zone V at Tom ' s  Shelter (Klippel 1986) .  The 
current range of this boreal species does not include the Central Duck 
River Basin, and its absence in post Middle Holocene contexts from 
these sites suggests that its disappearance may be inferred as a 
result of the warm, dry conditio�s associated with the Hypsithermal 
Interval. The chronological association of meadow vole . remains in 
Holocene sediments in the Central Duck River Basin is further explored 
by Klippel (1986 ) .  
Aquatic Gastropods 
Approximately 75,185 aquatic gastropQds were recovered from the 
three shelter units. These are identified to six genera and tabulated 
i n  Table 5.19. Since very little is known about the specific 
environmental conditions preferred by each species, the 
interpretations drawn from these data are also l imited. Perhaps the 
most important observation that can be made is that the specimens 
recovered bel ow the Late Archaic strata comprise only 1% of the total 
sample. Data from Hayes Shelter indicates that gastropod use was much 
more co111T1on among Late than Middle Archaic inhabitants. Evidence from 
Hayes-Midden { 40MU139) indicates that gastropods were collected during 
Late Middle Archaic times { Klippel and Turner 1983 ) and earlier 
( 
Tabl e 5 . 19 .  Bi variate frequency di stribution of identi fi abl e freshwater gastropods among the strati graphic assembl ages . 
Observed 
Expected 
Strati graphi c  Pleurocera El imia L 1thash Lithas i a  Leptoxi s  Campeloma 
Assemblages cana l i culatum l aqueata geni cu l atum dutton i ana praerosa deci sum Totals 
Stratum V I I  237 252 65 1 18 23 2 697 
Histori c/Mi ssi ssi ppian 307 . 1  193 .0 103 .6  52 .8  38. 2 , 2 . 2  ( .009 ) 
Stratum VI  1054 85.9 272 696 117 6 3004 
Mi ssi ssippi an/Woodl and 1323 .4 831 . 9  446 . 5  227 . 7  164 . 7  9 . 7  ( .04 ) 
Stratum V 20804 13089 9583 4080 2873 175 50604 
\.0 
Termi nal /Late Archai c  22293 .8 14013.0 7522 .8  3836 .4 2774 . 3  162 . 9  ( . 67 ) 
Stratum IV 10993 6566 1252 803 1 105 58 20777 
Late/Middl e Archai c  9153 .4  5753.8 3088. 7  1575 .2  1 139 . 1  66 . 9  ( . 28 ) 
Stratum I l l  31  52 5 2 4 1 95 
M idd le/Early Archaic  41 .9  26 . 3  14 . 1  7 . 2  5 . 2  0 . 3  ( . 00 1 ) 
Stratum I I  4 3 o . o  1 o . o  o . o  8 
Early Archa ic/Paleo 3 . 5  2 . 2  1 . 2  0 .6  0.4 o .o  ( .0001 ) 
Total s 33123 ( .44)  20821 ( . 28 )  1 1 177 ( . 15 )  5700 ( .08 )  4122 ( .05) 242 ( .003 ) 75185 
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i n  the Mi ddle Archaic  at the Ervi n S ite ( Hofman 1984b, 1984c } .  
Mollusk remains are restricted to Late Archaic  contexts from Tom ' s  
Shelter ( Hall 1985 ) and, as menti oned, are pri marily found i n  the Late 
Mi ddle and Late Archaic assemblages of Hayes Shelter . 
Bone Tools 
Approx imatel y 2 1  bone tools were recovered from the shelter 
excavations . The majority of these were fragments of long bone 
spli nters whi ch had been ground and poli shed ( Fi gure 5 . 13 ) . Their 
depth distribution among the uni ts i s  illustrated in  Table 5 . 20 .  None 
were recovered below Stratum IV . In addit ion, a si ngle antler tine 
) 
ti p was recovered from 1019N1002E in  Mississi ppi an/Woodland contexts . 
P lant Remai ns 
The fiel d recovery and laboratory techniques employed i n  the 
analysis  of the plant remai ns from Hayes Shelter are di scussed in  
Chapter II .  The sampl e was obta ined through both macroscopic  manual 
sort ing of 12 . 5% of the fine fraction ( . 1 5 < x < . 64 cm ) and by 
fl otati on of a 4-l iter sampl e from each l evel . Nuts and seeds were 
i denti fied to the most di screte taxonomic l evel possi ble, while wood 
charcoal was si mply wei ghed . A summary of the results of thi s  
analysi s  i s  found in  Table 5 . 2 1 .  
In thi s  tabl e i t  i s  apparent that hi ckory ( Carya sp . ) nutshell i s  
the major nut type represented, with fragments i denti fi able to the 
family Juglandaceae usual ly  present but maki ng up a much smaller 
proporti on .  An interesting pattern i s  demonstrated when the 
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Figure 5 . 13 .  A range of bone s plinter tools. Provenience information is presented in 
Table 5 . 20 .  
...... w ...... 
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Table 5. 20. The di stributi on of spli t bone tool s .  
Depth 1019N lOOOE 1019N l001E  1019Nl002E 
0-10 
10-20 2 2 
20-30 2 2 
·30-40 1 3 
40-50 
50-60 1 3 2 
60-70 1 
70-80 1 
Totals 2 ( . 10) 11 (. 55) 7 ( . 35) 
Total s 
4 { . 20 ) 
4 { .  2_0) 
4 { . 20) 
6 (. 30) 
1 { . 05) 
1 (. 05) 
20 
Tab l e  5 . 21 .  Sumnary of the di stri but ion of the pl ant rema i ns from the shel ter uni ts . 
Plant Remains � i n  grams} 
Carya Jug l ans .Total Tota l 
Depth ( cm) spp . Jugl andaceae spp . Nuts Wood 
Tota l 
0-20 .88 . 06 - .94 15 . 1 1  
20-30 5 . 97 . 31 - 6 . 28 1 . 27 
30-40 2 . 60 . 12 . 08 2 . 80 .06 
40-50 3 . 83 . 16 - 3 . 99 . 85 
50-60 12 . 87 . 65 . 04 13 . 56 . 24 
60-70 9 . 85 . 44 . 07 10 . 36 . 53 
70-80 2 . 59 . 18 - 2 . 77 . 06 
80-90 . 35 . 0 1  - . 36 * 
90-100 . 17 .02  - . 19 .01  
100-110 - - - - * 
> Tota l 39 . 1 1 ( . 66 ) 1 . 95 ( . 03 )  . 19 ( . 003 ) 41 . 25 ( . 69 ) 18 . 13 ( . 31 ) 
16 . 05 
7 . 55 
2 .86 
4 . 84 
w w 
13 . 80 
10 . 89 




59 . 38 
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frequencies of nutshell and wood charcoal are compared . A much higher 
percentage of the Mississippian/Woodland sample is composed of wood 
charcoal than nutshell . Th�s  pattern is reversed for the Late Archaic 
assemblages • . Levels 6 and 7 ( 50-70 cm ) have particularly high 
frequencies of nutshell suggesting, perhaps, variance in the use of 
the shelter during the Late Archaic . 
Historic Artifacts 
Four historic artifacts were recovered during the shelter 
excavations ( Figure 5 . 14 ) .  Two small nails were found in the first 
level of unit 1019NlOOOE . One of these is a hand-wrought 1 1 L 1 1 head or 
finish nail, the other was too rusty for positive identification but 
appears to be a number four, cut, common . The hand-wrought nail is 
the earlier of the two and probably dates to the early 19th century . 
Two . 22 caliber, rimfire, short cartridges were found in level 2, 
zone B of unit 1019N1002 E .  One of these casings bore the sta�p 11 U . S . 11 
and the other, 1 1 P 1 1 • The suspected age of these arttfacts is less than 
100 years B . P .  Their presence in the level from which a Long Branch 
Fabric Impressed sherd was found gives some indication of the degree 
of mixing exhibited in the unit nearest the rear wall . 
Conclusion 
The results of the analysis of artifacts from Hayes Shelter 
demonstrate that the site was occupied· from Middle Archaic through 
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F i gure 5 . 14 .  H i stori c arti facts . A :  Cut nai l ;  
B :  Hand-wrought fi n i sh na i l ;  C ,  D :  
. 22 cal i be r  cartri dges . 
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of observations among the lithic artifact and raw material classes for 
each stratigraphic cultural unit indicate that there is a tendency for 
distributions to become more even through · time. The specific causes 
for this apparent trend are not known. The possibility that during 
the later periods the site was r�occupied more often or for longer 
periods of time is certainly admissible. 
The predominant use of immediately available Ordovician chert and 
its exclusive expression as ·early-stage debitage in the Middle Archaic 
assemblage suggests that lithic reduction activities were of an 
ephemeral and expedient nature. The complete absence of lithic and 
bone tools and the small percentage of burned bone from the Middle 
Archaic stratum (III) also suggest limitations in the occupational 
activities at this time, or a difference in the use of the site. 
The Late Middle and Late Archaic assemblages (Strata IV  and V) 
indicate more intensive use of the sheltered area for occupational 
activities. Ample evidence of middle - and late-stage lithic reduction 
and tool maintenance, the presence of bone tools, and the common 
occurrence of burned bone, freshwater mollusks, and nutshell in the 
Late Archaic strata, may express an increase in the frequency or 
duration of occupationa � episodes, but certainly indicates an increase 
in the range of activities conducted at the site. The inferior 
Ordovici'an lithic resources available from the bluffs and valley walls 
continued to be an important source of material, occasionally employed 
in the manufacture of late-stage bifacial tools, alth�ugh Fort Payne 
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chert procured f rom g ravel bars was the most common materia l among the 
bifaces. 
Substantial evidence for repeated occupation of the shelter 
through Mississippian times . is provided by the frequency of debitage, 
bifaces � ceramics, and diagnostic lithic tool types in the upper 
strata. Ridley chert continued to be the most common ly exp loited 
lithic material, but bifaces were mo�e frequent ly made of Fort Payne 
materia l. The distributions of the stratigraphic lithic assemb lages 
shows a pattern of increasing evenness through time, suggesting that 
the range of reductive activities broadened perhaps due · to frequency 
or intensity of site occupation. The presence of ceramics associab le 
with Wood land and Mississippian cu lture periods were so sparse that 




Diversi ty analysi s  of materials from Hayes Shelter shows that the 
di stri buti on of debi tage among reducti on stages i s  more even i n  later 
lithic assemblages . In part, thi �  pattern may be explai ned as a 
functi on of variabi lity i n  the selecti on of raw materi als ; the 
d istri buti on of chert types is  also more even i n  the later 
. . 
assemblages, and the percentage of Ri dley chert seems to be correlated 
with perce�tages of early-stage debris • . Thi s  ·suggests that the 
evenness of the li thic assemblages at Hayes Shelter, to some extent, 
is dependent on the raw materi al types employed . If changes i n  the 
d i stri buti on among debitage classes are a functi on of changi ng 
patterns of resource exploitation, then one appropriate questi on i s  
"why do the patterns of raw materi al selecti on change? "  
The followi ng secti on compares the results of the analyses of 25 
li thic assemblages from ei ght sheltered ( i nclud i ng Hayes) and ei ght · 
open s i tes i n  or near the Central Duck Ri ver Basi n  i n  an attempt to 
explore some of the questi ons raised by the data from Hayes Shelter . 
These comparisons attempt to detennine i f  the patterns noted for the 
Hayes Shelter assemblages are expressed on a regional basi s .  These 
investi gations are concerned pri mari ly with three sources of 
vari abil ity :  the d i stri buti on of raw materi als and how it  reflects 
the use of local resources, the effect that resource selecti on may 
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have had on the reduction trajectory pattern, and the ways in which 
these patterns change through time. 
Sixteen Site Sample 
The se lection of  sites u sed in these comparison s i s  based on the 
avai labi lity of  simi lar ly-coded data, i.e. the ana lysi s  of  lithic data 
from each site emp loy s the Co lumbia Archaeo logica l Project Cu ltura l 
Materia l Inventory Coding Format (Hofman and Turner 19 79 ) or a format 
which can be accurate ly cros sreferenced to the Co lumbia format. 
Excavation and ana lysis  o f  materia l s  from each of  the sites (except 
Top�y (40WY204} and Fattybread Branch (40MU408 } )  were conducted under 
. contract with the Tenne ssee Va l ley Authority a s  part of  the Co lumbia 
Archaeo logica l Project. The Topsy Site wa s excavated under contract 
with the Tenne s see Department of  Transportation and the data used here 
are derived from the report o f  investigations (�ick 1982} and from 
Amick ' s  the sis ( 1984b }. Fattybread Branch was excavated under 
contract with the Nationa l Park Service and the se data are presented 
in the report of  investigations current ly in pres s  (Amic k et a l. 
1986). Data for the six other open sites (Bench, Cave Spring, C lay 
Mine I and I I, Cedar Cree k, and Leftwich } are taken from tab les  
presented by Amic k ( 1984b}. Tom ' s She lter data are derived from 
- Ha l l's  ( 198 5} thesi s and from raw data generous ly  provided by him. 
The Fountain Creek she ltered site s ( Pi l kington, Baker, Mcco l lum, 
Goatc liff, Height, and Hardison } are reported on by Entorf ( 198 5} and 
the data presented here are derived from this source or from raw data 
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on fi l e  at the Uni versi ty of Tennessee . The informati on necessary to 
order these raw data by strati graphi c assembl age was not made 
avai l abl e to the author and, therefore, temporal consi derati ons of raw 
material d fstri but i ons from the Fountain Creek si tes do not appear i n  
the comparat i ve tabl es .  
Highl and Ri m/Outer Basi n, Open-air Si tes 
The Topsy Si te is  l ocated on the Buffal o Ri ver i n  the 
Southwestern Hi ghl and Ri m physi ographic secti on ( F i gure 3 . 3 ;  Amick 
1982 ) .  In thi s  l ocal e, l arge-si zed Mi ssissi ppian Fort Payne chert 
cobbl es are abundant i n  the gravel bars . Mean cobbl e wei ght from a 
sampl e taken near the Topsy si te is  159. 56 g .  · · The mean weight from a 
comparabl e sampl e from the i nner basin i s  60 . 81 g (Amick 1982 : Tabl e  
1 ) .  
Di agnostic  l i thi c tool s recovered from the si te are predomi nantl y 
associabl e wi th the Late Archaic  Ledbetter Phase (Ami ck 1982 : 29, 
Fi gure 23 and 24; Amick et al . 1986 : 26, F i gure 4. 11 ; Faul kner and 
Mccol l ough 1973 : 151- 152 ) .  The data used i n  these anal yses are 
restricted to materi als recovered from excavated context (Stratum I) 
and are considered to represent a Late Archaic  assembl age . The Topsy 
assembl age i nd icates that the i ndustry _focused on the rich source of 
Fort Payne chert avai l abl e i n  the gravel bars nearby (Amick 1982 : 30) . 
The reduction trajectory suggested by the total stratum I assembl age 
is  l ong, but predomi nated by l ate-stage by-products . The l ack of 
earl y-stage ev i dence compel l ed Amick to suggest that this  step i n  the 
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reduction process was conducted at the source location where debris 
was lost by fluvial processes ( Amick 1982 : 35 ). 
The Fattybread Branch Site is located on the Duck River within 
the Shelby Bend Archaeological District on the perimeter of the 
western outer basin ( Figure 3 . 3; Amick et al. 1986:2 9 0-4 15 }. Although 
chert cobbles are available in the Duck River lag and point bars near 
the site, the diss.ected uplands of the Western Highland Rim, a few 
kilometers away, are a very rich source for fresh, fine -grained Fort 
Payne. Late Archaic industries of the Fattybread Branch site relied 
heavily on these Highland Rim sources. 
Data employed in this sample are from a block excavation (A l ) 
which concentrated on the recovery of materials from Late Archaic 
contexts within the T lb paleosol. Diagnostic artifacts and 
radiocarbon dates confirm this cultural association. Variation among 
the biface thinDing values for specimens from this assemblage suggest 
a short-segment, late-stage .reduction trajectory (Amick et al. 
1986: 366, 4 16 ). 
Inner Basin Open-a ir S ites 
The Bench Site ( 40MU433) is located on an alluvial terrace of the 
Duck River on the western end of Cannon Bend at river mile 14 1 .  The 
underlaying bedrock in this bend is Ordovician Lebanon l imestone which 
occurs . below the Carters Formation as part of the Stones River Group. 
The site location and all of Cannon Bend are within the inner 
Nashville Basin as defined by the contact between the Carters and 
Hermitage Formations which occurs a few kilometers north of Cannon 
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Bend (see Geologic Map of Tennessee, West Central Sheet:19 66). The 
interpretation of Cannon Bend as representative of  an outer basin 
location, with it s deep soils and homogeneous mature forest 
vegetation, has been emphasized by researchers whose goal was to 
establish this environmental dichotomy for comparative purposes (Amick 
1984b:147; 1985c:147; Klippel and Turner 1983 :6). Actually, the 
resources of the inner and outer basin areas are equally accessible 
from the Cannon Bend locality. 
· Excavat i·ons at the Bench focused on the recovery of Middle 
Archaic deposits in the Tlb paleosol. Although the radiocarbon date 
for the deposit was questionable, diagnostic artifacts recovered from 
manual excavations support the Middle Archaic .interpretation of the 
assemblage (Amick 19 84b:151-154). A gravel sample collected from a 
Duck River bar about 10 km upstream was composed of 9 1% Fort Payne, 7% 
Carters, and 1% Ridley cherts, although most. of these were 
desilicified (Amick 1984b:336, Tables C.5 and C.12 ). As Carters chert 
was the predominant chert type represented in the debitage from this 
assemblage (Table 6.1), it is likely that the sources for this 
material were the nearby residual upland soils and valley walls. 
The Cave Spring Site (40MU141) is located in Cheek Bend at Duck 
River mile 154. The alluvial terraces in the bend are underlain by 
Ridley Formation limestones and shallow upland soils cover the Lebanon 
limestone substrate. Excavation methods and artifact analyses of the 
Middle Archaic assemblage from the site are reported in more detail by 
Hofman (1981, 1982 , 1984a). The sample employed here follows Amick 
Table 6 . 1 .  Debi tage by raw materi al types from shel tered and open s i tes i n  the Central Duck Ri ver Bas i n .  Asseri>lages are arranged 
by major chronol ogical peri od . 
S i te Assemblages 
Tom ' s  
Mi ssi ssippian Subtotal 
Tom' s  
Hayes 
Woodl and Subtotal 
Topsy 
Fattybread 
Tom ' s 
Cl ay Mi ne I I  
Leftwi ch 
Hayes 
Late Archaic  Subtotal 
· Bench 
Cave Spri ng 
Cl ay Mine I 
Cedar Creek 
Hayes 
Middl e Archai c  Subtotal 
Total 
Ridley 
12 ( .01 ) 
12 ( .01 ) 
122 ( .02 ) 
611 ( . 79) 
723 ( . 13)  
-
-




1022 . 53 
2192 .1oi 
4042 ( . 15 )  
400� 
r�r 124 .34 500 . 54 621 .93 
5250 ( . 59 )  
10027 ( . 24)  
Carters 
475 ( .39 ) 
475 ( . 39 ) 
1874 ( .40 ) 
7 ( . 009 ) 
1881 ( .35)  
-
8 � -001 ) 6213 . 64 )  
3 � -004 � 2 .001 -
6226 ( . 23 ) 
887 ( .69 ) -
1 ( .003 ) 
5 ( .005 ) -
893 ( . 10 )  





23 ( .03 ) 
23 ( .004 ) 
-
7 ( .0009 )  -
23 ( .03 ) 
93 � .05 J 
82 .02 
205 · c .008 ) 
16 ( .01 ) 
122 
!
. 02 )  
15  .04 J 43 .05 
2 .003 ) 
198 ( .02 ) 
426 ( .01 ) 
Brassfield Fort Payne St. Lou i s  Other Total Evenness 
- 696 ( . 57 )  4 ( .003 ) 40 ( .03 )  1227 .4443 
- 696 ( . 57 )  4 ( .003 ) 49 ( .03 ) 1227 .4443 
3 ( .0006 ) 2037 ( .44 )  3 ( .0006 ) 598 ( . 13 )  4627 .5608 
1 ( .001 )  126 ( . 16 )  - 1 ( .001 )  769 .3310 
4 ( .0007 )  2163 ( .40 ) 3 ( .0006 ) 599 ( . 1 1 )  5396 
- 2518 � 1 .00) · - 1 ( .0001 )  2519 .0018 
31 ( .004) 7968 .99 J  3 2  ( .004 ) - 8046 .0339 
13 ( . 001 )  3216 � - 33 l 
1
.0001 ) 139 � -01 ) 9668 . 3922 - 633 .79 )  1 .001 ) 2 .002 ) 804 .3290 
2 ( . 001 ) 783 � -4l i 3 .002 ) 10 � .005 ) 1915 .4623 - 1052 . 26 - 88 .02 )  4014 .3940 
46 ( .002 ) 16170 ( .60 ) 37 ( .001 ) · 240 ( .009) 26966 
- 375 t .29 ) - - 1280 .3488 - 1568 . 27 )  7 ( .001 )  2 5  f -004 ) 5725 .2636 - 216 f . 60 )  - 6 .02 ) 362 .4580 - 371 . 40 )  4 ( .004 ) 5 t - 005 ) 928 . 4737 - 33 ( .05 ) - 10 .02 ) 666 . 1514 
2563 ( . 29 ) 1 1  ( .001 ) 46 ( .005 ) 8961 
50 ( .001 ) 21592 ( . 5 1 )  5 5  ( .001 )  925 ( .02 ) 42550 
w 
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( 1984b: 134- 136) and cons ists of the assemb lage recovered from two 
2 x 3 m excavat ions. D iagnost ic l ith ics and radiocarbon dates 
indicate a M idd le Archa ic Eva/Morrow Mountain Phase associat ion ·for 
the assemb lage (Hofman 1982 , 1984a). 
The C lay M ine Site (40 MU347) is located with in Cheek Bend about 
1. 6 km upstream from Cave Spr ing. Two buried components were present 
at the s ite; one Late Archaic ( I I) and the other M idd le Archa ic ( I). 
The resu lts of the ana lys is of materia l excavated from two 5 m 2 un its 
indicate that the lower component is assoc iab le with the Sykes/Wh ite 
Springs C luster and the upper component w ith the Ledbetter. These 
associat ions are supported by rad iocarbon dates (Am ick 1983, 
i984b: 10 5). 
The chert resources for a l l of the inner basin open sites in the 
Cheek Bend v icinity are s imi lar. R id ley or Carters cherts are 
ava i lab le both as r iver and stream transported grave l and as residuum 
in up land areas. Fort Payne is the majority type in the grave l bars 
of th is area , but the cobble s ize and we i ght range are considerab ly 
sm�l ler than for grave l occurring in tr ibutaries of the H i gh land Rim 
Prov ince ( Amick 1984b: Append i x  A). Fort Payne chert occurr ing as 
act ive lag grave ls in the inner basin has two contemporary sources •. 
One is through long-range transport from the Eastern High land R im as 
bed load, and the other as a re introduct ion of grave ls depos ited in 
strath terraces through the eros ive ac�ion of streams or the latera l 
. - -
m i grat ion .of the Duck itse lf (De lcourt 198 6, persona l communicat ion). 
In both cases, the age of the grave l is l ike ly  much greater than the 
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active bedload in  the Highland Rim where more recently exposed blocks 
of Fort Payne are introduced. The o lder gravel is subject to a 
greater degree of desilicification a nd rounding, a nd the size of the 
gravels are restricted by the dynamics of the river, which have varied 
greatly through prehistory. 
· I n  general, there i s  no significant downstream decrease in  the 
size of Fort Payne gravel samples from inner . basin Duck River point 
bars (Amick 1984b: 34). In  this area, gravel size is affected 
primarily by tributary discharge which slows the Duck 's current and 
causes larger gravels to drop out just upstream of confluences. � 
much more proDounced pattern of downstream size decrease is noted 
within the tributaries themselves . At the mouth of Fountain Creek, 
for example, the mean cobble weight is 48.4 g a nd 18 km upstream the 
mea n weight is 9 3  g (Amick 1984b: Tables C.2 a nd C. 3). It is also 
notable that in  the sample collected at mile 1 1  on  Fountain Creek, 
Carters chert comprises 5.7% a nd Fort Payne 9 4. 3% of the total, while 
at the confluence, Carters comprises 7.4% and Fort Payne 9 1.4% ( Amick 
1984b: Tables C.5 and C. 6) . This suggests that although gravel size is 
greater up the tributaries, the incidence of the local Carters chert 
is greater in  the Duck River bars downstream. Although 
generalizations from these data would be premature, similar factors 
may have exercised some influence on the prehistoric selection of raw 
materials. 
The Cedar Creek Site (40MU432 )  is located o n  the left bank of the 
Duck, 1. 6 km upstream from the Clay Mine Site and imnediately above 
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the confl uence of Cedar Creek ( F i gure 2. 3 ) .  Specifi c i nformat ion 
regard i ng the excavations at the si te are presented by Amick 
(1984b : 139-147, 1985a : 27-30) .  · The sampl e  used here i ncl udes al l . 9f 
the material s recovered from area B and the upper strata i n  area A. 
D i agnostics and rad iocarbon dates suggest a Mi ddl e Archai c  associ at ion · 
for this assembl age . 
The Leftwi ch S i te ( 40MU262 ) i s  about 1. 5 km upstream of the Cedar 
Creek S i te on the l eft bank of the Duck. A more detai l ed account of 
the s i te is  presented by Amick (1984b : 136-139, 1985a : 25-27). The 
sampl e empl oyed i n  this anal ysis incl udes al l materi al s from l evel s 
8-15 which were greater than . 64 cm . Di agnosti c  projecti l e  poi nts 
from these contexts are cl assifi �bl e to the Ledbetter Cl uster, hence, 
the Leftwich sampl e  used in  these compari sons represents a Late 
Archaic  assembl age . 
Inner Basi n Shel tered S i tes 
Al l of the shel tered si tes empl oyed in  these compari sons are, 
strictl y speak i ng, inner basin  si tes, though thi s designat ion perhaps 
fi ts Hayes and Tom ' s  Shel ters better than the Fountai n  Creek s i tes. 
Tom ' s  Shel ter i s  l ocated on the ri ght bank of the Duck at ri ver m i l e  
147, about 300 m downstream of the confl uence of Negro Creek ( Fi gure 
2. 3 ) .  Thi s  l ocation i s  about 2 km  upstream of the confl uence of 
Fountain  Creek and roug� l y  hal fway between the Ben�h and Cave Spri ng 
si tes. The shel ter was presumabl y  formed by the erosive a·ct i on of the 
l ateral mi gration of the Duck i nto the Lebanon and Carters l imestone 
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on the outside of this bend . Details of the archaeological 
investigations· of the site are presented by Hall ( 1985) . 
Six 1 m2 units were excavated under the shelter overhang and five 
zones were identified . Zone II_ primaril y includes Mississippian -age 
deposits, Zone III cont�ins artifacts associated with the Woodland 
Period and, Zone IV represents the Archaic Period . Where comparisons 
in this study make use of data not presented in Hall ' s  (1985) 
manuscript, the temporal (stratigraphic) divisions follow those 
illustrated in Hall (1985: 190, Figure 33) . 
The six Fountain Creek sites are located on both sides of the 
creek from mile 5 to mile 11 . Each of the shelters was formed through 
the erosion of the Lebanon and Carters limestone into which Fountain 
Creek has cut . Geologically, then, these sites are technically 
classifiable as within the inner basin . This is misleading, however, 
as the highlands immediately surrounding the creek are underlain by 
Upper Ordovician Bigby-Cannon/Hermitage limestones characteristic of 
the outer basin region . As previously mentioned, the gravel samples 
from Fountain C�eek show that Mississippian Fort Payne is the 
predominant type (more than 90%), with Carters chert composing 
somewhat less than 10% of the samples . Many of the tributaries which 
feed Fountain Creek find their headwaters on Elk Ridge (about 8 km 
south) . Elk Ridge is capped by the Mississippian Fort Payne Formation 
and forms a finger of the Highland Rim drained northward to the Duck 
River and southward to the Elk River . Fort Payne chert may be 
available on Elk Ridge, but this is not spec ifically known . 
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The site closest to the Highland Rim is the Pilkington Site . Two 
adjacent 1 m2 units were excavated at the site and four strata were 
identified. The sample employed in this study is identified as Middle 
Woodland in the tables presented by Entorf { 1985 : 54-61 ) .  Affiliation 
of the artifacts with this cultural period is based on the 
stratigraphic association of limestone tempered ceramics in Stratum 
··III . 
Proceeding downstream, the Baker Site { 40MU435) is the next site 
encountered . Three 1 m 2 units were excavated under the overhang at 
this shelter and three natural strata were recognized . Stratum I is 
the lowermost and is identified as Middle Archaic in age on the basis 
of its relation to stratum II {Entorf 1985 : 229) . Stratum II is 
identified as dating to the Middle Archaic based on the inclusion of 
an Eva/Morrow Mountain point {Entorf 1985: 229) . Stratum III is the 
uppermost stratum and is identified as Mississippian/Late Woodland in 
age based on the presence of a small triangular projectile of the 
Hamilton/Madison type '{Entorf 1985 : 230 ) . 
The tabular presentation of the lithic data from the site divide 
the assemblage into the two cultural components mentioned . Apparently 
a bimodal distribution of debitage further aided in the separatio� of 
these components (Entorf 1985: 245) , but the results of this analysis 
are not presented . 
Mccollum Rockshelter ( 40MU390) is located about 5 km downstream 
( Fountain Creek mile 8) of the Baker Shelter.  Mccollum is the largest 
of the Fountain Creek shelters , and four 1 m 2 units were excavated 
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e�posing 1 3  strata (Entorf 198 5 : 39 -5 1). Strata I- I I I  are identified 
as Midd le Archaic by association �ith two Eva/Morrow Mountain 
projectile points . Strata IV is apparent ly transitiona l from Midd le 
to Late Archaic, whi le Strata V is identified as Late Archaic on basis 
of  the presence of  a projecti le point o f  the Ledbetter C luster. 
Stratum V I  is transitiona l as Stratum V I I  contains limestone tempered 
and Long Branch Fabric Impressed ceramics, providing an Ear ly Wood land 
affi liation . Stratum V I I I  contains she l l tempered sherds and is 
interpreted as dating to the Mississippian Period . The tabu lated data 
from Mcco l lum are divided into three components : Midd le Archaic, Late 
Archaic and Mississippian/Wood land (Entorf 198 5 : Tab les 4.2, 4. 3, 4.4, 
4 .6 and 4 .7) .  T he data emp loyed in the present study fo l l ow these 
divisions . 
Excavations at the He ight Rockshe lter inc luded six 1 m 2 units 
which exposed two strata •. Stratum I, the basa l unit, .was devoid of 
cu ltura l materia l. Stratum II inc luded a sing le stemmed point 
c lassified as a Ledbetter, and limestone tempered ceramics c lassified 
as Mu l berry Creek P lain (Entorf 198 5 : 189 , 19 2- 19 3) .  T he artifacts 
recovered from Stratum I I  are associated with one of two components; 
Late Archaic or Midd le Wood land. The cu ltura l contexts of t hese 
components were reported ly  derived, in part, from an ana lysis of the 
. vertica l distribution of  debitage. T he tabular data presented by 
Entorf ( 198 5 :  Tab les 6 . 1, 6 .2 and 6. 3) are used in this study. 
The _ Goatc liff She lter excavations invo lved 18 1 m 2 units expo�ing 
two natura l strata . No artifacts were found in t he lowermost stratum 
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( I), and Stratum I I  produced a variety of ceramics including 
limestone, clay, chert, sand, and shell tempered sherds representing 
Early, .Middle and Late Woodland, and Mississippian culture periods. 
Lithic a rtifacts which could be associated with these periods were 
also encountered in Stratum I I. The vertical distribution of debitage 
aided in the spatia l separation of two components; Middle and Late 
Woodland/Mississippian, and these ·are employed in the following 
analysis. 
Hardison Rockshelter was investigated through the excavation of 
four 1 m 2 units from which three natural stratigraphic zones were 
defined. Strata I and I I  are both assigned to the Terminal 
Archaic/Early Woodland periods �n the basis of Mulberry Creek Plain 
and Long Branch Fabric Impressed sherds and a projectile point 
associated with the Wade Cluster, which were incorporated in the fill 
(Entorf 1985:209 -2 18). All of the artifacts in the Hardison sample 
are associated with these temporal periods. 
Raw Material Variability 
Table 6. 1 shows the distribution of the debitage in seven raw 
materia l categories from each of the 16 sites. The evenness value for 
each site is plotted with the mean and 9 5% confidence intervals in 
Figure �. 1. Results show that the calculated evenness for each site 
is well below the 9 5% confidence interval. Each site demonstrates a 
distribution among the seven categories that is far less even than the 
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material category are totaled. This suggests that there is enough 
difference between each site that the individual distributions do not 
mirror the distribution of their totals. These result � suggest that 
resource selection is distinct at each site. 
A broad pattern emerges, however, when we consider the · sites ' 
spatial relationship to the material sources. Table 6.2 shows the 
frequency of Middle and Upper Ordovician and Mississippian cherts in 
the debitage assemblages from each site. The sites are listed in 
order of their decreasing prox imity to the Highland Rim (the source 
location for the superior Fort Payne chert). The sites are also 
grouped by the physiographic region in which they occur . One general 
pattern in these data is an inverse relationship between the frequency 
of Fort Payne chert and the distance to the Highland Rim. This 
reflects the fact that in the inner and outer basin areas where Fort 
Payne resources are poor, the assemblages become increasingly 
dominated by local chert types. 
It is also interesting to note the more co1T111on occurrence of 
Upper Ordovician chert types in the assemblages of the sites located 
.in the inner basin area. This pattern would be expected for sites 
situated in the outer basin area but is unexpected for the inner basin 
sites. It is unusual that no Upper Ordovician cherts occur in the 
debitage assem�lage·s of any of the Fountain Cree k shelters as these 
sites are adjacent to potential Bigby�Cannon and Brassfield source 
areas. 
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. Table 6. 2. Raw material variability among the 16 site sample. 
Upper 
Middle Ordovician 
Sites Ordovician and Silurian Mississippian Totals 
Topsy 2518 ( 1. 0) 2518 
Fattybread 8 ( . 001) 38 ( . 005) 8000 " ( . 99) 8046 
Highland Rim Totals 8 ( . 0008) 38 (. 004) 10518 ( . 99) 10564 
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Outer Basin Totals 11865 ( .38) 629 ( . 02) 19068 ( . 60) 31562 
Cave Spring 4003 ( . 70) 122 (. 02) 1575 ( . 28) 5700 
Clay Mine I 125 ( . 35) 15 ( . 04
l 
216 ( . 61) 356 
Clay Mine· I I  145 ( . 18) · 23 ( . 03 634 ( . 79) 802 
Cedar Creek 505 ( . 55) 43 ( . 05) 375 ( . 41) 923 
Leftwich 1024 
f ·
54) 95 ( . 05) 786 ( . 41) 1905 
Hayes 3335 . 68) 199 ( . 04) 1381 ( .28) 4915 
Inner Basin Totals 9137 ( . 63) 497 ( . 03) 4967 ( . 34) 14601 
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Evidence for increased dependence on a wider variety of chert 
types in the resource poor areas is also reflected in the evenness 
values. Figure 6.2 illustrates a plot of the evenness values for each , 
assemblage ragainst site distance from the Highland Rim. The pattern 
shows that the evenness values are quite low · for sites within a few 
kilometers of the Highland Rim and that the values for sites located 
in the inner basin a re somewhat higher than for sites in the outer 
basin. 
Assemblage Patterning 
Major Lithic _ Classes 
Table 6.3 shows the distribution of the lithic types from each of 
the 16 sites. The most significant difference between the sites from 
each physiographic region is the percentage of blocky debris. As 
previously suggested, �he increased use of Ordovician cherts in the 
basin areas may have irifluenced the frequency of blocky debris in the 
assemblages. 
A plot of the evenness of the distribution of lithic types from 
each site indicates that most ar� more even than the model ( Figure 
6.3 ). Four sites (Topsy, Fattybread, McCollum and the Bench ) have 
distributions far less even than expected. The distribution at Topsy 
and Fattybread suggest that reduction activities at these sites 
apparently favored the production of flake debris. It i�  notable 
that their frequencies of blocky debris are extremely low. This 
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Table  6 . 3 . Di stribution of l i thic types for the 16 s ite sampl e.  
Tested Bl ocky 
Site Cores Cobbles Debri s Debitage 
Topsy 4 ( .002 ) 1 f -0004 ) 15 f -006 ) 2519 ( .98 ) 
Fattybread 151 ( .005 ) 74 .002 ) 436 .01 ) 30707 ( .97 ) 
Highl and Rim Tota l s  155 ( .005 ) 75 ( .002 ) 451 ( .01 ) 33226 ( .97 ) 
Pi l kington 5 f ·03 )  7 i ·04 )  41 ( . 21
! 
131 ( .67 ) 
Baker 9 .009 ) 9 .009) 347
1
.35 629 ( . 63 ) 
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Goatcl i ff 16 
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Hardi son - - 17 . 15 89 f -81 � Tom ' s  6 9  ( .004) 264 ( .01 )  5630 .32 11365 . 65 
Bench 5 ( .0003 ) 11 ( .0006 ) 59 .04 1278 ( .93 ) 
Outer Bas i n  Total s 132 ( .004) 341 ( .01 ) 7567 ( .2 1 ) 26786 ( .76) 
Cave Spri ng 50 
r
007 ) 29 
!
.004l 1331 . 18 )  5721 ( . 79 ) 
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pattern is  a l so indicated at Mcco l lum and the .Bench, though the 
percentages of b locky debris in the a s semb lages are s light ly higher. 
There a l so appears to be a pattern among the evenness  scores 
which suggests that the she ltered site as semb lages are genera l ly more 
even than expected . Seventy-five percent of the she ltered site 
a ssemb lages are more even than expected and on ly  12% a re l �� s  even. 
For the open sites, 25% are less  even and 38 % are more even. The 
overa l l  pattern suggests that there i s  a greater range of assemb lage 
evenness  among the open sites than the she ltered sites. 
P lotted again st the distance of the site s ' _ l ocation from the 
High land Rim, a somewhat more ambiguou s pattern emerges ( Figure 6.4 ). 
Top sy and Fattybread Branch again show very low va lues  and are very 
c lo se to exce l lent Fort Payne resources. The outer basin site s have 
the most diversity among them, with the Bench and Mcco l lum scoring low 
and with Pi lkington, Baker and Tom ' s  she lters having high evenness 
va lues . The latter three have higher .than average percentages of 
b locky debri s in their as semb lages which are composed primari ly  of 
loca l Ordovician cherts .  
The inner basin site evenness  va lues  seem to c lu ster more 
tight ly. P lotted against th�ir samp le size s ( Figure 6.4 ), 50 % .of the 
inner basin as semb lage evenness scores are within the 9 5% confidence 
interva l. Haye s She lter stand s out, again with a high percentage of 
b locky debris and l oca l Rid ley chert. These resu lts suggest that 
assemb lage patterning is  strongly inf luenced by the raw materia l type 
which is  exp loited, and this, in turn, is  dependent on the nature of 
H i g h l and R i m  O u ter  B a s i n  I n ner B a s i n  
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the locally ava ilable resources . In add it ion to th is broad pattern of 
assoc iat ion of  assemblages w ith locally ava ilable mater ial types, 
there is more d ivers ity among open _s ite assemblages than sheltered 
s ites . 
Deb itage Reduct ion Stages 
· The d istr ibution of deb itage among the red�ct ion stages for the 
16 s ite sample also shows a d i fference between s ites in the three 
phys iographic reg ions (Table 6 .4 ). The d istr ibut ion is much more even 
among H ighland Rim s ites than those from the other areas . The 
d i fference is less pronounced between s ites from the two bas in areas . 
When deb itage evenness is plotted aga inst the s ites ' sample s ize , 
the pattern of sheltered versus open-a ir s i tes is the reverse - o f  that 
exh ib ited by the total assemblage ( F igure 6. 5 ) . Th is sample does not 
include blocky debr is, and thus reflects a sl ightly later segment of  
the reduction trajectory . The plot shows 63% of  the deb itage 
assemblages from the sheltered s ites d istr ibuted less evenly than 
expected . The same percentage of assemblages from open -a ir s ites are 
distributed more even ly than the mo�e l predicts . Tota ling the va lues 
of  the sheltered s ites , the d istr ibution among the classes suggests a 
predominantly m iddle-stage trajectory segment w ith 16% decort icat ion, 
7 1 % inter ior, and 13% b i face th inn i ng flakes . The open-a ir 
d istr ibut ion - ind icates a greater frequency of early- and late-stage 
deb itage w ith 33% decort icat ion , 49 % inter ior, and 18 % b i face th inn ing 
fla kes . Var iab il ity in d istr ibut ion among s ites, whether sheltered or 
open, is h igh .  The overall ind icat ion is that the var iab il ity 
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Table 6. 4. Di stributi on of reducti on stage debi tage for the 16 
si te sample. 
Si tes Decorti cati on Interi or Th i nni ng 
Topsy 346 ( . 14 )  1513 ( . 60 )  660 ( .26 )  
Fattybread 3488 ( .43 )  2582 (. 32 )  2097 ( .26 )  
Hi ghland Rim Total 3834 ( . 36 )  4095 ( . 38 )  2757 ( .26 )  
P ilk i ngton 53 (. 40 )  36 
f
. 27 )  42 ( . 32 )  




465 ' ( . 74 )  
McColl um 740 (. 08 7860 ( .83 891 ( . 09 )  
Goatcli ff 293 ( .09 )  2655 { .B l
l 
371 ( . lO
l Hei ght 126 ( .23 )  346 ( . 64 66 (. 12 
Hardi son 29 ( . 33 )  52 ( .58 )  8 ( . 09
l Tom ' s  2720 ( . 26 )  6427 ( . 63 )  1122 ( . 11 
Bench 288 ( . 18 )  927 ( .  72 ) 123 ( . 10 )  
Outer Bas in  Total 4386 ( . 17 )  18330 ( �71 )  3088 ( . 12 )  
Cave Spri ng 2082 ( . 36 )  3249 ( .57
l 
390 { .07
l Clay Mine I 181 ( . 50 )  144 ( . 40 37 ( . 10 
Clay M i ne II 140 ( . 17 )  46 1 ( .55)  233 ( . 28 )  
Cedar Creek 256 
f 
· 28 )  6 17 
f 
· 66 )  55 { .06
l Leftwi ch 445 . 23 )  1133 .59 )  337 ( . 18 
Hayes 733 (. 15) 3335 ( . 68 )  872 (. 18 )  
Inner Basin Total 3837 ( .26 )  8939 ( . 6 1 )  1924 ( . 13 )  
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among debitage reduction stages is greater for sheltered sites than 
for open sites. 
Temporal Considerations 
Raw Material Selection 
Results thus far indicated that raw material distributions tend 
to reflect the locally available chert types or the distance of the 
site from high quality Fort Payne resources, that the assemblage 
composition is �ffected by resource selection, and that these patterns 
differ somewhat between sheltered and open-air sites. Table 6. 1 
presents the distribution of material types from assemblages in four 
broad temporal �roups. The evenness scores for these assemblages are 
plotted igainst t �e sample size in Figure 6.6. All of the 
distributions are less even than the model based on the total. Each 
of the assemblages differs from the next enough that the global model 
fails to reflect .the distribution in any single assemblage. This 
suggests that resource selection is assemblage-specific. Widely 
divergent evenness scores among the assemblages of multicomponent 
sites such as Hayes and To�'s shelters indicate that resource 
selection varies considerably through time. 
Table 6. 5 illustrates .the total scores for Middle Ordovician, 
Upper Ordovician and Silurian, and Mississippian materials from each 
major temporal period. The proportions are quite different for each 
period. The shift from Middle to Late Archaic is especially 
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Tabl e 6 . 5 .  Raw materi al total s from each major geol ogi cal type 
and chronol ogi cal peri od.  
Upper 
Mi ddl e Ordov ic ian 
Temporal Peri od Ordov ici an and S i l uri an Mi ssissippi an Total s 
Missi ss ippi an 487 ( . 41) 700 ( .59) 1187 
Woodl and 2640 ( .55) 27 ( . 006) 2 166 ( . 45) 4833 
Late Archaic  10268 ( .  38) 251 (. 009) 16207 ( .61) · 26726 
Mi ddl e Archaic  6143 (· . 69) 198 ( . 02) . 2574 ( . 29) 8915 . 
Total 19538 ( .47) 476 ( . 01) 21647 ( .52) 41661 
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and Fort Payne materials jump from 29 % to 6 1%. Material selection in 
the Woodland assemblages again demonstrates higher frequencies of 
Middle Ordovician resources and lower Fort Payne proportions. These 
figures, however, are derived from only two shelter sites (Hayes and 
Tom 's) and both of these sites show higher proportions of local raw 
materials at all times. 
Assemblage Patterning 
Table 6.6 presents the distribution among the lithic categories 
for each major chronological period. The evenness values for these 
assemblages are plotted against the sample size in Figure 6.7. The 
plot indicates that very little temporal patterning exists. The fact 
that no assemblage was distributed such that it fell within the 95% 
confidence interval also points to overall variability. A plot of the 
evenness scores against a chronological scale shows very little linear 
patterning or clustering ( Figure 6.8). This further demonstrates the 
broad range of variability in distributions across the temporal 
periods. The pattern detected for material type distributions is not 
observable among the lithic classes of the temporally distinct 
assemblages. 
Debitage Reduction Stages 
The results of the comparison of the three-way debitage reduction 
stages by major chronological period also show little evidence of 
temporal patterning. Table 6.7 indicates t�at the overall proportions 
of decortication flakes decrease slightly from the Middle to Late 
Tabl e 6 .6 .  The di stri bution of arti facts among the l i thic cl asses for each site assembl age . 
Tested Bl ocky Hamier- Core Flake 
S ite Assembl ages Cores Cobbles Oebr; s Oeb i tage stones Tool s Tool s Bi faces Total Evenness 
Tom ' s 5 ( .003) 25 ( .01 ) 437 ( .22 ) 1440 ( .  73 ) - - 43 ( .02 ) 24' ( .01 ) 1974 . 4107 
Baker 1 f -08)  - 40 f · 40 )  59 ( . 58)  - - - 1 f .01 )  101 .4112 
Mccol l um 1 .0002 ) 16 ( .004 ) 229 . 06 )  3684 
!
.93 )  - - 23 ( .006 ) 5 .001 ) 3958 .1568 
Goatcl 1 ff 9 f · 006 ) 8 ( . 006 ) 362 f · 25 )  1015 . 70 )  1 ( .0007 ) 3 ( .002 ) 13 f .009 ) 35 f . 02
i 
1446 .4291 
Hayes 1 .0009 ) - 314 .29)  766 .70)  - - 3 .003 ) 13 .01 1097 . 3642 
M1 ss i ss 1ppian/ 
17 ( . 002 ) . 49 ( .006 ) 1382 ( . 16 )  6964 ( .81 )  1 ( . 0001 )  3 ( . 0003 ) _82 ( .01 ) 78 ( .009 ) 8576 Woodland Subtotal 
Pi l kington 5 
! "°
5 )  5 f .05 )  1 9  
!
. 10 J 67 ( .64 ) 
- - 6 f ·06 )  2 ( .02 ) 104 .5997 
Goatcl i ff 7 .003 ) 2 .0008 ) 287 . 11 2250 
!
.88 )  · - 1 f . 0004) 11 .004 ) 9 
i -
004) 2567 . 2281 
Height 4 .008 ) - 97 . 19)  405 .79)  - 2 . 004 ) 4 ( .008) 3 .006 ) 515 .3357 
Hardison - - 17 f . 15 )  89  .81 )  1 ( .009) - - 3 .03 ) 110 . 3200 
Tom' s  13 ( .003 ) 42 ( .009 ) 1201 .26) 3305 . 70 )  - - 108 ( .02 )  3 5  .007 ) 4704 .4143 
Woodl and Subtotal 29 ( .004 ) 49 ( .006 ) 1621 ( . 20 )  6116  ( . 76 ) 1 ( .0001 ) 3 ( . 0004) 129 ( .02 ) 52 ( .006 ) 8000 
Mccol l um 11 
! 
.003 )  5 
!
.001 ) 277 
i -
07 ) 3772 .92 J 1 ( .0002 ) 
- 17 
!
.004 ) 7 .002 ) 4090 . 1687 
Hei ght 1 .005
i 
4 .02 52 . 27 )  133 .68 - - 2 .02) 4 .02 ) 196 .4514 
Tom' s  47 .005 180 .02 i  3559 .38) 5524 .59)  - - 83 .009) 48 .005 )  9441 .4535 ,_. 
Hayes - - 1546 . 27 )  4080 .72 )  - - 3 t .0005 ) 18 . 003) 5647 . 3258 °' -.....J 
Topsy 4 ( .002) 1 ( .0004) 15 
!
.006 )  2519 .98 )  - - 2 . 0008 ) 27 .01 ) 2568 .0615 
Fattybread 151 
,
.ODS )  7 4  f - 002 ) 436 .Oi l  30707 ( . 97 ) 25 f · 0008 ) - 68 
,
. 002 ) 332 ( .01 ) 31793 . 1056 
Clay Mi ne I I  1 6  .02 ) 6 .006 ) 110 . 11 834 f -81 ) 4 .004 ) - 17 .02 )  46 f · 04 )  1033 .3905 
Leftwich 20 .009 ) 9 ( .004 ) 274 ( . 12 1915 .84) 2 ( .0009 ) - 8 .004) 50 .02 ) 2278 . 3130 
Late Archatc Subtotal 250 ( .004) 279 ( .005 ) 6269 ( . 1 1 )  49484 ( .87 ) 32 ( . 0006 ) - 200 ( .004) 532 ( .009 ) 57046 
Baker 8 f ·009) 9 
rl





Mccol l um 9 .004) 8 .004 ) 169 .00
i 
2035 .90 )  1 ( .0004 ) - 7 .003 ) 21 .009 2250 . 2090 
Hayes - 1 .0009) 1048 .92 84 i .01 i - - 1 .0009 ) - 1134 . 1481 
Bench 5 f ·004) 11 .008 )  59 .04 )  1278 .92 - - 12 .009 ) 10 ( .007 ) 1375 . 1087 
Cave Spring 50 .007 ) 29 
,
.004) 1331 . 18 l 5721 f · 79)  - - 29 .004 ) 78 f .01 )  7238 . 3327 
Cl ay Mine I 12 ( .03 ) 7 .02 )  26 .06 362 .83 ) - - 11  .03 ) 18 .04) 436 .3793 
Cedar Creek 8 ( .007 ) 5 .005 ) 107 ( . 10) 928 ( . 85 )  - 2 ( .002 ) 27 ( .02 ) 16 ( .01 )  1093 . 3152 
Middl e Archa ic Subtotal 92 ( .006 ) 70 ( .005 ) 3047 ( . 21 )  10978 ( .76 ) 1 ( .00007 ) 2 ( .0001 ) 90 ( .006) 147 ( .01 ) 14427 
Total 388 ( .004 ) 447 ( .005 ) 12319 ( . 14) 73542 ( .84 ) 35 ( .0004) 8 ( . 00009 ) 501 ( .006 ) 809 ( .009 ) 88049 
.90 
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Table 6 . 7 .  Frequency di stribution of reduction stages by condensed chronol ogical peri od . Shel tered and open sites are grouped and 
arranged in descend ing order from resource ri ch to resource poor areas .  
Debi tage Reduction Stages bx Chronol ogi cal Peri od 
Mi ssi ssieei an-Earlx Woodl and Termi nal Archa ic-Late Archai c  Middle Archai c-Earlx Archaic  
Si tes Decortication Interi or Thinni ng Decorti cation Interi or Thi nni ng Decorticati on Interior Thi nni ng 








295 ( .08 )  . 3235 ( . 86 )  242 ( .06 )  224 ( . 1 1 )  1572 ·.77 ) 239 . 12 )  
Goatcl iff 293 .09 2655 .81 317 . 10 
Height 90 . 22 256 .63 59 . 1 5
J 
36 ( .27 ) 90 ( .68 ) 7 ( .05 ) 
Hardi son 29
t
33 ) 52 .58 8 I .09 Tom' s 1313 .20
J 
2858 .61 ) 484 . 10 )  1407 ( . 25)  3569 ( .65) 548 ( . lO
J 
.-
-.....J Hayes Shel ter 161 ( . 2 1  427 ( . 56 ) 178 . 23 )  545 ( . 14 )  2816 ( . 70 ) 669 ( . 17 27 ( .20 ) 85 ( .63) 22 ( . 16) 0 
Topsy 356 
f
- 14 )  1513
1
.60 ) 660 ( .26)  
Fattybread 3488 .43 )  2582 . 32 )  2097 ( .03 ) 
Bench 228 ( . 18
J 
927 ( . 73 ) 123 ( . 10 )  
Cave Spri ng 2082 ( .36 3249 ( . 57 ) 390 ( .07 ) 
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Cedar Creek 256 .28 )  617 .66 55 . 06 
Leftwi ch 445 ( . 23 ) 1 133 ( . 60 ) 337 ( . 18 )  
Total 2139 ( . 16 )  9309 ( . 72 ) 1542 ( . 12 )  6702 ( . 25 ) 15 ,399 ( . 57 ) 4793 ( . 18 )  3 122 ( . 28 )  6619 ( . 60 )  1287 ( . 12 )  
.., 
1 7 1  
Archaic and the proportion of thinning flakes increases . The trend is 
again reversed in the Mississippian/Woodland as both decortication and 
thinning flake proportions decrease . The plot of evenness values for 
these distributions shows a similar lack of linear patterning as sites 
from each period are distributed above , below, and within the 95% 
range of confidence ( Figure 6 . 9 ) . 
Summary and Discussion 
In the foregoing sections it was demonstrated that although raw 
material selection seems to be specific to each site, variability in 
the types of chert employed increases as the sites become farther away 
from the Highland Rim and its high quality Fort Payne . This is 
interpreted to mean that there is, quite naturally, a higher incidence 
of the use of local Ordovician cherts in the areas where these chert 
types occur . In other words, in the samples studied .individual site 
lithic industries were produced primarily of locally available chert . 
In areas where Fort Payne is only available in small waterworn 
cobbles, th is entailed the use of the broader spectrum of resources 
which were locally available . 
It was also demonstrated that the characteristics of the raw 
material exploited affect the nature of the manufacturing process, as 
early-stage by-products (blocky debris ) are more corrmon in assemblages 
based on Ordovician cherts . Again , this is an obvious observation, 
but with important implications . If inner basin resources are likely 
to shatter more easily in the manufacturing process, then they are apt 
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to be a poor materia l for biface manufacture. It fo l lows that the use 
of this materia l in prehistory may reflect either expedient use of a 
nonessentia l resource or ne�essarl use of a primary essentia l 
resource, possibly indicating conditions of popu lation and 
environmenta l stress. The evidence from multicomponent sites in the . 
inner basin area (eg. Hayes and Tom 's She lters ) suggests the · former, 
i.e., that the use of the loca l Ordovician materia ls was a common 
practice throughout a l l  tempora l periods and coexisted with or 
supp lemented the use of Fort Payne materia ls. 
The data from sites in the Centra l Duck River Basin a lso indicate 
that the lithic reduction activities conducted at she ltered sites 
were, in a broad sense, different from a�tivities conducted at 
open-air sites, a lthough the difference · often reflects the flaking 
abi lity of the chert avai lab le in the immediate area. The evenness of 
artifact distributions is greater from she ltered sites than from their 
open-air counterparts. The reverse is true of debitage reduction 
stages; she ltered sites more common ly show less even distributions. 
Although this appears contradictory, the ana lyses are actua l ly 
measuring two different things. Based on the mode l derived from the 
tota l scores, the increased incidence of _b locky debris in the shelter 
assemb lages is largely . responsible for their apparent ly more even 
distributions among a l l  the lithic c lass�s. _ As Rid ley and Carters 
cherts are commonly incorporated in the she lter fi l l, this result is 
not unexpected. When b locky debris is e liminated and on ly f lake waste 
is ana lyzed, the shelter assemb lages are seen to be more specia lized. 
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These results seem to confirm, to a limited degree, the common 
expectation that the suite of activities performed at rockshelters is 
perhaps more limited than at open-air sites (Adovasio et al. 19 78:649 ; 
DeJarnette et al. 19 62 :87; Fitzgibbons et al . 19 77: �6; Hall 1985:2 17; 
Kli�pel 19 71a:15; Vento et al. 1980:187; Wood 19 68:170 ). 
In general, the debitage from sheltered and open-air sites are 
dominated by interior flakes, but decortication flakes are more 
frequent in the open site assemblages, and are the majority type at 
some sites (e.g., Fattybread and Clay Mine I ). Among the sheltered 
sites are examples with more biface thinning than interior flakes 
(e.g., the Pilkington and Baker sites ). It should be noted, however, 
that there is a great deal of  variability among the debitage 
assemblages from both sheltered and open sites which suggests that 
conditions such as those dictating the nature and availability of 
lithic resources may be influencial in shaping assemblage composition. 
The consideration of temporal variability among the lithic 
assemblages from the site s suggests a shift in raw material selection 
from the Middle to Late Archaic Periods. The Middle Archaic 
assemblages · are predominated by Ridley and Carters chert, and Late 
Archaic assemblages are composed primarily of Fort Payne . 
The data presented in the foregoing discussion indicate that 
although temporal patterns among the broad lithic and debitage 
assemblage classes have been difficult to recognize, the shift in raw 
material use is apparent. It is proposed that the lithic industries 
of both the Middle and Late Archaic Periods in the basin areas relied 
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on a mix of local and extra loca l cherts. At any one time, variability 
in the proportions of  Fort Payne chert in the inner basin assemblages 
may be a function of the distance of  the site to the Highland Rim 
source area, the nature and availability of local Fort Payne 
resources, or the specific procurement strategies of the group in 
question . . It is proposed here that the difference which is noted 
between the proportions of Fort Payne chert in the Middle and Late 
Archaic assemblages is most likely the result of  variance in the local 
availability of these chert resources. 
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CHAPTER V I I  
SUMMARY AND CON CLUS IONS 
Summary 
The archaeological record at Hayes Shelter suggests occupation of 
r 
the site from Middle Archaic through Mississippian times. Evidence 
suggests that the Middle Archaic occupational episodes might have been 
quite limited i� duration · or frequency or both. Faunal and floral 
remains from this period show little evidence of food processing · 
activities ; calcined bone and carbonized plant remains are scarce. 
Lithic debris suggests that reduction activities focused on the Ridley 
chert available at or near the shelter. The largest proportion of the 
assemblage is composed of blocky debris or shatter. This is 
predetermined to some extent by the nature of the raw material 
selected. Excluding blotky debris, flake frequencies suggest an 
intermediate segment in the biface reduction process. 
The shel�er was occupied more intensively during the Late Archaic 
Period. Carbonized p lant remains, including walnut and hickory shell, 
increase proportionally along with calcined bones. The presence of 
bifaces, bone tools, and mollusk shells at�ests to the intensification 
of subsistence activities. Lithic debris in these leve ls is 
predominantly Ridley chert. Proportions of blocky debris are smaller 
than those observed for the Middle Archaic levels, but still compose a 
significant part of the assemblage. The majority of flake debris is 
composed of secondary decortication and tertiary flakes, although 
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proport ions of pr imary decort icat ion and b iface th inn ing f lakes are 
h igher than in the ear l ier leve ls. Th is pattern suggests a longer 
segment of the reduct ion trajectory inc lud ing ear ly- and late-stage 
by-products • .  
Ceram ic bear ing strata ind icate that subs istence act iv it ies 
cont inued at the she lter through the Wood land and M iss iss ipp ian 
Per iods. Carbon ized p lant rema ins are we l l  represented, though some 
of the wood charcoa l may be the resu lt of recent h istor ic act iv it ies. 
Bone spec imens are less common ly  burned than in the Archa ic leve ls, · 
and bone too ls are we l l  represented. The proport ion of l ith ic tools  
increases in  these leve ls as the f lake debr is is  reduced. Secondary 
decort icat ion and b iface th inn ing f lakes increase and pr imary and 
tert iary f lakes reduce in frequency. As w ith the Archa ic assemb lages, 
the reduct ion t rajectory segment is intermed iate w ith a s l ight 
increase in the importance of late-stage b ifac i al th inn ing. 
Though there is no apparent l inear tempora l trend in the evenness 
of the d istr ibut ion of raw mater ia l types, there is a d ist inct sh ift 
from M idd le to Late Archa ic t imes. The reduced proport ion of R id ley 
chert in the Late/M idd le  Archa ic and Term ina l /Late Archa ic strata 
suggest that -the chert resources ava i l ab l e  in and around the she lter 
became less important dur ing these per iods. 
The evenness of the d istr ibut ion of art ifacts among the l ith ic 
c lasses shows that the later assemb lages tend to be more even. Th is 
may ind icate that the she lter was more intens ive ly used dur ing the 
l ater per iods. Th is intens if icat ion of act iv ity may be expressed as a 
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function of more frequent occupation, longer occupational episodes, or 
changing patterns of subsistence . 
Comparing the lithic data from Hayes Shelter to other sheltered 
and open sites in the Central Duck River Basin suggests that the 
Middl e to Late Archaic shift in raw material selection is generally 
observable . Fort Payne chert use is restricted in the Nashville Basin 
area during the Middle Archaic when the reliance on local Ordovician 
cherts is greater . By Late Archaic times, the use of the local 
materials is reduced while Fort Payne exploitation increase� .  Though 
the specific source l ocation for the Fort Payne which appears in the 
Nashville Basin assemblages is not known, it is expected that a 
portion of this was procured from gravel bars within the basin . 
Possible changes in the size and frequency of Fort Payne gravel in 
these bars may have affected the apparent selective patterning. 
Temporal differences in the distribution of artifacts among the 
lithic classes for the 16 Duck River sites analyzed do not exhibit any 
patterning suggestive of a linear trends or temporal clustering . 
Apparently the nature of patterning measured for this sample is 
assemblage specific. Interassembl age variability was noted in each of 
the major prehistoric cultural periods. · It was also - noted that 
sheltered site assemblages tend to be distributed differently from 
open site assemblages . The implication is that, on a regional basis, 
assemblage variability is more strongly influenced by whether the site 
is open or sheltered than by the sociocultural changes which may have 
occurred through time . The specific difference between open-air and 
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sheltered sites was measured in terms of lithic class evenness, which 
was shown to be effected by resource selection . As each of the 
sheltered sites is located within a chert -bearing limestone formation 
and these materials were often the predominant resource �sed, the 
distinctiveness of sheltered site assemblages may also be a function 
of local resource availability. 
Cone 1 us ions 
In attemptin·g to identify extant variability in 1 ithic raw 
material and reduction assemblages recovered from the Central Duck 
River Basin sites, the foregoing discussions have focused on 
descriptive techniques which characterize the data by the recognition 
of patterns among raw material and technological classes. Although 
the interpretive potential of these results is limited, the data offer 
an opportunity to assess certain aspects of subsistence an9 settlement 
models which have been previously advanced for the region. 
A preliminary mo�el of Archaic hunter-gatherer adaptations in the 
Central Duck River region was presented by Hofman ( 1984b). In this 
formulation, population pressure an� environmental stress, exacerbated 
by the warm, dry conditions of the Hypsithermal Interval, resulted in 
a more intensive, localized pattern of resource exploitation. Though 
presumably not suffering from the same stressful environmental 
conditions, the trend toward more intensive exploitation of loca lized 
resources during the Middle Archaic Period has been noted in many 
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areas across the Southeast (B lanton 1984 ; C laggett and Cab le 1982 ; Coe 
19 64 ; Gardner 19 74). Under Hofman 's mode l, popu lation increase 
encouraged sedentism. He suggests that Midd le Archaic groups "cou ld 
no longer move indiscriminate ly  to new areas any time the resources 
waned, other groups were like ly using the p laces they might move to " 
(Hofman 1984b:173). This pattern is expected to have been 
se lf-perpetuating such that: 
The less groups moved, the harder it probab ly becam� to move 
because more permanent site fixtures (grinding stones, 
roasting and storage pits , structures) wou ld increase with 
longer stays and intensified use of secondary resources, 
whereas fami liarity with the distant resources wou ld 
decrease (Hofman 1984:173). 
Another i nterpreta.t ion is offered by Arni ck ( 198 4b, 1985c). 
Alnick 's  (1984b:253-2 62 ). sett lement mode l for the Midd le Archaic in the 
Duck River Basin a lso rests on the environmenta l conditions 
concomitant with the Hypsitherma l Interva l ,  but his interpretations 
differ s light ly  from Hofman ' s. Alnick 's mode l suggests that the arid 
conditions of the Hypsitherma l Interva l resu lted in a dessication of 
the up land environment which "undoubted ly led to oak mast crop 
production dec line in the H igh land Rim and Outer Nashvi l le Basin 
physiographic sections " ( Amick 1984b:2 39 ). This interpretation 
prompts further specu lation that deer popu lations were reduced in the 
High land Rim section because of the purported mast shortage, and 
increased in the Nashvi l le Basin as a resu lt of amp le herbacious 
browse. 
The mode l suggests that increasing human popu lation and 
environmenta l deterioration resulted in popu lation "packing " in the 
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inner basin area during the Middle Archaic. These conditions 
ostensibly circumscribed both the territory and the resources and 
necessitated the implementation of a highly mobile settlement strategy 
which intensively exploited a broad range of resources through a 
system of minimized tactical logistics. The lithic industry suggested 
for this time was characterized by "long trajectory length and 
procurement of local materials with little · evidence of staged 
manufacture" (Amick 1984b:233 ). 
With the ameliorating climatic conditions of the Late Archaic 
Period, the settlement system purportedly shifted to a less mobile one 
characterized by "structured procurement patterns conducted by 
specialized task groups" (Amick 1984b:22 5 ). For the lithic industry 
of groups in the Nashville Basin, this presumably meant the routine 
procurement of raw materials from the H ighland Rim which were then 
reduced in stages at various sites, resulting (archaeologically ) in a 
wider range of interassemblage variability. The research presented in 
this study does not support these models in certain important aspect. 
It has been suggested previously .in this study that although the 
character of the vegetation must have changed significantly under the 
prolonged warm, dry conditions during much of the Middle Holocene, 
there is no evidence to indicate that arid conditions led to a 
11deterioration 1 1  of the Highland Rim which rendered this area less 
desirable as habitat for white-tailed deer or their human predators. 
Independent evidence for increased human population in the inner 
Nashville Basin area during the Middle Archaic has been .suggested by 
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the pa rameter count of time -sensitive diagnostics from Cheek (inner 
basin ) and Cannon (outer basin ) Bends ( K lippe l and Tu·rner 1983 ). 
A lthough these assemb lages are undoubted ly we l l  contro l led and 
p robab ly quite comparab le, the bends themse lves are less than 8 km 
apart (a comfortab le th ree hour wa lk) �nd represent microenvironmenta l 
differences which most like ly  wou ld have been recognized a;  resource 
patches by high ly mobi le hunter-gatherer g roups. 
Ana lyses p resented here have indicated that a lthough tempora l 
patterns among the b road lithic · and debitage assemb lage c la sses have 
_ been difficu lt to recognize, the shift in raw materia l use is 
apparent. It is proposed that the lithic industries of both the 
Midd le and Late Archaic Periods in the basin a reas re lied on a mix of 
loca l and extra loca l che rts. At any one time, variabi lity in the 
p roportions of Fort Payne chert in the inner basin assemb lages may be 
a function of the distance of the site to the High land Rim source 
area, the nature and avai labi lity of loca l Fort Payne resources, or 
the specific p rocurement strategies of the group in question. It is 
proposed here that the difference which is noted between the 
proportions of fort Payne chert in the Midd le and Late A rchaic 
assemb lages from this area like ly  reflect the loca l avai labi lity of 
the · resource. 
Pa lyno logica l and geomorpho logica l evidence suggests that a 
period of f loodp lain stabi lization and soi l fo rmation was experienced 
during the ea rly Midd le Archaic (Brakenridge 1982, 1984; H. De lcourt 
19 79 ; P. De lcourt 1985 ). Brakenridge (1982 :64) has indicated that 
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river discharge during this period may have been reduced by as much as 
56%. Under such circumstances the l arger gravel s would be the first 
to drop out of the hydrodynamic system. This coul d have had a 
pronounced effect on the size and amount of Fort Payne gravel being 
introduced and transported as bedl oad ( Del court , personal 
communication 1986 ) .  In addition , the zonal cl imatic pattern which 
prevail ed during the Mid-Hol ocene reduced the number. and intensity of 
storms which would otherwise encourage the exposure of strath gravel s 
through sheet and tributary erosion ( P. Del court 1985 ) .  This may have 
had a greater effect on the abundance and variety of cherts introduced 
into the system than the variabil ity of the rate of river discharge 
( Brakenridge, personal communication , 1986 ). A marked reduction in 
fl uvial activity may have resul ted in a significant reduction of Fort 
Payne graveJ in the point bars on the Central Duck River during much 
of the Middl e  Archaic Period. As a resul t ,  procurement strategies may 
have shifted from a focus on gravel bars to the Ordovician cherts 
avail abl e al ong the val l ey wal l s  and within the residual upl and soil s. 
With the re-establ ishment of a meridional cl imatic patterri in Late 
Archaic times , the annual rate of precipitation and the frequency and 
intensity of storms and overbank fl ooding increased. This may have 
resul ted in an increase in the amount of Fort Payne gravel introduced 
into the Central Duck from the Eastern Highl and Rim and from Nashvil l e  
Basin strath terraces. 
Al though the hypothesized shift in the avail abil ity of l arger 
Fort Payne gravel s in the Nashvil l e  Basin during the Middl e  Hol ocene 
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has not been independently demonstrated, it is considered a possible 
source of temporal variability in the frequency of this material type 
in t he preh istoric lith ic assemblages of the basin area . Independent 
tests of this hypot hesis might include the study of the nature of the 
distribution of gravels whic h occur in the buried strath terraces 
along the Central Duck . T he ability to specify precise source 
locations for the material types included in the arc haeological 
assemb lages through suc h means as trace element analysis or x-ray 
defraction might also clarify the question of the use of extralocal 
chert types . Certainly, a more detailed study of the lithic · 
assemblages themselves wit h a rigorous analysis of the c haracteristics 
of the debitage and biface components would do much to resolve the 
ambiguities identified . 
T he original analyses of the lithics from the various sites 
compared in this study were undertaken by several different 
researchers over a period of several years and employ slightly 
different systems of classification . Under these circumstances t he 
level of compar ison employed here has been quite general . T he 
patterns whic h are evident among these data are certainly influenced 
by t hese factors . It is felt, however, that the coarseness of t he 
classificatory system has imparted a robust quality to t hese 
comparisons, making them quite appropriate for the identification of 
gener�l patterns among the data . Certa inly, the interpretation of 
these patterns will evolve with t he growth of our knowledge of the 
paleoenvironment and the specific nature of archaeological records in 
the Central Duck River Basin . 
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APPENDIX A 
HAYES SHELTER CODING FORMAT 
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The classificatory system employs the variables and values 
outlined by Amick ( 1982 ) and by Hofman and Turner ( 19 79 ). The card 
column numbers used in ·coding are parenthetically included after each 
variable or value. An abbreviated schema of the format is presented 
in Table A l. 
County (5-6). An alphanumeric variable denoting the state site 
number, county designation (ML for Marshal) • . 
Site Number {7-9 ). State site number ( 143). 
Sample Number { 1 1). Denoting cases where more than one fine 
fraction sample was sorted ( 1, 12 , • • •  ) • 
. North Coordinate { 12 - 13). The last two digits of the north grid 
coordinate { 19 ,  as all units were excavated on the 19 19 N grid line). 
Zone ( 14). · Denotes cases where arbitrary levels were split when 
excavating by natural strata (A, B, etc.). 
East Coordinate ( 15 - 1 6). The last two digits of the east grid 
coordinate. 
Value := 95 
Value = 00 
Value = 0 1  
Value = 02 
Value = 2 1  
10 19 N9 95.5 E 
10 19 N 1000 E 
10 19 NlQ0 1  E 
1019 N 1002 E 
10 19 N l02 1.5 E 
Size Grade ( 17). Denotes fraction grades. 
Value = 1 
Value = 2 
Value = 3 
>2 .45 cm 
2 .45 > x >1.2 7  cm 
1.2 7  > x >. 1 6  cm 
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Val ue = 4 . 64 > x > . 1 6 cm 
Cortex Type ( 2 1 ) .  Denotes the attributes of the outer surfaces 
of l ithic specimens. 
Val ue = 1 No observable cortex. 
Val ue = 2 Incipient Fracture Pl anes : identified as fl at smooth 
. (' 
surfaces usual l y  veneered wi th thin mineral deposits resembling 
patination, initial ly  occurring internal l y  and exposed by 
thermoe l astic or percussivespal ling . This attribute is  
considered noncortical in the anal ysis . 
Val ue = 3 Residual Cortex : noted as a soft white to buff-col ored 
chal k rind . Characteristic of nodul ar Ordovician cherts found in 
the Ridl ey and Carters formations, this attribute is usual l y  
associated with residual cherts weathered from l ocal l imestone 
outcrops . 
Val ue = 4 Waterworn : observed as a smooth, hard rind of brown to red 
col or. Usual l y  associated with gravel s derived from 
Mississippian and Ordovician formations ( Amick 1984 : 52-64 ), this 
attribute set refl ects hydric transport and indicates al l uvial 
sources both l ocal and non-l ocal . 
Val ue = 5 Smooth Wh ite :  identified as a hard, thin ri nd of white or 
cream col or, this type is associated wi th nodul ar chert deri ved 
from the Missi ssi ppian St. Louis/Warsaw formation (Amick 
1984 : 6 5 ) . 
Val ue = 6 Resi dual / Incipient Fracture Pl ane : denotes the combination 
of these attribute sets and represents residual chert . 
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Value = 7 Waterworn/ Incipient Fracture Plane: combines the 
attributes of these variables and represents gravels derived from 
alluvial sources. 
Raw Material (22-23). The lithic material types employed follow 
descriptions previously advanced (Amick 1982: 19-20, 1984:4 1-68; Kline 















Bigby-Cannon Fine (Ordovician) 
Bigby-Cannon Coarse (Ordovician) 
Brassfield (Silurian) 
Fort Pay'ne (Mississippian) 
Saint Louis (Mississippian St. Louis/Warsaw) 
Chalcedony (Mi ssissippian Ft. Payne) 
Indeterminate 
Ridley/Carters Indeterminate (Ordovician) 
Quartzite ( Cretaceous Tuscaloosa) 
Limestone (Ordovician Ridley) 
Texture ( 24). Five textural classes were employed. 
Values: 1 Vitreous-homogeneous (glassy) 
2 Fine (smooth) 
3 Medium (sandy) 
4 Coarse (rough) 
5 Desil i.cified (soft, friable) 
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Thermal Alteration (25-26). Attribute sets reflecting states of 
thermal alteration follow from replication experiments and 
descriptions presented by Amick .0982:22). 
Values: 0 1  No evidence of thermal alteration. 
10 Partial heating: usually indicated by partially 
reddened cortex, suggesting unintentional heating. 
30 Heated: as reflected by pot-lidding on dorsal flake 
surface or color change. 
50 Heated after final modification: noted as 
pot-lidding, crenation, or any positive indicator of 
thermal failure on �he ventral surface of flakes or on 
finished pp/ks. 
70 Heated before final modification: greater luster, 
rippling, or color change on the ventral than on the 
dorsal surface of flakes, and differential luster 
among flake scars on bifaces, indicating heating prior 
to the final step in the reduction process. 
Level I (28-29 ). This variable was used to indicate major 
classes or categories of artifacts. 
Values 0 1  Flaked stone artifacts 
02 Flaking debris (debitage) 
0 3  Pecked and ground stone artifacts 
04 Shell and bone artifacts 
05 Ceramics (aboriginal) 
06 Historic artifacts 
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07 Unmodified bone , shell and plant remains 
Level II ( 31-32 ).  This level more narrowly defines types of 
artifacts. As very few diagnostic pp/ks ,  ceramic , shell and bone , or 
historic artifacts were recovered from Hayes Shelter , these were 
simply' described and illustrated in this study. The Columbia 
Archaeological Survey Cultural Material Coding Fonnat (Hofman and 
Turner 1979 ) should be consulted for further detailing of types. 
Categories include flaked stone tool types , non-tool flaked stone 
types , pecked and ground stone tool types , and types for modified 
shell and bone , aboriginal ceramics , historic debris , and unmodified 
obj ects possibly incorporated in the fill as artifacts. Values were 
coded for the following flaked stone tools ( Level 1 ,  value = 01 ) :  
Values 14 Bifaces : exhibiting two flaked faces originating at a 
single margin. This group was further subdivided by 
the amount and location of cortex and by the 
development of haft modification. 
29 Hammerstones : or percussors used in the lithic 
production process. 
32 Cores : exhibiting multiple flake scars not 
originating at a single margin. 
Categories for the non-tool flaked stone types ( Level 1 
the fo 1 1  owing : 
= 02) inc 1 ude 
Values 01 
02 
Flakes : exhibiting a positive flake scar and , unless 
fragmen.tary , a striking platform. 
Non-flake debris. 
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Level III { 34-35) . This level identifies classes for flakes, and 
non-flake debitage . Level III values for flakes · (Level 1 = 01, Level 
2 = 02 ) follow Amick { 1982 : 16 ) .  
Values 01 Unbroken ; full dorsal cortex ; platfonn not lipped . 
02 Unbroken ; partial dorsal cortex ; platform not lipped . 
03 · Unbroken ; no dorsa 1 cortex, but p 1 a tf onn may retain 
cortex ; platform not lipped . 
04 Unbroken ; lipped platfonn ; greater than or equal to 
2 cm and · less than 5 cm in maximum dimension . 
05 Unbroken ; lipped platform ; l ess than 2 cm in maximum 
dimension . 
06 Broken { platform ) ;  lipped platfonn;  greater than or 
equal to 2 cm and less than 5 cm in maximum dimension . 
07 Core ·rejuvenation flake; remnants of core attributes 
including a platform and a series of flake removals. 
12 . Broken (platform ) ;  lipped platfonn ; less than 2 cm in 
maximum dimension . 
15 Broken { platform ) ;  full dorsal cortex ; platform not 
1 i pped . 
16 Broken (platform ) ;  partial dorsal cortex ; platform not 
lipped . 
17 Broken _(platform ) ;  no dorsal cortex, but platform may 
retain cortex ; platform not li pped . 
18 Broken (no platform) ;  full dorsal cortex . 
19 Broken (no platform ) ;  partial dorsal ·cortex . 
2 1 1  
2 0  Broken (no platform); no dorsal cortex. 
2 1  Retouch flakes are typically small (.64 > x >. 16 cm), 
thin, and ovoid- in shape. Platforms are usually small 
(ca. 1 mm), round, or concave in planview. Slight 
lipping is occasionally observed, as well as slight 
platform crushing. 
25 Broken (p_latform ); 1 ipped platform; greater than or 
equal to 5 cm in maximum dimension. 
Level I I I  values for non-flake debris (Level 1 = 02 , Level 2 = 02 ) are 
as follows: 
Values 0 1  Fire-cracked rock: displaying evidence of thermal 
failure such as pot-lidding, crenation, and spalling, 
but no evidence of flaking. 
02 Blocky debris: exhibiting negative flake scars, but 
no platforms; characteristically cubical and often 
hav jng exposed incipient fracture or bedding planes. 
03 Tested cobbles or incipient cores: exhibiting at  
least one but no more than three negative flake scars. 
08 Natural spalls: splintered or shattered thermoclast� 
of Ridley - chert, showing no evidence of percussive 
reduction. 
Flake Tools (37). This category was designed to identify 
retouched and utilized flakes. The distinction between these types of 
modification is based on an intuitive judgment of the size, depth, and 
regularity of spacing of flake scars along the margin. Larger, 
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deeper, more regularly spaced flake scars were registered as retouches 
and smaller, less regular ones as use damage. All observations were 
macroscopic, and no attempt was made to distinguish use damage from 
incidental edge damage due to trampling, etc. Rather than rely on 
functionally interpreted morphological types, the location of the 
retouch or damage on the face and the margin of the flake is recorded. 
Values 1 Unifacial retouch 
2 Bifacial retouch 
3 Unifacial utilization 
4 Bifacial utilization 
Location of Modification ( 38 ) . This refers to the location of 
retouch or damage along the margin of the flake. The flake platform 
is oriented proximally and the dorsal faceup if damage or retouch 
occurs on both faces. 
Values 0 No orientation : where use damage was suspected on 
non-flake artifacts. 
1 Di stal 
2 Lateral 
4 Lateral/distal 
5 All margins 
Haft Modification ( 70 ) .  Identifiable haft elements on biface 
tools were opposing notches or the development of a stem. The 
possibil ity of flake retouch as indicative of hafting (Odell 
1981 : 232-333, Figures 2a and 2b) was not considered here. 
Values 1 Present 
2 Absent 
2 13 
Bifacial Cortex {7 1). This variable denotes the amount and 
location of cortex present on bifaces • . 
Values 1 Absent 
2 One face only 
3 Both faces 
4 Only on margin 
5 One face and margin 
6 Both faces and margin 
Biface Fragment {74-78). This variable records which portion of 
the biface a given specimen represents. 
Values 0 1  Complete 
02 Proximal: base 
03 Di sta 1 : . tip 
04 Medial: blade segment with two margins 
05 Lateral: blade edge fragment 
06 Stem: no shoulders or blade 
07 Indeterminate: employed when early-stage specimens 
could not be oriented 
Biface Failure Type {77-78). Each failure type is indicative of 
some stage in the manufacture and use trajectory. Descriptions of the 
types have been advanced in numerous publications (see Chapter V) and 
this format follows Amick ( 1982: 19 -2 1). 
Values 01 Hinge 
02 Reverse (outrepasse) 
04 Perverse 
05 Transverse hinge 
06 Lateral snap 




11 Haft snap 
12 Edg� collapse 
16 Impact/use 
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17 Lateral snap/expansion 
18 Haft snap/perverse 
19 Haft snap/transverse hinge 
20 Hinge/perverse 
2 1  Edge collapse/lateral snap 
22 Incipient fracture/lateral snap 
23 Incipient fracture/pot-lidding 
24 Hinge/lateral snap 
25 Lateral snap/lateral snap 
26 Edge collapse/perverse 
27 Lateral snap/perverse 
28 Lateral snap/pot-lidding 
29 Haft snap/pot-lidding 
30 Lateral snap/haft snap 
31 Haft snap/transverse hinge/pot-lidding 
2 15 
32 Lateral snap/incipient fracture/pot-lidding 
33 Perverse/lateral snap/pot-lidding 
34 Hinge/lateral snap/lateral snap 
35 Edge cpllapse/lateral snap/crenated 
36 Hinge/lateral snap/pot -lidd ing 
40 Expansion/pot-lidding 
4 1  Lateral snap/reverse 
42 Incipient fracture/reverse 
43 Hinge/expansion 
. Tabl e Al . An abbrev i ated schemati c i l l ustrati on of the Col umb i a  Archaeol og i ca l  Proj ect arti fact cod ing 
format ( Hofman and Turner 1979 ) .  
LEVEL 1 
L i th i c  Tool s ( 01 ) 
L i th i c  Non-Tool s (02 ) 
L i thi c Pecked and 
Ground Tool s ( 03 )  
Shel l and Bone Arti facts ( 04 )  
Abori g i na l  Cerami cs ( 05 ) 
H i stori c Arti facts (06 )  
Unmodi fi ed Bone , Shel l and 
P l ant Rema i ns (07 ) 
VAR IABLES 
LEVEL 2 
Tool Types (0 1-56 ) 
Fl akes ( 01 ) 
Non F l a kes (02 )  
Pecked and Ground Types 
Shel l and Bone Types 
Abori g i na l  Cerami c Types 
H i stori c Types 
Unmodi fi ed Arti fact Types 
LEVEL 3 
P P/K . Types (01 -99 ) 
F l  a ke Types ( 01 -29 ). 
Non-Fl ake Types ( 01 -08 ) 
N ...... 
APPENDIX B 
DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS 
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· The following descriptions are presented for each late-stage 
bifacial implement which is associated with a traditional 
culture/morp�ological type. The number of specimens was so small that 
many of the measurements necessary for statistical summation of larger 
samples were omitted here. Each artifact described is referenced to 
an illustration. Descriptions include provenience, 
culture/morpholog ical type, haft element, blade shape, failure type, 
raw material type, and evidence of thermal alteration. 
1019N  9 95.5 E 
1. Level 3 (20-30 cm): Early Woodland; shallow side notched; 
slightly incurvate base; lanceolate blade shape; slight grinding in 
notches; rhomboidal sharpening; tranverse hinge (impact ) failure; Ft. 
Payne chert; no evidence of thermal alteration. 
2. Level 3 (20-30 cm ): Late - Woodland; small triangular; 
slightly excurvate base; straight blade margins; lateral snap failure; 
Bigby Cannon chert; no evidence of thermal alteration. 
3. Level 4 (30-40 cm): Late Woodland/Mississippian; small 
triangular; strong ly incurvate base; very narrow, straight b lade; 
blade margins reworked (possibly for use as a drill); lateral snap 
failure; Ft. Payne chert; definitely heated. 
4. Level 4 (30-40 cm ): Middle/Late Woodland; medium triangular; 
slightly incurvate base; slightly incurvate base; slightly incurvate 
blade margins; expansion failure; Ft. Payne chert; heated after final 
modification. 
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5. Level 5 ( 40-50 cm): Indeterminate; large triangular 
retouched flake; straight base; slightly excurvate blade margins; 
lateral snap failure; Ft. Payne chert; no evidence of  thermal 
alteration. 
6. Level 8 ( 70 -80 cm): Late Archaic ( Ledbetter?); small, 
inversely tapered shoulders; narrow, slightly contracting stem; very 
thick, �arrow blade with slig�tly excurvate margins; crushing on �lade 
margin, possibly caused by attempted thinning; pot-lidding failure 
removed one shoulder and most of  one blade margin; Ft. Payne chert; 
heated after final modification. 
7. Level 11 ( 100 -110 cm): Middle Archaic (Eva/Morrow Mountain); 
short contracting stone with rounded base; ·inversely tapered 
shoulders; indeterminate ( amputated) blade margins; lateral 
snap/lateral snap failure; Ft. Payne chert; definitely heated. 
1019N 1000 E 
8. Level 2 (2 0-30 cm): Late Woodland; small triangular; 
incurvate base; straight blade margins; lateral snap failure; Ft. 
Payne chert; no evidence of  heating. 
9 .  Level 2 (2 0 -30 cm): Terminal Late Archaic; Little Bear Creek 
( Futato 1983:2 15-22 0, 225-228); large, slightly expanding stem; 
slightly excurvate base; narrow, inversely tapered shoulders; long, 
slightly excurvate blade margins; multiple hinge failures during 
thinning; pot-lidding failure; Ft. Payne chert; heated after final 
modification. 
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1010N 1001 E 
10 . Level 1 ( 0 -20 cm ) :  Mississippian/Late Woodland ; small 
triangular ; i ncurvate base ; lateral margins show extensive reworking, 
fanning pronounced basal tangs or ears ; perverse failure with edge 
damage suggest use as drill ; Ft . Payne chert ; no evidence of heat . 
11. Level 1 ( 0 -20 cm ) :  I ndeterminate stem ; medium straight 
stem ; straight base ; haft snap failure ; Ft. Payne chert ; heated after 
final modification. 
1019N 1002 E 
12 . Level 2 ( 10-20 cm ) :  Late Woodland/Mississippian ;  small 
triangul ar ;  slightly incurvate blade ; slightly incurvate base ; thick, 
median ridge knot ; multiple hinge failures ; lateral snap tip ; Ft . 
Payne chert ; possibly heated . 
1 3 .  Level 2 { 10-20 cm ) :  Early Woodland ; round base cluster ; 
narrow, slightly tapered shoulders ; narrow contracting stem ; rounded 
base ; haft snap (tranverse hinge ) fail ure ; Ft. Payne chert ; heated 
after final modification .  
14 . Level 5 { 40-50 cm ) :  Late Archaic ; Ledbetter ; medium 
triangular bl ade with slightly excurvate margins ; narrow, straight to 
. . 
slight inversely tapered shoulders ; straight stem ; haft snap ; clear 
impression of black mastic compound on haft element ; Ridley chert ; no 
evidence of heati ng . 
15. Level 5 ( 40-50 cm ) :  Late, Middle Archaic ; Benton ; medium, 
straight blade ; straight wide stem ; slightly i ncurvate base ; narrow, 
slightly tapered shoulders ; perverse failure at fossil i nclusion ; 
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sec·ondary impact burination and possible· retouch to form burin; Ft. 
Payne chert; no ·evidence of heating. 
16. Level 7 (60 -70 cm): Paleo; Quad; lanceo late blade with 
recurvate margins; deeply incurvate base, well ground; grinding along 
· basal blade margins; retouch along one lateral margin indicates 
reworking (patination difference); Fort Payne chert; no evidence of 
thermal a lteration. 
17. Level 8 (70-80 cm): Early Archaic?; Kirk ?; medium, 
triangular blade with straight margins; deep corner notches forming 
steeply inversely tapered shoulders and expanding stem;. slight 
grinding in notches; stem ears, and shoulder 11barbs 1 1 broken off; Fort 
Payne chert; heated after final modification. 
APPEND I X  C 
FAUNAL REMAINS 
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Tab l e  C . 2 .  I denti fiab l e freshwater gastropods from 1019NlOOOE . 
Level  Pl eurocera El i mi a  L i thas i a L i thas i a  
( Depth ) canal i cu l atum l aqueata gen i cu l  a turn dutton i ana 
Surface 1 2 
1 ( 0-20 ) 434 593 113  59  
2 ( 20-30 ) 948 597 255 210 
3 ( 30-40 ) 1690 1084 488 223 
4 ( 40-50 ) 1704 1 104 429 246 
5 ( 50-60 ) 1547 1387 420 174 
6 ( 60-70 ) 1435 1465 332 2 10 
7 ( 70-80 ) 1204 494 100 . 64 
8 ( 80-90 ) 248 43 10 13 
9 ( 90-100 ) 32 9 2 
10 ( 100-110 ) 3 4 
11 ( 1 10- 120 ) 7 1 
12 ( 120-130 ) 2 1 
13 ( 130-140 ) 1 1 1 
14 ( 140-150 ) 2 
Tota l s 9257 6784 2151  1200 
Leptoxi s Campel oma 
praerosa deci sum Tota l s 
3 
70 1 1270 
144 9 · 2163 
246 10 3741 
301 10 3794 N 
272 20 3820 N 
236 45 3723 
..i::-, 
122 13 1997 







1419 109 20920 
... 
Tab l e  C . 3 . I dent i fi ab l e freshwater ga stropods from 10 19N1001E . 
Level P l eurocera E l i mi a  L i thas i a  L i thas i a  
( Depth ) canal i cu l atum l aqueata · gen i cu l atum dudon i ana 
Surface 1 79 
1 ( 0-20 ) 487 2 121  82 
2 t 20-30 ) 1 197 597 356 148 3 30-40 ) 3922 747 1275 503 
4 ( 40-50 ) 2892 1335 50 1 308 
5 ( 50-60 ) 1855 1356 446 224 
6 ( 60-70 ) 4399 1293 241 184 
7 ( 70-80 ) 820 1075 141 66 
8 �80-90 ) 357 20 4 9 90-100 ) 2 41  
10 ( 100-1 10 ) 1 
1 1  ( 1 10-120 ) 2 1 
12  ( 120-130 ) 1 2 
13 ( 130-140 ) 
14 ( 140-150 ) 
Tota l s 15577 6807 3 102 1598 
Leptoxi s  Campel oma 
praerosa dec i sum Tota l s 
80 
85 4 781 
170 6 2474 
412 15 6874 
343 18 5397 
273 14 4168 N 
N 
238 9 6364 u, 
123 6 2231 





1658 73 28815 
Tab l e C . 4 .  I denti fi abl e freshwater gastropods from 1019N1002 E .  
Leve l Pl eurocera E l i mi a L i thas i a L i thas i  a 
( Depth ) canal i cu l atum l aqueata gen i cu l atum dutton i ana 
Surface 6 17 1 1 
1 ( 0-10 ) 231 235 64 38 
2 { 10-20 ) 133 263 35 15 
3 { 20-30 ) 424 594 1 18 75  
4 ( 30-40 ) 925 875 353 140 
5 ( 40-50 ) 2265 1948 554 224 
6 ( 50-60 ) 2943 2222 434 312 
7 { 60-70 ) 1 198 962 269 137 
8 ( 70-80 ) 146 107 35 23 
9 (80-90 ) 13 4 5 2 
10 ( 90-100 ) 5 
1 1  { 100-1 10 ) · 2 
Total s 8289 7229 1868 967 
Leptoxi s Campel oma 
praerosa dec i sum Tota l s 
1 26 
22 2 592 
22 1 469 
54 4 1269 
140 7 2440 
282 17 5290 N N 
389 22 6322 O"I 
155 4 . 2725 
37 2 350 
2 1 27 
5 
1 3 
1 105 60 19518 
Tab l e C . 5 .  Ident i fi abl e freshwater gastropods from 1019N995 . 5 E . 
Level P l eurocera E l imi a L i tha s i a  L i tha s i a Leptoxi s Campel oma 
( Depth ) canal i cu l atum l aqueata gen i cu l atum dutton i ana praerosa dec i sum Total s 
1 (0-10 ) 
2 ( 10-20 ) 1 1 
3 ( 20-30 ) 8 4 2 1  13  2 48 
4 ( 30-40 )  38 10 140 188 3 379 
5 ( 40-50 ) 32 13  158 135 6 344 
6 ( 50-60 ) 32 14 69 63 15 193 N 
7 ( 60-70 ) 1 7 1 1  4 23 N ......, 
8 ( 70-80 ) 6 5 25 2 1  1 3  70 
9 ( 80-90 ) 15 5 67 48 20 155 
10 ( 90-100 ) 26 8 127 76 42 279 
11 ( 100-1 10 )  26 6 141 65 37 2 .. 277 
12 ( 1 10-120 ) 2 1 1 1 \ 5 
13 ( 120-130 ) 
14 ( 130-140 ) 
15  ( 140-150 ) 
16  ( 150-'160 ) 
17  ( 160-170 ) 1 · 1 
Tota l s 185 67 758 620 143 2 1775 
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